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Abstract

Nam Hong HOANG

The dynamic traffic assignment models with real-time information

Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) is an important problem in the transportation

planning to prepare for the development of a competitive economy and sustainable

lifestyle. It has a wide range of applications in reality, from the evaluation of plan-

ning schemes, congestion management, to the forecast of road traffic in the network.

Additionally, the development of communication technologies, the evolution of the

automotive industry, and the movement of smart city bring a new behaviour of trav-

ellers in daily life, e.g., they make routing decisions based on the up-to-date traffic

information collected on-line during their travel. Although DTA problem is exten-

sively studied in many applications, only a fewworks analyse this new behaviour in

the context of traffic assignment (or optimal routing). This thesis aims to fill this gap

by developing a series of novel analytical frameworks to study the adaptive routing

in the transportation network for a given evolution of updated information.

First, the thesis’ contributions enhance the traditional DTAmodels (implicitly as-

suming full information about travel cost) via the development of a linearmathemat-

ical programming framework for both system optimal and user equilibrium route

choices in a single origin-destination dynamic network. Relying on kinematic-wave

theory, the proposed models are capable of capturing the spillover phenomenon,

shock-wave propagation and especially predicting the congested queue at any link.

The proposed DTA formulations improve the computational performance because

of its linearity without the large enumeration of paths in both sets of variables and

constraints. Last but not least, the analytical study shows the relation between two

typical principles of route choice, i.e., user equilibrium (UE) and system optimal
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(SO) principles, and the role of First-In-First-Out (FIFO) conditions in obtaining UE

solutions.

These previous studies of the SO and UE DTA problems are extended to a more

general problemwhere users only know themost recent update of network states. In

this thesis, a proposed information model represents the evolution of probabilistic

traffic demand and network capacity. The integration of this model in the tradi-

tional DTA framework forms linear formulations in the study of information-based

stochastic system optimal (ISSO) solutions that internally consider users’ preferences

of route choices and the en-routing behaviour given an updated information. In the

ISSO DTA model, users are assumed to comply with the route advices from system

operators as long as they align with the users’ preference.

For the selfish routing aided by real-time information, this thesis develops a

novel linear mathematical framework to formulate the information-based stochas-

tic user equilibrium (ISUE) DTA problem for a single origin-destination network.

The linkage between UE and SO solutions enables the development of incremental

loading method to obtain the ISUE solutions efficiently by solving a sequence of lin-

ear programs. Moreover, due to the use of link-based model, this method is more

scalable than path-based methods in the literature by avoiding a large enumera-

tion of paths especially in large-scale networks. The numerical examples show the

impact of information to both route choices and network performance, and demon-

strate the significant improvements in the obtained ISUE solution both in terms of

accuracy and computational complexity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Improving the efficiency of transport could enable a more competitive economy and

sustainable lifestyles (Mackie et al., 2014). However, there are a number of chal-

lenges for transport development, including the dynamic use of different transport

modes (e.g., private cars, buses, trains), the management of congestion dynamically,

driving safety, etc. The necessity of careful and optimised planning is required in

any transport appraisals because the congestion cost is significant and increasing as

shown in BITRE (2014).

To tackle the above challenges, the development of information services, such as

Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS), bringsmore valuable data formon-

itoring and operating traffic in real time. By utilising intelligent transport systems

(ITS), a recent study in Australia (BITRE, 2017) has estimated a great improvement

of the annual social cost associated with the road transport, i.e., avoidable $27 bil-

lion for road accidents and $30 billion for congestion cost predicted in the year 2030.

Additionally, these advanced technologies can lead to a new travelling behaviour

e.g., travellers potentially rely on a decision support system to make routing de-

cisions based on the real-time updates of the network traffic conditions or traffic

states. The insight understanding of this behaviour (e.g., its impact on reducing

congestion) is the key to unlock the power of ITS, however, only limited work in

the literature investigates such new behaviour in the context of optimal routing and

traffic planning. As reviewed in Balakrishna et al. (2013), there are still a number

of open issues spanning three aspects: information processing (e.g., big-data in the
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large-scale networks), the modelling of drivers’ responses to real-time information,

and the optimisation of network performance.

There are different methods to tackle these challenges, herein we focus on the

analytical approach based on the fundamental dynamic traffic assignment (DTA)

problem which helps to find an optimal routing or traffic split for a given traffic de-

mand in a transport network. It is worth noting that this DTA problem is closely

related to other problems in transport, including network design, strategy control

optimisation (signal timing, detour, speed limit etc.), and evacuation planning etc.

In the literature, the extensive study of this problem has shown that it is capable

of predicting the traffic evolution under different user behaviour models and that it

incorporates a variety of criteria for cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of the optimal so-

lutions (Szeto et al., 2012). Therefore, the wide range of DTA applications makes

it suitable for addressing the above challenges in a transportation network under-

pinned by our development of informed routing decision models within the DTA

framework presented in this thesis.

1.2 Thesis statement and challenges

The objective of this research is to analyse the impact of real-time information on

traffic routing and planning under a DTA framework. In this section, we will ini-

tially present the thesis statement and then the major challenges in the study of this

problem.

1.2.1 The problem statement

The following research questions help to identify the problem, its outcomes and

methodology.

How to find optimal routing for a given real-time information? The thesis as-

sumes the availability of real-time information that enables the behaviour of reroute-

ing traffic, for example, the update of incidents on any link, the real-time information

of the peak-hour traffic demand or the current locations of traffic congestion in the
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network. There are two typical classes of routing, either decided by the system op-

erator to achieve system-wide performance or by individual travellers to minimise

their own cost. To answer this question for each type of routing, we will first study

an information model to represent the stochastic network states, particularly the

evolution of probabilistic traffic demand and network capacity. We will then inte-

grate this model with the two types of routing above in the optimisation framework

that assigns optimal route flows on any links in the network.

How to analyse the impact of real-time information on the optimal routing and

network performance? Proposing a closed-formmathematical formulation to com-

pute the optimal routing aided by real-time information is the key to analyse its

impact on both routing and network performance. We aim to apply the methodol-

ogy of dynamic optimisation (Friesz, 2010) and analyse the optimal solutions via the

well-known Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. Furthermore, numerical com-

putation is another way to evaluate these impacts in different scenarios.

How to develop an efficient method for large-scale networks? Since the number

of real-time DTA applications is growing rapidly, we need efficient methods to ob-

tain optimal solutions, especially for large-scale networks, in a reasonable time. The

literature presents work (Ziliaskopoulos, 2000; Ukkusuri et al., 2008) that provides

efficient linear formulations for the system optimal DTA problems, unfortunately,

there was no such formulation for user optimal route choice. To answer this ques-

tion, we firstly utilise the advanced linearisable dynamic traffic models and then

extend this to include the proposed information model. We apply the analytical

methodologies that give insight understanding of optimal solutions to develop an

efficient linear framework for the computation of both system and user optimal rout-

ing.

1.2.2 Major challenges

Given the scope of problem studied in this thesis, the major challenges are follows:

the dynamic urban traffic network, the modelling of user behaviour, and the compu-

tational complexity. First, the literature has shown the difficulties in understanding
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transportation networks (Ran et al., 2012), i.e., it took about 30 years (1950s-1980s) to

establish essential theories for static models, including the fundamental relation be-

tween traffic flow and vehicle density, the dependence between travel time and flow

(Bureau of Public Roads, 1964), Beckmann’s formulation for the static traffic assign-

ment (Beckmann et al., 1956) etc. From the 1980s-2000s, the transportation models

focused on the dynamic networks with the development of kinematic-wave theory

and the support of early intelligent transport systems. Different features of an urban

network were investigated, including spill-back, hysteresis phenomena, backward

kinematic-wave propagation, actuated signal controls, etc. After the 2000s, the rapid

development of wireless communication technologies has changed not only the user

behaviour (from users’ travel experience to decision support systems) but also the

action of system operators (from static controls to actively response according to the

current network states). The interaction between operators and travellers in real-

time yields a complex interaction in a dynamic urban traffic network, that still needs

further research investigation.

Furthermore, the modelling of user behaviour is a crucial component in any

study, therefore, many research activities have been dedicated to this problem in

the past. The variety of these models was reviewed in Szeto et al. (2012), including

the role of economical and psychological factors. Additionally, the involvement of

real-time information initiates the dynamic assessment of travel cost made by users,

that is not only more complex but also more difficult to be modelled accurately.

Finally, the general DTA problem is usually difficult due to its non-convexity and

non-linearity (Carey, 1992). The development of efficient methods to solve this prob-

lem spreads across many applications, e.g., traffic operating systems, information

provision system etc. Although computing infrastructure and technologies have ad-

vanced dramatically in recent years, more studies are still needed to efficiently utilise

them for large-scale DTA problems. Particularly, an in-depth analytical study of this

DTA in light of the available real-time information is necessary to discover useful

properties or structure of optimal solutions and enable a practical deployment of

such a system. In summary, the three mentioned challenges are the main obstacles

in transport modelling and analysing of real-time information on traffic routing and

planning under the DTA framework.
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1.3 Contributions

This thesis develops a novel analytical framework to study adaptive routing, both

system optimal (SO) and user equilibrium (UE) choices, in a transportation network

for a given evolution of updated information. Herein the information is assumed to

be complete and perfect (i.e., no erroneous data). The original contributions of this

thesis are summarised as follows.

SO DTA (Chapter 3) The proposed SO DTA model, published in Ngoduy et al.

(2016), formulates the kinematic-wave theory as a set of linear constraints by ap-

plying a recently proposed Two-regime Transmission Model (TTM) in Balijepalli et

al. (2013). The TTM principle is more desirable for the optimal distribution of the

queues over links than using others in literature because, on the one hand, it utilises

the entry and exit flows to describe the link state similarly to the LTM (Yperman,

2007) or DQM (Osorio et al., 2011), and, on the other hand, it provides the time

and space evolution of the queue lengths. It shows that this evaluation of queue

lengths can be determined by the inflow at the upstream node and outflow at the

downstream node in TTM. While LTM or DQM cannot describe such evolution of

the queue lengths, CTM (Daganzo, 1994) can do it with high computational cost, es-

pecially for the SO-DTA problem. The major contribution in this research, therefore,

is to establish a new optimisation framework to find SO solutions which can both

minimise the total system travel time and optimally distribute the queue lengths

over links so that potential spillbacks can be minimised or free-flow traffic inside the

network can be attained.

This SO-DTA problem is suitable for the study of optimal traffic signal control.

This chapter also proposes a continuous signal control model that takes into ac-

count two important signalling features, i.e., green time split and phase ordering.

This model is integrated in the above SO-DTA framework for single-destination net-

works. Via numerical examples, it shows the impact of phase ordering on both route

choices and green splits which cannot be seen by other continuous signal control

models in the literature.
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UEDTA (Chapter 4) The chapter proposes a newmathematical framework for the

DTA problem with general capacitated constraints. The novelty of the proposed

model stems from a cost function based on a new concept of trip separability as

opposed to that of link costs used in the static models. This novel cost definition

enables us to formulate a single and explicit UE objective rather than embedding the

UE conditions in the constraints of the optimisation problem as usually done in the

literature. It provides insights on the relationship between the SO and UE solutions

based on the different perspectives of the resulting travel cost functions.

Furthermore, the mathematical proof presented in this chapter shows that in the

limit, the SO objective could be used to obtain the UE solution as the system time

step decreases to zero, given the satisfaction of the FIFO constraint. The difference

between UE and SO objectives represents a measure to evaluate the accuracy of the

proposed solution method.

As the result, we develop an incremental solution method to effectively solve

the UE-DTA problem where the convergence is guaranteed with a predetermined

number of iterations. The numerical results illustrate that UE-DTA problems can be

effectively solved using the proposed linear programming framework, which is in

stark contrast to the existing methods in the literature.

SODTAwith evolving information (Chapter 5) This chapter proposes a novel in-

formation model describing the evolution of knowledge (in the form of the real-time

information) that accounts for the (stochastic) uncertainty in demand and network

capacity. Our model departs from existing approaches in that it is based on the

demand and supply rather than the link travel time distributions as in Gao et al.

(2006). The proposed information and choice model has several advantages such

as it enables us to study separately the impact of the key influencing factors on the

route choice strategies, namely, demand, supply and user preference. Moreover, the

preference of route choice in our model could also be a function of the information

revealed by the operators (see Example 1 in Section 5.5.1).

Given the information, the drivers either decide on the route to their destination

only at the beginning of their journey (referred to as pre-trip path choice) (Lindsey
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et al., 2014), or gradually find the route toward the destination (i.e., en-route) by re-

assessing their decision at intermediate points in a so-called policy choice (Gao, 2012;

Dong et al., 2013). The new information model enables us to study the impact of in-

formation on route choices and network performance. This study is complementary

to the large body of existing literature in that it provides the SO solution with real-

time information access which can serve as a benchmark for network performance

achievable with real-time information. Our approach provides a solution that is

guaranteed to be SO under an evolving information model. In this SO framework,

users comply with the route advice decided by the system operator as long as they

align with the users’ preferences.

We show that the proposed information model can be seamlessly integrated into

a linear programming based optimisation framework. In particular, we develop two

new linear programming formulations for the SO-DTA problem encompassing path

and policy based adaptive route choice behaviours.

UEDTAwith evolving information (Chapter 6) The thesis proposes a novelmath-

ematical programming model for the information-based stochastic user equilibrium

(ISUE) DTA problem under the evolution of knowledge, in the form of real-time

information, that accounts for the (stochastic) uncertainty in demand and network

capacity. In particular, travellers adapt their route choices at the source according to

the latest information.

It shows mathematically the relationship between ISUE and the information-

based stochastic system optimal (ISSO) objective and proves that the ISSO objective

is approximately the ISUE objective as the time step goes to zero, given the satisfac-

tion of the FIFO constraint.

Additionally, it proves the impact of information in terms of total system travel

time in the increasing order of following solutions: ISSO, without-information SO

and without-information UE solutions. For the ISUE solution, we discuss its perfor-

mance in both analytical study and numerical results that it could be as good as an

ISSO, or worse than a without-information UE solution.

Furthermore, it develops a link-based incremental solution method to effectively
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solve the ISUE-DTA problem where the convergence is guaranteed with a prede-

termined number of iterations. Via numerical examples, this chapter shows that the

ISUE-DTAproblem can be efficiently solved using the proposed linear programming

framework, which is very different from the existing methods in the literature.

1.4 Organisation of the thesis

The remaining thesis has six chapters which are organised as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the background knowledge of the general DTA framework

which has two main components, i.e., traffic model and route choice model. It then

provides a review of DTA models with two types of travel choice, i.e., system opti-

mal and user equilibrium, with or without real-time information.

The thesis’ contributions are presented in Chapters 3–6. In Chapter 3, we first

make an overview of the two-regime transmission model (TTM), proposed by Bal-

ijepalli et al. (2013). We then develop optimisation framework to optimise queue

placement in the dynamic network based on the linear-constraint formulation of the

TTM-based SO-DTA model.

Chapter 4 proposes a novel mathematical framework for studying DTA prob-

lems in a dynamic capacitated network that applies to both the SO and UE formula-

tions in a unified manner. Based on the analytical study, we develop a novel linear

programming (LP) based method to solve the UE-DTA problem efficiently by ex-

ploiting the relationship between the SO and UE objectives.

Chapter 5 first proposes an information model to describe the evolving proba-

bilistic traffic demand and network capacity. It is associated with a choice frame-

work that utilises the real-time update of information to make routing decisions. In

this framework, the system operator considers users’ preference of route choice in

its routing decision, and therefore, users comply with the route advice from the sys-

tem operator. This chapter proposes two SO DTAmodels with information, each for

policy choice and path choice. It also discusses the complexity of these models and

makes comparison between solutions of policy and path choices.

Similarly, Chapter 6 utilises the information model proposed in Chapter 5, but
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for the computation of user equilibrium path choice. It proposes an information-

based stochastic user equilibrium (ISUE) DTA model, taking into account the evolv-

ing real-time information. It then develops an incremental solution method for the

proposed model and the linear approximation of ISUE objective based on the study

of relationship between ISUE and information-based stochastic SO (ISSO) solutions.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by providing a summary of all contribu-

tions (Chapters 3–6), and a discussion of the potential extensions of this work.

1.5 Publications

All contributions in this thesis have been published or are under-review. The list of

publications is as follows.

1. DongNgoduy, N. H. Hoang, Hai Le Vu, andDWatling (2016). “Optimal queue

placement in dynamic system optimum solutions for single origin-destination

traffic networks”. In: Transportation Research Part B: Methodological. DOI: 10.

1016/j.trb.2015.11.011.

In this work, I contributed significantly in Sections 4, 5 and 6 of this publication

which are included in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

2. N. H. Hoang, H. L. Vu, M. Smith, and D. Ngoduy (2016). “Convex signal

control model in a single-destination dynamic traffic assignment”. In: 2016

IEEE 19th International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC),

pp. 790–794. DOI: 10.1109/ITSC.2016.7795645.

3. N. H. Hoang, Hai Le Vu, Panda Manoj, and K. Hong Lo (2017a). “A linear

framework for dynamic user equilibrium traffic assignment in a single origin-

destination capacitated network”. In: Transportation Research Part B: Method-

ological. DOI: 10.1016/j.trb.2017.11.013.

4. N. H. Hoang, Hai Le Vu, Panda Manoj, and Dong Ngoduy (2017b). “An infor-

mation model for real-time adaptive routing in the dynamic system optimal

assignment problem”. Under-review to Networks and Spatial Economics.
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5. N. H. Hoang and Hai Le Vu (2017c). “An informed user equilibrium dynamic

traffic assignment problem in a single origin-destination stochastic network”.

Under-review to Transportation Research Part B: Methodological.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) is the last step in the four-stage process of trans-

portation planning (Willumsen, 2011), in which each individual trip between an ori-

gin and a destination is allocated to a route in the corresponding network. The liter-

ature reviews in Peeta et al. (2001), Szeto et al. (2012), and Ran et al. (2012) showed

a considerable amount of works in the study of DTA problem especially since the

2000s, with a wide range of applications in reality, e.g., congestion management, a

forecast of future road states, evaluation of planning schemes, etc. This part sum-

marises the modelling and solution methods to the DTA problem in the literature.

2.1 A general framework of DTA problem

The general description of DTA problem is that for a given transport network (sup-

ply side) and a set of travel demands (demand side), find the optimal routes for

each demand. The supply side provides a cost model to evaluate the travel cost

between any origin-destination (O-D) pairs in the network while the demand side

makes routing decisions according to this travel cost. From the economical point of

view, DTA represents the interaction between demand (the transportation network)

and supply (the amount of traffic seeking for routes) via the dependence between

travel cost and route choice. This section reviews different approaches to study the

supply and demand sides in the literature.
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2.1.1 The supply-side dynamic network loading (DNL) models

In DTA, the typical travel cost is the residual time a vehicle staying in a network,

however, there are other definitions of cost depended on the objective of route choices,

e.g., in terms of fuel consumption (Ma et al., 2017), battery usage (He et al., 2013)

or monetary cost (Yang et al., 2004b). For more accurate estimation of travel cost,

the cost models also capture the properties of traffic propagation, including First-In-

First-Out (FIFO) or spill-over phenomenon. In the literature, there are three different

approaches, i.e., microscopic, macroscopic and mesoscopic, to model the dynamic

propagation of traffic over the network.

First, themicroscopic approach describes each vehicle individually, i.e., its length,

speed and location etc., and constrains vehicles’ behaviour to obey traffic signs, its

reaction to the ahead traffic (car-following model), lane changing, etc. Due to the de-

tail of traffic at the level of vehicle, this approach enables the studies in a diversity of

user behaviour (car following or lane changing) and vehicle types (e.g., trucks, cars

or buses). As a result of this complexity, this method is computationally expensive

and difficult for calibration (due to a large number of attributes). For this approach,

we refer to the following works in Brackstone et al. (1999), Punzo et al. (2005), and

Rahman et al. (2013).

In contrast, the macroscopic approaches regulate the aggregated traffic flow to

follow a fundamental relationship, e.g., between flow and density in Fig. 2.1. There-

fore, this method uses less number of variables to characterise the network state.

Major analytical works in DTA rely on this macroscopic approach to efficiently anal-

yse the optimal solutions and provide the insight understanding that is unable (or

difficult) to observe using the other approaches. However, as a drawback, it is un-

able to describe the route for each vehicle, and difficult to deal with a heterogeneous

traffic environment.

The hybrid approaches (or mesoscopic models) combine the advantages of the

above two approaches by considering route choice individually but aggregating

traffic propagation on links (meaning that vehicles do not have individual trajec-

tory within link but follow a macroscopic traffic model). CONTRAM (Taylor, 2003)

grouped vehicles into packets where their speed is decided by the density for a given
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density

flow

Max flow Q

FIGURE 2.1: The triangular fundamental diagram between flow
(veh/s) and density (veh/m).

speed-density relation function. DYNASMART (Jayakrishnan et al., 1994), FAST-

LANE (Gawron, 1999), DTASQ (Mahut et al., 2003) proposed queue-server models

where a road is divided into two parts, i.e., running (from upstream) and queueing

(at downstream). Nagel et al. (1992) applied the method of cellular automata that ve-

hicles follow a minimal set of behaviour rules to determine their traverse over cells

in the network. The disadvantage of mesoscopic models is the integration of micro-

and macroscopic models which requires a complex interaction between the study of

route choice (at the micro level) and traffic propagation (at the macro level). We refer

to Joueiai et al. (2015), Nuzzolo et al. (2016), and Toledo et al. (2010) for further detail

discussions of this method.

This thesis focuses on the analytical study of DTA problem, therefore, applies

the macroscopic traffic network loading models in the proposed DTA models. The

following part summaries their state-of-the-art formulation in the literature.

The macroscopic approach The general behaviour of traffic propagation on a road

is similar to queueing operations, i.e., traffic, entering a road at its upstream node,

is stored and dispatched at the downstream node. Therefore, a number of queue-

based models are proposed, including the point queue (PQ) (Merchant et al., 1978;

Vickrey, 1969), spatial queue (SQ) (Zhang et al., 2013), double queue (DQ) (Osorio

et al., 2011) or kinematic-based queue (KQ or LWR as the abbreviation of authors’

names) (Lighthill et al., 1955; Richards, 1956).

The mathematical differences among PQ, SQ and KQ were studied in Zhang

et al. (2013) and Shen et al. (2014). The PQ models consider a queue with infi-

nite storage, that enable us to treat roads or links independently. However, they
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are unable to represent the effect of backward flow spillover in which the reduc-

tion of downstream flow is propagated back to the upstream flow. To enable this

spillover phenomenon, SQ models respect to the physical space of each vehicle and

link, i.e., equivalently queue has finite storage. However, as they do not base on

the kinematic-wave theory, the SQ models still not able to describe the formation

of shock-wave traffic which normally prevents free-flow movement, therefore vehi-

cles take a longer time to be discharged at the downstream point. The DQ models

construct the one-way road as two queues: the upstream queue (also called run-

ning queue) and downstream queue (or bottleneck queue). The challenge in this

approach is that they allow random variable of queue lengths, but restricted to a

fixed total length. Via simulation, this model coincides with the simplified theory of

kinematic waves proposed previously by Newell (1993).

Based on the kinematic-wave theory, the cell transmission model (CTM), pro-

posed by Daganzo (1994), is the well-known LWR-based traffic model with the ca-

pability of capturing shock-waves and spillover phenomenon. The relationship be-

tween vehicle flow and density follows the triangular fundamental diagram in Fig. 2.1.

The properties of CTM were well-studied in Daganzo (1994), Daganzo (1995), and

Mohan et al. (2013) not only its advantages but also the lack of describing anticipa-

tion and user-driven inertial effect. For the comparison with previous models, Nie

et al. (2005) showed that CTM gave better insight traffic on links, but paid for a large

computational cost. Similarly, the link transmission model (LTM), first presented

in Yperman (2007), based on the simplified kinematic-wave theory (Newell, 1993).

However, it is more efficient and scalable than CTM because the model is discrete

only in time instead of in both time and space, shown in Balijepalli et al. (2013), Jin

(2015), and Gentile (2010).

For causal characteristics (car-following or hysteresis effects), they are oftenmod-

elled in the relationship between speed and density in the higher-order LWR-based

models which are reviewed in Mohan et al. (2013). Due to their burden of complex-

ity, these models have not been used widely in the DTA formulation.
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2.1.2 The demand-side choice models

The demand model, also called the travel choice model, represents a selection of

routes according to the travel cost that is provided, observed or perceived from the

network loading models. The pioneer work of Wardrop (1952) introduced two fun-

damental principles of travel choices which are widely used in many DTA models,

described below:

System optimal (SO) principle The total cost spent by all users is minimised.

User-equilibrium (UE) principle No users could unilaterally change their choices

to get a better cost.

In SO principle, drivers behave cooperatively to ensure the minimisation of total

travel costs. It is suitable for the studies of traffic planning in which different control

strategies such as signal timing, lane allocations, and road pricing are employed to

influence traffic so that the total cost is minimised. This principle is also useful for

any centrally controlled systems, for example to depict SO flows in logistics (Amaral

et al., 2015), public transports (Ibarra-Rojas et al., 2015), or in evacuation systems (Ng

et al., 2010).

Differently, UE principle represents the selfish behaviour of drivers that ratio-

nally select the lowest-cost routes. It is widely used in many DTA models to rep-

resent a reasonable user behaviour in practice. Given this principle, the decision

of UE choice requires two components: the choice dimension and the definition of

travel cost. In the context of a dynamic network, the choice dimension could be pure

route choices (originally studied in static models), pure departure time choices, or

simultaneous route and departure time choices. For travel cost, it is depended on

the domain of applications and is derived from the supply-side models introduced

in Section 2.1.1.

According to the review of travel choice models in Szeto et al. (2012), these prin-

ciples are extended in different ways: definitions of travel cost (e.g., travel time or

budget), psychological factors (e.g., perception error, risk aversion, or inertial be-

haviour), uncertain travel time caused by uncertainties of demand or network ca-

pacity, bounded rationality (in which travellers only changes the current routes to

another if the difference of costs exceeds a threshold), or elastic demand (in which
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users have right to cancel their trips). In stochastic models, some papers (Sun et

al., 2017; Szeto et al., 2011b) also considered the stability or reliability of stochastic

solutions via evaluating both mean and deviation of some random quantities (e.g.,

stochastic travel time). Inmultiple modal traffic which includes different types of ve-

hicles, e.g., buses, cars or trucks, the interaction caused by a mixture of route choices

was studied in Bliemer et al. (2003) and Lo et al. (1996).

Due to the variety of travel choice models, there are different methods to formu-

late them. The SO principle can also be formulated either as an objective function

of minimal total cost (Ziliaskopoulos, 2000) or as a complementarity condition us-

ing marginal route travel time (Wie et al., 1998). It is worth to note that UE concept

is seen equivalently in other theories, i.e., economic concept of utility maximisa-

tion, game theory. Therefore, UE choices could be formulated in various methods,

including the Nonlinear Complementarity Problem (NCP) (Wie et al., 2002), Vari-

ational Inequality Problem (VIP) (Lo et al., 2002; Friesz et al., 1993), Mathematical

Programming Problem (MPP) (Wie et al., 1990), Fixed-Point Problem (FPP) (Huang

et al., 2002), Optimal Control Problem (OCP) (Lam et al., 1995; Friesz et al., 1989), or

ContinuumModeling Problem (CMP) (Wang et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2011).

The following sections review the DTAmodels in the combination of route choice

and network loading models. In this thesis, they are focused on:

• Macroscopic network loading model: kinematic-wave method.

• Route choice model: inelastic demand, homogeneous vehicles, the decision of

route choices relied on a decision support system (DSS) that is not influenced

by human factors, e.g., perception error, inertial behaviour etc.

2.2 System optimal DTA model

The SO-DTA problem predicts the optimal time-dependent routing pattern of trav-

ellers in a network such that the given time-dependent origin-destination demands

are satisfied and the total system travel time spent by all travellers is minimised,

assuming some models for dynamic network loading. There has been much effort

in literature undertaken to formulate the kinematic wave model (KWM) of Lighthill
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et al. (1955) and Richards (1956), based on an analogy between traffic flow and cer-

tain types of wave motion in fluids, for the SO-DTA problem. Especially, a discrete

version of the KWM, called the cell transmission model (CTM) (Daganzo, 1994; Da-

ganzo, 1995) has been formulated as side constraints in the SO-DTA problem (Carey

et al., 2012a; Carey et al., 2012b; Gentile et al., 2005; Gentile et al., 2007; Lo et al., 2002;

Nie et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2014; Szeto et al., 2011a; Ukkusuri et al., 2012; Ukkusuri

et al., 2008; Ziliaskopoulos, 2000). It is because knowing the time-space dynamics of

traffic flow within the link will facilitate a better understanding of the resulting SO

solution, for example, the level of congestion and spillback location in the network,

etc. An important property of the CTM is the possibility to reformulate it as a re-

laxed set of linear constraints so that a linear programming model for the SO-DTA

problem for a network can be solved efficiently (Beard et al., 2006; Li et al., 2003;

Ukkusuri et al., 2008; Ziliaskopoulos, 2000).

However, the choice to adopt CTM is not without its computational overheads.

As noted in Nie et al. (2005), if we just consider the issue of DNL (of given route

in-flow profiles) then the computational time for the CTM is directly proportional to

the number of cells, and hence the computational efficiency is inversely proportional

to the accuracy (in recovering the LWR). Thus the choice of discretisation level effec-

tively means a choice/compromise between computational efficiency and the level

of agreement with the (continuum) KWM model. If we then consider the wider is-

sue of how the model is integrated within a SO-DTA framework, then we are faced

with further computational issues: if the CTM is specified as a set of side constraints

as suggested by Peeta et al. (2001) then the number of constraints grows with the

fineness of the discretisation, whereas if we represent it using a route-based map-

ping as in Lo et al. (2002), then we are led down a path of route enumeration with all

the computational difficulties that it is known to bring. As noted in Bar-Gera (2005),

the ‘computational requirements reduce the attractiveness of this model for large-

scale long duration applications’. Such computational issues of CTM based SO-DTA

problems are further explored in Shen et al. (2008) for different network sizes, where

the number of constraints is increased polynomially with the network size.

Recently, a well known Lax-Hopf (LH) formula for the Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) type

partial differential equations has been used to solve the KWM, which can avoid the
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discretisation, hence enhance the computational efficiency. The LH formula can be

used to provide a variational formulation of the HJ equation solutions describing

the evolution of a cumulative number of vehicles at the two ends of the link. In prin-

ciple, the LH formula has been derived in various ways including the traffic flow

theory by Daganzo (2005) which actually generalises the theory of Newell (1993),

the viability theory by Aubin et al. (2011) for given boundary conditions at two ends

of the link, which is then extended to include the internal condition (i.e. information

of probe vehicles) by Claudel et al. (2010a) and Claudel et al. (2010b), and the tech-

nique of calculus of variations by Evans et al. (2012). The Link Transmission Model

(LTM) in either discrete form (Yperman et al., 2006) or continuous form (Han et al.,

2016; Jin, 2015) has been developed using the Newell’s theory which is a special for-

mulation of LH formula above, where the state of the whole link (i.e., either free-flow

or congested) will be determined by the entry and exit flow. More specifically, the

flow propagation in LTM is based on Newell’s cumulative flow curves applied at

the entry/exit of each link, with node models used to calculate the transition flows,

which are based on conservation of flow between the incoming and outgoing flows.

Sending/receiving flows, together with transition flows and other flow constraints,

form the basis for updating the cumulative flows at the link boundaries.

Osorio et al. (2011) and Osorio et al. (2014) have developed another version of

LTM, which is a so-called Double Queue (DQ) Model. In the DQ model, the link

is treated as a set of two queues, referred to as the upstream queue and the down-

stream queue. Both LTM and DQ model can properly capture the free-flow travel

time delay (when the link is in a free-flow state) and the backward shockwave time

delay (when the link is in a congested state), which makes them possible to capture

queue spillbacks. The DQ model was used in Ma et al. (2014) to find a free-flow

DSO solution where spillback is tracked by the traffic state at the link entrance (in

free-flowing) or at the link exit (in congested) accounting for some time shift. Nev-

ertheless, either LTM or DQ model does not determine explicitly the propagation of

the front shocks within a link and thus is unsuitable for providing the detailed traffic

state within the link.
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Signal control model in DTA The existing interaction between signal controls and

traffic flow has been found in the literature. Allsop (1974) first pointed out that net-

work control parameters (such as traffic signals) could influence user route choices.

The benefits of adaptive route choice have been studied in Yang et al. (2004a) and

Sims et al. (1980) where a choice was made according to a known signal timings and

online traffic states, respectively or in Wallace et al. (1991) with coordinate controls

among relevant intersections.

As the traffic networkmodelling advances, the concept of signal control has been

extended to the DTA problem, first introduced by Gartner et al. (1998), through a

framework that includes both signal control and traffic assignment models. Han et

al. (2015a), Sun et al. (2006), and Ukkusuri et al. (2013) proposed bi-level approaches

where the optimal controls subject to the optimal route choices for a given control

in the lower-level sub-problem. Similarly, Li et al. (2015) studied the combination

of route guidance and optimal signal control models. Although these approaches

are sufficient to describe the problem in general, all of them face the issue of com-

putational complexity. In fact, it is not necessary to always form a bi-level model,

especially when travellers follow suggestions from the network operator as long as

it aligns with their preference of route choices (Jahn et al., 2005; Paz et al., 2009b; Le

et al., 2017; Le et al., 2013). Therefore, this thesis will base on a single-level approach

and study signal control models embedded inside the DTA framework with an open

option for describing user constraints as in Jahn et al. (2005).

In particular, this thesis focuses on the methodology of modelling traffic signal

inside the DTA framework. Not long after the appearance of cell transmissionmodel

(CTM) (Daganzo, 1994), Lo (1999) and then Lin et al. (2004) developed CTM-based

mixed-integer programming (MIP) models to include signal controls. Related to the

DTA problem, several works relied on Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework

to develop mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models (Kamal et al., 2015;

Haddad et al., 2013) which were more efficient than MIP in general. Although MIP

or MILP approaches are straightforward to describe the phase transitions (red to

green and vice versa), they are difficult to be solved. Therefore, a number of algo-

rithms were proposed for these problems, e.g., decomposing methods (Rinaldi et al.,
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2015; Timotheou et al., 2015), genetic approach (Sun et al., 2006) or Iterative Assign-

ment Optimization procedure (Ukkusuri et al., 2013).

Besides the above methods for the exact description of traffic signalling char-

acteristics, other works approximated their effects to obtain a continuous model of

signal control. For example, focusing only on the green split for each phase in a pre-

defined cycle time, Chen et al. (1998) and Ukkusuri et al. (2010) proposed efficient

linear models instead of MIP models. Later, Han et al. (2014) studied this signal

control continuum approximation in the link transmission model (LTM) (Yperman,

2007). Note that, the property of continuity is essential in many works, especially

for the user equilibrium traffic assignment problems. However, by approximation,

studying the effect of phase ordering to routing is infeasible in these works.

In conclusion, Table 2.1 summarises LWR-based SO-DTA models in the litera-

ture, and compares them with the SO-DTA model proposed in Chapter 3. The fol-

lowing section reviews the LWR-based models for the UE-DTA problem.

2.3 User equilibrium DTA model

Dynamic user equilibrium traffic assignment (UE-DTA) formulation has been used

in many applications, such as transport planning or network design, and studied in-

tensively in the literature. However, finding the user equilibrium solutions remains

a big challenge due to the complexity of current non-linear models that are not scal-

able for large networks.

In the literature, most of the existing works enforce the UE principle (also known

as Wardrop’s first principle), where an individual user does not have an incentive to

unilaterally change its decision about route choice, as a constraint in their mathemat-

ical models. These works include variational inequality (VI) models (Lo et al., 2002;

Han et al., 2015b; Zhong et al., 2011; Perakis et al., 2006; Gentile, 2016), differential

variational inequality (DVI) models (Friesz et al., 2011), or non-linear complemen-

tarity problem (NCP) (Ukkusuri et al., 2012). Due to the difficulty of solving these

models, there have been a number of approximated solutionmethods proposed, e.g.,

fixed-point algorithms, the method of successive averages (MSA), alternating direc-

tion method, projection method, etc. The performance of these iterative methods,
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e.g., their speed of convergence, partially depends on the chosen initial solutions

and other parameter settings. A performance comparison among existing methods

can be found in Carey et al. (2012a).

In contrast to the above, the works of Beckmann et al. (1956) and Larsson et al.

(1999) and Correa et al. (2004) which apply to static networks with infinite and finite

capacity links, respectively, incorporate the UE principle through suitably defined

objective functions and not as constraints. The framework developed in this thesis

provides an extension of Beckmann’s formulation to dynamic networks. So far there

has not been a successful attempt for such a dynamic network problem as Lin et

al. (2000) showed that an incorrect extension of Beckmann’s formulation would not

guarantee the UE condition in general. It is because the above mentioned static

UE model relies on the separability of link cost functions without any interaction

among them, which is not valid in the dynamic scenarios (i.e., DTA problem) due to

the complexity of traffic propagation over both time and space.

In the proposed framework, like Beckman’s model but for dynamic networks,

we show that an appropriately chosen objective function will drive the solution to

satisfy either the first Wardrop’s principle (i.e., achieving UE solution) or the second

Wardrop’s principle (i.e., achieving SO solution). However, rather than using link

costs, this thesis will introduce a concept of trips that captures the vehicle trajectory

in both time and space, and thus enables the separation of path travel costs.

Furthermore, several works exploit the relationship between the UE and SO so-

lution to solve the UE-DTA problem. Carey (2009) utilised the SO problem to find a

UE solution, however, via a bi-level framework that separated the route flow assign-

ment (in the upper-level SO model) and link flow propagation (in the lower-level

model). In particular, the equilibrium flow was solved by iteratively updating the

link travel time. In contrast to Carey’s approach, this thesis will formulate the UE-

DTA problem in a single-level optimization model with an explicit objective func-

tion. Moreover, its solving approach is incremental without the need of updating

the assigned flows. As a result, the non-linear First-In-First-Out (FIFO) constraints

can be transformed to linear formulas yielding a linear model in each and every

solution step in our incremental method.

Note that, the incremental method was first developed by Van Vliet (1976) but
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TABLE 2.2: Summary of selected LWR-based UE-DTA models.
Abbreviations: ISM: Incremental Solution Method, N: No, Y: Yes.

Paper(s) Traffic model UE formulation Quantity of SO-
UE difference

Solution
method

Lo et al. (2002) Path-based CTM VI N Alternating
direction

Han et al.
(2015b)

Path-based LWR VI N Fixed point,
self-adaptive
projection,
proximal point

Perakis et al.
(2006)

Path-based LWR VI N Dynamic Frank-
Wolfe

Gentile (2016) General LTM VI N Gradient projec-
tion

Ukkusuri et al.
(2012)

Path-based CTM NCP N Projection
method

This thesis
(Chapter 4)

Path-based LTM Non-linear ob-
jective function

Y Linear link-
based ISM

without any theoretical analysis of the SO-UE relationship. It simply solved the

UE problem by loading some fraction of demands, choosing the shortest paths then

updating the travel cost before repeating these steps for the remaining demands.

Herein, the work in Chapter 4 will utilize the incremental approach and develop a

unified mathematical formulation to theoretically obtain the UE solution by lever-

aging the relationship between the SO and UE objectives while preserving the FIFO

principle.

In summary, Table 2.2 summarises the selected LWR-based UE-DTA models and

compares with the UE-DTA model proposed in Chapter 4. The following section

reviews the DTA models with information-based adaptive routing.

2.4 DTAmodels with adaptive routing based on real-time in-

formation

With the advancement of technologies, information becomes more accessible with

improved quality and diversity (e.g. via sensors, phones and smart devices, or so-

cial networks, etc.). Increasingly, information is being used to enhance travellers’

experience and to improve traffic flows in the transportation networks (Ahmed et

al., 2016). For example, in advanced traveller information systems (ATIS) (Chorus

et al., 2006), information such as traffic condition can now be provided for road users
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to make informed routing decision in real-time. Besides, more and more informa-

tion is being used by the road network operators to reduce congestion and better

manage traffic flows in the network. For this reason, the value of information and its

impact on users’ behaviour and network performance is a very important topic and

has been researched intensively in the literature. Most of the existing works (with

the exception of Waller et al. (2013)) focus on the user’s point of view where ques-

tions regarding the improvement in travel time of the individual, or the equilibria

of that of many individuals (i.e., network perspective) have been studied. In the fol-

lowing, this section reviews the relevant literature on the impact of information on

users’ behaviour and motivates the development of a new information model to be

integrated into the well-researched DTA framework.

2.4.1 Information impact on routing

The benefit of information for road users (i.e., from the individual point of view)

was first studied in Hall (1983) and subsequently in Yang (1998), Arnott et al. (1999),

Gao (2012), and Balakrishna et al. (2013). It is found that the total travel time of users

who adaptively select route using information is reduced, but the benefit decreases

as the market penetration increases. This relation suggests the trade-off between the

amount of information measured by the degree of user participation and its benefit

to the travellers. Furthermore, better information coverage both in terms of space

and time seems to have a positive impact on users’ ability to adapt in real-time (Gao

et al., 2012).

Given the information, users’ adaptation (i.e. behaviour) can also come in dif-

ferent forms such as varying the departure times, transport modes or selecting the

optimal route (Balakrishna et al., 2013). The latter has been studied intensively in the

literature where drivers, based on the information available to them, either decide

on the route to their destination only at the beginning of their journey (referred to

as pre-trip path choice) (Lindsey et al., 2014), or gradually find the route toward the

destination by reassessing their decision at intermediate points in a so-called policy

choice (Gao, 2012; Dong et al., 2013).

In path choice, due to the lack of perfect, real-time information, travellers might

perform an imprecise evaluation of travel cost (Han, 2003; Connors et al., 2009).
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Further study of the personal perception was conducted with an additional penalty

of late arrival (Watling, 2006), or with the representation of inertial phenomenon

(Xie et al., 2014) in route choice behaviour. Besides that, the effect of information

coverage on path choice is investigated in the study of inefficiency (also referred as

the price of anarchy) between user and system optimal solution (Liu et al., 2009), or

the benefit of pre-trip information to routing decision was discussed in Lindsey et al.

(2014).

In policy choice, Polychronopoulos et al. (1996), then followed by those in Gao

et al. (2006), Gao et al. (2012), and Gao (2012), introduced the concept of learning

where users could eliminate infeasible realisations of link cost via the knowledge

gained as they traversed the network. With stochastic and flow dependent arc cost,

Unnikrishnan et al. (2009) assumed that users could know the link travel costs only

when they arrive at the upstream node of these links, which in turns enable them

to choose the best next link before continuing their journey. Other studies by Kim

et al. (2005), Xiao et al. (2014), and Dong et al. (2013) exploited the knowledge of

road state transition (or link costs correlation) to reduce the uncertainty of travel

time estimation in the policy routing. Instead of path or policy choice, some studies,

e.g., Spiess et al. (1989), Marcotte et al. (1998), Hamdouch et al. (2004), and Ukkusuri

et al. (2007), considered hyperpath (or multi-path) choice, also referred to as strategy

choice, in which a group of paths between source and destination is predefined, but

travellers make a routing decision depending on the current traffic information.

2.4.2 The adaptive SO routing with information

Although important, there are surprisingly not many works existing in the literature

that examine the benefit of information usage from the network’s perspective. Ac-

cording to the emerging trends of the role of information technology in transporta-

tion, e.g., autonomous vehicles (Diakaki et al., 2015), Internet of Things (Wang et al.,

2015), etc., it is expected that network operators will have more control and options

to influence users’ behaviour to deal with global issues (e.g., serious disasters, mas-

sive congestion, etc.). To the best of our knowledge, research by Waller et al. (2013)

is the only work so far that studied the system optimality (SO) of the DTA problem

with the strategic routing (i.e., policy choice with a predefined group of paths). Their
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strategic routing turns out to be a kind of adaptive path choice based on historical

(a priori) information. Consequently, to-date, the use of real-time information and

the resulting users’ adaptive route choice behaviour on network performance have

been little known and is still an open problem in the literature.

Instead of studying the benefit of information use to individual user route choice,

Waller et al. (2013) modelled the system optimal (SO) path choice based on the his-

torical (a priori) information from the network’s perspective. In terms of route guid-

ance, the works of Paz et al. (2009a), Balakrishna et al. (2005), Peeta et al. (2002), and

Mahmassani (2001) steer the network towards SO solutions via information provi-

sion. In their work, they approached this problem by developing the rolling-horizon

framework for updating real-time information and using fuzzy-logic approach for

route choice.

2.4.3 The adaptive UE routing with information

Studying the impact of information services, such as the advanced traveller infor-

mation systems (ATIS), on the system performance is usually based on the observa-

tion that the available information helps to reduce the uncertainty of the perceived

travel cost for users equipped with ATIS. Hall (1996) studied this impact on different

types of users and shown a simple two-route example that information cannot de-

grade network performance. He also suggested the use of ATIS to achieve the user

equilibria instead of shaping the traffic toward system optimal point because users

“certainly will not rely on sources that run counter to their own observations.” The

benefit in path choice from a mixture of guided and unguided travellers has been

studied in Yang (1998). Informed drivers are assumed to know exactly the realisa-

tion of link cost via messages from ATIS, while others choose their routes with ran-

dom perception errors in their evaluation of the travel cost. Using a more advanced

traffic model based on the cell transmission model, Lo et al. (2004) developed a com-

plementary formulation for the stochastic UE route choice and compared the results

between static and dynamic paradigms. Bifulco et al. (2016) focused on the stability

of UE under ATIS in the day-to-day dynamics of the traffic network. Works in this

category include mathematical programming models (Spiess et al., 1989; Marcotte

et al., 1998; Yang, 1998; Unnikrishnan et al., 2009), variational inequality models
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(Han, 2003; Hamdouch et al., 2004; Connors et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009; Xie et al.,

2014), fixed-point models (Gao, 2012), dynamic programming models (Kim et al.,

2005; Xiao et al., 2014), and heuristic approaches (Gao et al., 2006; Ukkusuri et al.,

2007; Gao et al., 2012). The literature on this direction of research is extensive, for

more details, see Chorus et al. (2006), De Palma et al. (2012), Huang et al. (2008), and

Lam et al. (2008).

Given an up-to-date information, travellers adapt their decision of route choices

according to the current network state. Particularly, Polychronopoulos et al. (1996),

then followed by those in Gao et al. (2006), Gao et al. (2012), and Gao (2012), intro-

duced the concept of learning where users could eliminate infeasible realisations of

link cost via the knowledge gained as they traversed the network. To investigate the

network-level impact of information using DTA, Gao (2012) developed a fixed-point

framework in which the information is the link travel time distribution inputting

into their route choice model.

Similarly, with stochastic and flow dependent arc cost, Unnikrishnan et al. (2009)

assumed that users know the link travel costs but only when they arrive at the up-

stream node of these links, which enables them to choose the best next link before

continuing their journey. Other studies by Kim et al. (2005), Xiao et al. (2014), and

Dong et al. (2013) relied on the knowledge of road state transition (or link costs cor-

relation) to reduce the uncertainty of travel time estimation in routing. In transit

networks, Hamdouch et al. (2004) and Hamdouch et al. (2014) studied the strate-

gic decisions aided by the link access probability due to incidents or supply capac-

ity drop. Their problem was formulated in the form of variational inequalities to

achieve the user equilibrium solutions.

In summary, Table 2.3 compares the above LWR-based DTA models with the

proposed models in Chapters 5 and 6 in the context of adaptive routing with real-

time information. The following chapters detail the thesis’ contributions.
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Chapter 3

A SO-DTA model for single O-D

traffic networks

The system optimal dynamic traffic assignment (SO-DTA) problem aims to deter-

mine a time-dependent routing pattern of travellers in a network such that the given

time-dependent origin-destination demands are satisfied and the total travel time is

at a minimum, assuming some model for dynamic network loading. The network

kinematic wave model is now widely accepted as such a model, given its realism in

reproducing phenomena such as transient queues and spillback to upstream links.

An attractive solution strategy for SO-DTA based on such a model is to reformu-

late as a set of side constraints apply a standard solver, and to this end two meth-

ods have been previously proposed, one based on the discretisation scheme known

as the Cell Transmission Model (CTM), and the other based on the Link Transmis-

sion Model (LTM) derived from variational theory. This chapter aims to combine

the advantages of CTM (in tracking time-dependent congestion formation within

a link) with those of LTM (avoiding cell discretisation, providing a more compu-

tationally attractive with much fewer constraints). The motivation for this work is

the previously-reported possibility for DSO to have multiple solutions, which differ

in where queues are formed and dissipated in the network. This work aims to find

DSO solutions that optimally distribute the congestion over links inside the network

which essentially eliminate avoidable queue spillbacks. In order to do so, it requires

more information than the LTM can offer, but wish to avoid the computational bur-

den of CTM for DSO. It thus adopts an extension of the LTM called the Two-regime

Transmission Model (TTM), which is consistent with LTM at link entries and exits
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but which is additionally able to accurately track the spatial and temporal forma-

tion of the congestion boundary within a link (which we later show to be a critical

element, relative to LTM). It sets out the theoretical background necessary for the

formulation of the network-level TTM as a set of linear side constraints. Numer-

ical experiments are used to illustrate the application of the method to determine

DSO solutions avoiding spillbacks, reduce/eliminate the congestion and to show

the distinctive elements of adopting TTM over LTM. Furthermore, in comparison to

a fine-level CTM-based DSOmethod, our formulation is seen to significantly reduce

the number of linear constraints while maintaining a reasonable accuracy.

The organisation of content in this chapter follows. Section 3.2 briefly reviews

the development of the TTM for dynamic network loading problems which has been

published previously in Balijepalli et al. (2013). Section 3.3 formulates the TTM as

a set of linear constraints for a DSO traffic assignment problem in which the queue

lengths are calculated explicitly. Section 3.4 presents a new optimisation framework

which finds DSO solutions optimally distributing the queue lengths over links in the

network using the linear constraints formulated in Section 3.3. Section 3.6 illustrates

our numerical studies for a small and a reasonably large network in order to sup-

port the advantages of this proposed approach. Finally, we conclude this chapter in

Section 3.7.

3.1 Notation

A traffic network is considered a directed graph, which consists of a set of links

connected via a set of nodes. The notation below will define a traffic network being

considered in this chapter.

• T: a set of discrete time slots, T ⇢ N. For continuous time domain, we use

notation TR (TR ⇢ R). We also define T = |T| as the number of time slots.

• V: Set of nodes. There are two subsets: set of source nodes VR and set of sink

nodesVS, such that: (VR [VS) ✓ V and,VR \VS = ?.

• A: Set of directed links, combined by any two nodes in V, e.g. if (n,m) 2 A

then we call n the upstream node, and m the downstream node of this link.
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There are three subsets of links: normal, source (AR) and sink (AS) links. The

last two types are the specialised and virtual links to provide features of source

nodes and sink nodes. For each link a 2 A:

– la: physical length.

– U�
a : set of inflow links to link a.

– U+
a : set of outflow links from link a.

– Sa(t): upstream capacity (supply).

– Da(t): downstream capacity (demand).

– ua(t): real-time upstream traffic.

– va(t): real-time downstream traffic.

⇤ Note that: ua(t), va(t), Sa(t) and Da(t) are continuous in time domain

TR.

Also for each node n 2 V:

– G�
n : set of inflow links to node n.

– G+
n : set of outflow links from node n.

(G�
n [ G+

n ) ✓ A

G�
n \ G+

n = ?

U�
a = {e|a 2 G+

n ; e 2 G�
n }

U+
a = {e|a 2 G�

n ; e 2 G+
n }

• fab(t): upstream traffic at link b, coming from downstream traffic at link a.

a, b 2 A

a \ b 6= ?

• (Va,Wa,Ka): the set of fundamental diagram parameters, e.g. free-flow speed,

backward speed and maximum density, for each link a 2 A. The maximum
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flow is Qa =
KaVaWa

Va +Wa
, and the critical density is

KaWa

Va +Wa
.

Va � Wa

• lca(t): length of congested regime in link a.

• l fa (t): length of free-flow regime in link a.

• Common indexes: a for links in A, n for nodes in V, i for time slots in T, t for

continuous time in TR.

Network formation Two rules for source and sink nodes:

• There is only one link from a source node, called source link.

• There is only one link to a sink node, called sink link.

3.2 Overview of Two regime Transmission Model

This section briefly discusses the concept of the TTM for traffic dynamics in a link,

which has been previously developed in Balijepalli et al. (2013), and explains the

potential advantages of TTM in the context of the DSO traffic assignment problems.

Define the fundamental relationship according to the LWR model:

∂r

∂t
+

∂q
∂x

= 0 (3.1)

where r = r(x, t) and q = q(x, t) denote, respectively, the density and flow at con-

tinuous location x and continuous time t. Here the link index a is dropped for the

sake of simplicity since Eq. (3.1) holds for any link. Note, by definition, q(0, t) .
= u(t)

and q(l, t) .
= v(t). Furthermore, the flow is assumed to be a function of the density,

which refers to a so-called fundamental diagram. Thus we may write:

q(x, t) = f (r(x, t)) (3.2)
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for some function f(.) that is independent of x and t. We shall specifically focus on

the case of a triangular flow-density relationship:

f(r) =

8
><

>:

Vr, if 0  r  C;

W (K� r) , if C  r  K.
(3.3)

where C is the critical density, defined by C =
KW

V +W
. Together, Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3)

define the LWR model for a link, for given entry and exit flow profiles.

Rewrite Eq. (3.1) as:
∂r

∂t
+

d [f(r)]
dr

∂r

∂x
= 0 (3.4)

and apply the method of characteristics as described by Newell (1993). In this ap-

proach, from any given point (x, t) with density r(x, t), we are able to trace along

a curve in space-time of constant density, back in time to a boundary location: in

our case, the entry-point to or exit-point from the link. For homogeneous links, this

space-time curve is linear, such that for our given (x, t), we have constant density

along the space-time points given by tracing back to any earlier time s along:

r(x, t) = r (x� ḟ(r)s, t� s) (0  s  t; 0  x� ḟ(r)s  l) (3.5)

where ḟ(r)
.
=

d [f(r)]
dr

. Adopting the particular relationship Eq. (3.3) gives:

r(x, t) =

8
><

>:

r(x�Vs, t� s), if 0  r  C;

r(x+Ws, t� s), if C  r  K.
(3.6)

We then trace to the link-entry (in free-flow conditions) or link-exit (in congested

conditions) by the particular choices:

s

8
><

>:

x
V
, if 0  r  C;

l � x
W

, if C  r  K.
(3.7)
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which is substituted into Eq. (3.6):

r(x, t) =

8
><

>:

r(0, t� x
V
), if 0  r  C;

r(l, t� l � x
W

), if C  r  K.
(3.8)

and we are then able to relate the flows corresponding to the densities in Eq. (3.8) to

the boundary conditions:

q(x, t) = f(r) =

8
><

>:

f
⇣

r(0, t� x
V
)
⌘
= u

⇣
t� x

V

⌘
, if 0  r  C;

f

✓
r(l, t� l � x

W
)

◆
= v

✓
t� l � x

W

◆
, if C  r  K.

(3.9)

The novel feature of the method we shall now describe is that it will utilise Eqs. (3.8)

and (3.9) in a simplified way that neither requires us to treat the state of the link as

homogeneous along its length (as is implicitly done in whole-link models, for exam-

ple), nor requires a fixed, fine discretisation scheme to be applied (as in the CTM, for

example). It is also worth noticing that the proposed method can capture the traffic

states in time and space (i.e., the formation and dissipation of traffic congestions)

along the link as CTM while the LTM cannot.

3.3 Linear-constraint formulation of the TTM

This section will show how it is possible to formulate the continuous TTM for a

single link equivalently as a system of (discrete) linear constraints and how to deter-

mine the time and space evolution of the length of the congested regime which will

be used in finding the DSO solutions in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Definition of the discrete time variables

Let us define the following discrete time variables from the continuous TTM de-

scribed in Section 3.2:

v(i) =
Z i+1�

i
v(t) dt

u(i) =
Z i+1�

i
u(t) dt
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f (i) =
Z i+1�

i
f (t) dt

D(i) =
Z i+1�

i
D(t) dt

S(i) =
Z i+1�

i
S(t) dt 8i 2 T. (3.10)

For the sake of simplicity without loss of generality let us assume that

la
Va

2 N

la
Va

2 N

8a 2 A. In general, we could ignore this assumption but the model becomes more

complex andmay bring numerical issueswhenworkingwith the non-integer values.

As suggested in Ban et al. (2012), the mesh size should be properly chosen to avoid

such non-integer problems.

3.3.2 Definition of the system variables

Basically, we will consider the number of vehicles in a link a major variable for the

DNL problem. Nevertheless, the computation of such variables will take into ac-

count the dynamics of the length of the congested regimes described by the TTM.

First, let us define the the number of vehicles in a link at time instant t 2 TR as

the number of vehicles currently staying in this link at time t, mathematically repre-

sented by:

n(t) =
Z t

0
(u(h)� v(h))dh (3.11)

In discrete time step, the number of vehicles in a link at time step i 2 T, means:

n(i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

Z t

0
(u(h)� va(h))dh =

i

Â
k=0

[u(k)� v(k)] (3.12)

The number of vehicles in a link can also be defined as:

n(t) .
=

lZ

0

r(x, t) dx. (3.13)
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From the definition of the TTM in Section 3.2, the number of vehicles in a link

consists of the total number of vehicles staying in the non-congested regime and in

the congested regime at time instant t. Substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.13) gives:

n(t) =
1
V

l f (t)Z

0

u
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx

| {z }
Free-flow regime

+

lZ

l f (t)

✓
K� 1

W
v(t� l � x

W
)

◆
dx

| {z }
Congested regime

=
1
V

l f (t)Z

0

u
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx

| {z }
Free-flow regime

+

lc(t)Z

0

✓
K� 1

W
v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘◆
dx

| {z }
Congested regime

. (3.14)

This equation indicates that the number of vehicles in a link determined in each

traffic regime by Eq. (3.8) has been implicitly incorporated and will be used later to

formulate the linear discrete link constraints.

3.3.3 Linear constraints

For the sake of simplicity, we drop out the link index in this section but the deriva-

tion holds for every link. From Eq. (3.14), we can compute two specific numbers of

vehicles, n f (i) for l f (i) = l and nc(i) for lc(i) = l, to define the states of link (i.e.,

either fully non-congested or fully congested):

nc(i) = K.l �
i

Â
k=i+1� l

W

v(k) (3.15)

n f (i) =
i

Â
k=i� l

V+1

u(k) (3.16)

These specific numbers of vehicles are the bounds of the number of vehicles in a link

as shown below.

Lemma 1 (Upper bound).

nc(i) � n(i) =
i

Â
k=0

[u(k)� v(k)] ; 8i 2 T (3.17)
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Proof. Since the inflow and outflow are constrained by the link capacity:

u(t)  KVW
V +W

v(t)  KVW
V +W

we infer that:

1
V

l f (t)Z

0

u
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx+

1
W

l f (t)Z

0

v
✓
t� l � x

W

◆
dx  Kl f (t)

which is then substituted into Eq. (3.14) to obtain:

n(t)  K(l f (t) + lc(t))� 1
W

l f (t)Z

0

v
✓
t� l � x

W

◆
dx� 1

W

lc(t)Z

0

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
dx

= Kl � 1
W

lZ

lc(t)

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
dx� 1

W

lc(t)Z

0

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
dx

= Kl � 1
W

lZ

0

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
dx

Let z = t� x/W we have:
lZ

0

v(t� x
W

) dx = W
tZ

t�l/W

v(z) dz. The above inequality

becomes:

n(t)  Kl �
tZ

t� l
W

v(z) dz

which is then converted into discrete time step as:

n(i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

n(t)  Kl �
i

Â
k=i+1� l

W

v(k) = nc(i).

Lemma 2 (Lower bound).

n f (i)  n(i) =
i

Â
k=0

[u(k)� v(k)] ; 8i 2 T (3.18)
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Proof. From the constraints of the inflow and outflow, we infer that:

1
V

lc(t)Z

0

u(t� l � x
V

) dx+
1
W

lc(t)Z

0

v(t� x
W

) dx  Klc(t)

which is then substituted into Eq. (3.14) to obtain:

n(t) � 1
V

l f (t)Z

0

u(t� x
V
) dx+

1
V

lc(t)Z

0

u(t� l � x
V

) dx

which can be converted to:

n(t) � 1
V

lZ

0

u(t� x
V
) dx =

tZ

t� l
V

u(z) dz

or in the discrete time step:

n(i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

n(t) � lim
t!(i+1)�

tZ

t� l
V

u(z) dz =
i

Â
k=i+1� l

V

u(k) = n f (i)

In sum, the number of vehicles in a link has two linear constraints:

i

Â
k=i+1� l

V

u(k)  n(i)  Kl �
i

Â
k=i+1� l

W

v(k). (3.19)

3.3.4 Computation of the length of the congested regime

It can be seen from the TTM described in Section 3.2 that if the length of the con-

gested regime is given, we can compute the phase-space density r(x, t) and conse-

quently the number of vehicles per link n(t) via Eq. (3.14). In this section, we will

solve an inverse problem: if the (discrete) number of vehicles per link n(i) is given,

we need to compute the regime length lc(i) or l f (i). To this end, we will solve a fixed

point problem below via a system of linear equations.
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Theorem 1. Given l and a feasible value of n(i), there exists a solution of lc(i) and l f (i)

satisfying:

l = lc(i) + l f (i)

n(i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

1
V

l f (t)Z

0

u
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx+

lc(t)Z

0

(K� 1
W

v
⇣
t� x

W
)
⌘

dx
(3.20)

Proof. We define F(x) as:

F(x) =
1
V

l�xZ

0

u
⇣
t� y

V

⌘
dy+

xZ

0

✓
K� 1

W
v
⇣
t� y

W

⌘◆
dy.

From the definition of the congested link density and free-flow link density:

nc(i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

lZ

0

K� 1
W

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
dx = lim

t!(i+1)�
F(l)

n f (i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

lZ

0

1
V
v
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx = lim

t!(i+1)�
F(0)

It is straightforward to obtain:

dF(x)
dx

=
�1
V

u
✓
t� l � x

V

◆
+ K� 1

W
v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
� 0.

Since,

u
✓
t� l � x

V

◆
 KVW

V +W

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
 KVW

V +W

hence
dF(x)
dx

� 0. Therefore, F(x) is monotonically increasing in (0  x  l), which

leads to:

F(0)  F(x)  F(l).
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From the definition of number of vehicles in the congested and non-congested regime:

nc(i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

Z l

0
K� 1

W
v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
dx = lim

t!(i+1)�
F(l)

n f (i) = lim
t!(i+1)�

Z l

0

1
V
v
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx = lim

t!(i+1)�
F(0)

Since F(x) is continuous on x, using the fixed point principle, for any value n(i) 2

(n f (i), nc(i)) we could find x⇤ satisfying: F(x⇤) = f (i). This means that we can

compute the dynamics of the length of the congested regime lc(i) given the (discrete)

number of vehicles per link n(i).

Theorem 2. Given l and a feasible value of n(i). The solution of the length of the congested

regime in Theorem 1 is unique if the following conditions hold:

u(h) < Q 8h 2

t� l

V
, t
�

v(h) < Q 8h 2

t� l

W
, t
�

where Q =
KVW
V +W

.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we use:

F(x) =
1
V

l�xZ

0

u
⇣
t� y

V

⌘
dy+

xZ

0

✓
K� 1

W
v
⇣
t� y

W

⌘◆
dy

and:

dF(x)
dx

= K� 1
V
u
✓
t� l � x

V

◆
� 1

W
v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
� 0

With the above upper bound constraints on upstream flow and downstream flow,

we derive that:

u
✓
t� l � x

V

◆
< Q 8x 2 [0, l]

v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
< Q 8x 2 [0, l]

) dF(x)
dx

> K� Q
V

� Q
W

= 0 8x 2 [0, l].
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It guarantees the positive value
dF(x)
dx

> 0 8x 2 [0, l] at a given time t. This implies

that for a feasible value of n(t), there is a unique solution of x so that F(x) = n(t).

The condition of unique length of the congested regime will avoid the critical

point which is related to critical density and maximum flow in the triangular fun-

damental diagram. If this condition happens, it assures that maximum flow does

not appear at any location on the link at a given time and there is unique solution of

TTM at that time. A simple way to achieve this condition is that the dynamic max-

imum flow q(t) is bounded to be strictly less than Q. Furthermore, even if the flow

can reach Q at some times, but two bounds of the number of vehicles per link satis-

fying the strict inequality at given time t, e.g., n f (t) < n(t) < nc(t), it also implies

the condition in Theorem 2: there is a unique solution of the length of the congested

regime at this time.

Theorem 3 (Non-congested condition).

lc(i) = 0 , n f (i) =
i

Â
k=0

[ua(k)� va(k)] (3.21)

Proof.

• Necessary condition: If lc(i) = 0, traffic along the whole link is in the non-

congested state, we have:

i

Â
k=0

[u(k)� v(k)] = lim
t!(i+1)�

1
V

lZ

0

u
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx = lim

t!(i+1)�

tZ

t� l
V

u(x) dx

=
i

Â
k=i+1� l

V

u(k) = n f (i)

• Sufficient condition: If n f (i) =
i

Â
k=0

[u(k)� v(k)]: From Lemma 2, we infer that

the equality happens when:

– lc(t) = 0, or
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– u(t� l � x
V

) = v
⇣
t� x

W

⌘
=

KVW
V +W

; 8x 2 [0, lc(t)]. This condition hap-

pens when traffic is operating at the critical density, at which lc(t) = 0 by

definition.

Theorem 4 (Fully-congested condition).

lc(i) = l , nc(i) =
i

Â
k=0

[u(k)� v(k)] (3.22)

Proof. Based on Lemma 1, with similar method in Theorem 3.

These two theorems indicate that when the number of vehicles per link is equal

to its bounds, the link is either fully non-congested or congested. The algorithm

below shows how to compute the dynamics of the length of the congested regime in

case the number of vehicles per link is within its bounds. Let us define,

j f = di+ 1� l f (i)
V

e

jc = di+ 1� lc(i)
W

e

Dj f = j f �
✓
i+ 1� l f (i)

V

◆

Djc = jc �
✓
i+ 1� lc(i)

W

◆

then we get:

n(t) =
1
V

l f (t)Z

0

u
⇣
t� x

V

⌘
dx+

lc(t)Z

0

✓
K� 1

W
v(t� x

W
)

◆
dx

= K.lc(t) +
tZ

t� l f (t)
V

u(h)dh�
tZ

t� lc(t)
W

v(h)dh

n(i) = lim
t!i+1�

n(t) = K.lc(i) +
i

Â
j f
u(k)�

i

Â
jc
v(k)

+ Dj f .u(j f � 1)� Djc.v(jc � 1)
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It is worth mentioning that the following constraints are imposed for each regime

length:

l f (t) + lc(t) = l

l f (t) � 0

lc(t) � 0

(3.23)

From the Theorems 3 and 4, we adopt the following algorithm to compute the length

of the congested regime using the number of vehicles per link.

• If n(i) = n f (i), then lc(i) = 0 (Theorem 3).

• If n(i) = nc(i), then lc(i) = l (Theorem 4).

• If n f (i) < n(i) < nc(i), then let’s set up ic = 1 and i f = 0.

– Increase ic until these conditions happen:

n(i) � K.W.ic �
i

Â
i+1�ic

v(k) +
i

Â
j f
u(k) + Dj f .u(j f � 1)

n(i) < K.W.(ic + 1)�
i

Â
i�ic

v(k) +
i

Â
j f
u(k) + Dj f .u(j f � 1)

– Similarly, increase i f until these conditions happen:

n(i)  K.lc(i)�
i

Â
jc
v(k)� Djc.v(jc � 1) +

i

Â
i+1�i f

u(k)

n(i) > K.lc(i)�
i

Â
jc
v(k)� Djc.v(jc � 1) +

i

Â
i�i f

u(k)

– Solve the linear system of equations below to find lc(i) and l f (i).

lc(i) = icW + Dlc

l f (i) = i f V + Dl f

Dlc + Dl f = l � i f V � icW (to satisfy Eq. (3.23))

n(i) = K.lc(i) +
i

Â
i+1�i f

u(k)�
i

Â
i+1�ic

v(k)

+
Di f

V
.u(i� i f )� Dic

W
.v(i� ic)
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The above method is used as a benchmarking value for the linearised congested

regime for the DSO problem presented in Section 3.4.

3.3.5 Approximation of the congested regime

Let us assume that the time step is selected at at least l/W (Ban et al., 2012) so that

u(i) and v(i) are steady in i 2 [0,
l
W

� 1], that is:

u(t0) = u(t0 + i) = u(i) (3.24)

v(t0) = v(t0 + i) = v(i) (3.25)

then, based on Theorem 1, we can obtain:

n(i) ⇡ lc(i) (K� u(i)/V � v(i)/W) +
u(i)l
V

.

So the approximation of lc read:

lc(i) ⇡
n(i)� u(i)l

V

K� u(i)
V � v(i)

W

. (3.26)

Using Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) for Lemmas 1 and 2 leads to:

nc(i) ⇡ Kl �
iZ

i� l
W

v(k) dh = Kl � v(i)l
W

(3.27)

n f (i) ⇡
iZ

i� l
V

u(k) dh =
u(i)l
V

. (3.28)

To substitute Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) to Eq. (3.26) we obtain:

l̃c(i) ⇡ n(i)� n f (i)
nc(i)� n f (i)

l. (3.29)

Eq. (3.29) will be used in Section 3.4 for the new optimisation framework, which

optimally redistributes the vehicle queues (i.e., the dynamics of lc over links).
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3.4 Formulation of TTM-based DSO-DTA model

The DSO-DTA problem deals with a directed networkG(V,A)whereV is the set of

nodes and A is the set of the directed links. During each time instant i in the study

periodT, the single origin node R has time-dependent demandD(i) heading toward

the destination S. The network is assumed to be empty at i = 0 and will be cleared

at i = T. Suppose vehicles travel along each link according to the TTM principle

and across any immediate node according to the demand-supply scheme (Daganzo,

1995). The DSO-DTA problem is to find an optimal dynamic traffic assignment pat-

tern which results in the minimal total system travel time. Herein we only consider

the DSO-DTA problem for a single origin-destination network. Nevertheless, the

modelling and solution methods underpinned by an efficient implicit in-link con-

gestion tracking approach for single origin-destination DSO problems proposed in

this chapter will still contribute to the state-of-the-art. Recent research by Shen et al.

(2014) have indicated that DSO may have multiple solutions in which all the solu-

tions share the same objective while the difference is where the queues are formed

and dissipated in the network. This section formulates a problem to find DSO solu-

tions which can evenly distribute the queues (i.e., the length of the congested regime

lc over links in the network so that the spillbacks can be avoided. To this end, we

present a new optimisation problem by adding a new step to the original DSO prob-

lem to optimally distribute the congestion regime over links in the network. The

new step relies on how the congested length lc is utilised if the front shock stays

within a link (note that this step cannot be modelled with the LTM or DQM).

3.4.1 Objective functions

1. Stage 1: find DSO solutions via minimising the total travel times or the total

system cost. The total system cost that all the vehicles spent in the network can

be calculated as the total number of vehicles existing in the network for each

time interval i 2 T, which is defined by the difference between the cumulative

departure at the origin and the cumulative arrival at the destination for time
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interval i as below:

TT = Â
i2T

 
i

Â
k=0

U(k)�
i

Â
k=0

Â
a2AS

ua(k)

!
. (3.30)

Since the demand U(i) is given 8i 2 T, the objective to minimise the total

travel cost TT is equivalent to maximise the total outflow Shen et al. (2008):

F = Â
a2AS

Â
i2T

i

Â
k=0

ua(k) = Â
a2AS

Â
i2T

(T + 1� i)ua(i). (3.31)

Let F⇤ denote the optimal value of F to achieve the DSO solutions. That is:

F⇤ = max Â
a2AS

Â
i2T

(T + 1� i)ua(i) (3.32)

subject to the node and link constraints in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.

2. Stage 2: find traffic patterns which optimally distribute the congestion in links.

Objective: G, defined as the function of the queue length lca(i).

Constraints: Â
a2AS

Â
i2T

(T + 1 � i)ua(i) = F⇤, (i.e., to achieve the DSO so-

lutions), and the node and link constraints in Sections 3.4.3

and 3.4.4.
This step restricts the solution domain to system optimal solutions via the first

constraint. As reported in Shen et al. (2014), there exists a solution without

changing the system optimal objective value. It indirectly shows that Stage

2 provides a feasible solution domain. By optimising G we can find a DSO

solution that optimally distributes the congestion over links which can lead to

minimal spillbacks or even free-flow situations as shown later in our numerical

study.

Remark 1. To account for the non-holding back issue, the new constraints in Eqs. (3.39)

and (3.40) below can be added into the optimisation framework above. Nevertheless, such

constraints are non-linear and we will show later in our example how they affect the nature

and solutions of our framework

Remark 2. In this chapter, we consider two specific objective functions G below for the

illustration purposes:
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(a) Optimising the heterogeneity of the queue lengths (MDCL) in the network:

G = min Â
a2A

⇣
� l̄c + Â

i2T

lca(i)
la

⌘2
(3.33)

where,

l̄c =
1

|A| Â
a2A

Â
i2T

lca(i)
la

=
1

|A| Â
a2A

Â
i2T

na(i)� n f
a (i)

nca(i)� n f
a (i)

. (3.34)

(b) Optimising the total queue lengths (MCL) in the network:

G = min Â
a2A

Â
i2T

lca(i)
la

. (3.35)

3.4.2 Non-holding back problem

The non-holding back (NHB) solutions require the system to discharge flow asmuch

as it can and have been widely discussed before in the literature (Shen et al., 2014;

Shen et al., 2007). For our particular TMM-DSO problem, the non-holding back

condition is that, for any direct connection from link a to link b at any time i 2 T, at

least one of the following conditions must hold:

va(i) = min
⇢
Qa(i);

i�la/Va

Â
k=0

ua(k)�
i�1

Â
k=0

va(k)
�

| {z }
Da(i)

(3.36)

ub(i) = min
⇢
Qb(i);Kblb +

i�lb/Wb

Â
k=0

vb(k)�
i�1

Â
k=0

ub(k)
�

| {z }
Sb(i)

(3.37)

Â
k�i+1

fab(k) = 0. (3.38)

These conditions indicate that, at any time i, if there is some traffic from link a to link

b (i.e., fab(i) > 0), then the downstream flow of link a has to reach link-a demand

(Eq. (3.36)) or the upstream flow of link b has to reach link-b supply (Eq. (3.37)).

Otherwise, there will not be any traffic from link a to link b after time i (Eq. (3.38)).

In fact, conditions Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) follow the demand and supply principle of

traffic flow at nodes. Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, these non-holding back conditions
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are represented by the following constraint:

�
na(i)� n f

a (i)
��
ncb(i)� nb(i)

��
Qa(i)� va(i)

��
Qb(i)� ub(i)

�
Â

k�i+1
fab(k) = 0 (3.39)

8a, b 2 A : a /2 AR, b /2 AS, b 2 U+
a .

na(i)
�
ncb(i)� nb(i)

��
Qb(i)� ub(i)

�
Â

k�i+1
fab(k) = 0 (3.40)

8a 2 AR, b 2 U+
a .

�
na(i)� n f

a (i)
��
Qa(i)� va(i)

�
Â

k�i+1
fab(k) = 0 (3.41)

8b 2 AS, a 2 U�
b .

Eq. (3.39) guarantees the non-holding back traffic at any pair of normal links in

the network (i.e., holding-free at very nodes inside the network), while Eqs. (3.40)

and (3.41) are used if one of these links is source or sink respectively.

Proposition 1. System optimal solutions guarantee the holding-free traffic to sinks.

Proof. Assume that there exists a SO solution such that it does not satisfy non-holding

back condition at sinks. It means that there is a flow from normal link a to sink link

b 2 AS at a particular time i so that:

�
na(i)� n f

a (i)
��
Qa(i)� va(i)

�
Â

k�i+1
fab(k) > 0.

Let’s consider flow from link a to link b. With the above condition, there exists time

j > i so that fab(j) > 0 while there is still a space for traffic to move from link a

to destination link b because: na(i) > n f
a (i) and Qa(i) > va(i). For this reason, we

can extract a small traffic d at time j to move sooner at time i (d < fab(j)) without

changing other flows (and also no violating to any other constraints):

f newab (i) = fab(i) + d ) unewb (i) = ub(i) + d

f newab (j) = fab(j)� d ) unewb (j) = ub(j)� d.

This modification helps to improve the objective F:

Fnew = F⇤ + (T + 1� i)d � (T + 1� j)d = F⇤ + (j� i)d > F⇤
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which violates the assumption that F⇤ is the maximum value of F. For this reason,

the traffic to sink is always holding-free. That is Eq. (3.41) can be guaranteed by the

SO objective. Note that, we still need to take care of holding-free traffic from sources

and other intermediate nodes.

3.4.3 Link constraints

From the derivations in Section 3.3, the link constraints for the TTM are summarised

as below:

na(i) =
i

Â
k=0

(ua(k)� va(k)) (3.42)

n f
a (i) =

i

Â
k=i� la

Va +1

ua(k) (3.43)

nca(i) = Kala
i

Â
k=i� la

Wa +1

va(k) (3.44)

na(i) � n f
a (i) (3.45)

nca(i) � na(i) (3.46)

for all i 2 T.

3.4.4 Node constraints

For all i 2 T:

Â
a2G�

n

va(i) = Â
a2G+

n

ua(i) (3.47)

ua(i) = Â
b2U�

a

fba(i) (3.48)

va(i) = Â
b2U+

a

fab(i) (3.49)

fab(i) � 0. (3.50)

Constraint Eq. (3.47) represents the conservation of the vehicles at an immediate

node while Eq. (3.48) determines the total number of vehicles entering a node from

all upstream links of that node and Eq. (3.49) defines the total number of vehicles
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exiting a node from all downstream links of that node. In fact, Eq. (3.47) and pair

of Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49) are equivalent, and we only need one of them in the final

model. Eq. (3.50) guarantees the non-negative flow on link. It is worth noticing that

no explicit node model is considered in this chapter as we only focus on the DSO

problem at this stage. We refer to Flötteröd et al. (2011), Ngoduy (2010), Ngoduy

et al. (2005), Smits et al. (2015), and Tampère et al. (2011) for node models in the

network.

Source node constraints

ua(i) = Ua(i) (3.51)

{Qa(i)} ! • (3.52)

for all a 2 AR, i 2 T, where Ua(i) denotes the demand to source link a at time step i.

Sink node constraints

va(i) = 0 (3.53)

Qa(i) ! • (3.54)

for all a 2 AR, i 2 T.

The above linear optimisation problem can be solved by any simple optimisation

solver. This work uses the CBC solver, one of the popular open-source software in

solving optimisation problems (http://www.coin-or.org/projects/Cbc.xml), for

our case studies.

3.5 Integration of signal control in the DTA model

The increasing availability of information, e.g., obtained from sensors, wireless de-

vices or camera surveillance, enables not only travellers but also network operators

to utilize the available data for the purposes of mobility management. In this con-

text, this section aims to study the dynamic interaction between traffic signalling

and routing by extending the dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) framework with
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a new model of traffic signal at intersections taking into account the transition be-

tween signal phases. Note that, a solution for the DTA problem is well-known in

the literature to achieve the global optimal route choices, however, it is usually done

without realistic traffic signal timings.

Let C define the fixed signal cycle time parameter, and Pj define a set of sig-

nalling phases at the intersection j 2 J where J is the intersection set and J ⇢ V.

Note that, in discrete-time models, we assume the value of C as the integer number

of system time steps. The time domain Tc corresponding to the cth cycle is defined

as Tc = {C(c� 1) + 1, C(c� 1) + 2, . . . , Cc} (c � 1). The decision variable of green

split for each phase p 2 Pj at the cth cycle is called gp,c. To identify a flow from link

a to link b belonging to phase p, we use the indicator Iab,p, where

Iab,p =

8
><

>:

1 if the flow a ! b belongs to phase p

0 otherwise.
(3.55)

In general, the total of green splits in any cycle does not exceed one unit, followed

by

Â
p2Pj

gp,c  1 (3.56)

gp,c � G0 � 0 (3.57)

for all c � 1 where G0 is the parameter of minimum green split for each phase at

intersections.

At any time t 2 Tc, let fpn,t denote an amount of signalling time assigned to

phase pn within time t. By definition, 0  fpn,t  1. The green split gpn,c becomes

the average of fpn,t in the cth cycle, i.e.,

gpn,c =
1
C Â

t2Tc

fpn,t. (3.58)
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The traffic flow exiting link a in phase pn is constrained by the allocated time

fpn,t in any time t:

Â
b2U+

a

Iab,pn fab,t  fpn,tQa 8a 2 A, t 2 T. (3.59)

Note that, the same split fpn,t is applied to any link a having flow in phase pn. Up to

this point, we still allow the crossover of traffic among different phases.

Assume that the order of phases is predefined in the sequence of p1,p2, . . . ,pk,

i.e., phase pm is performed before phase pn (m < n) in any cycles. This order is

guaranteed by the following constraint

fpn,t Â
h2Tc :h�t

fpm,h  0 8t 2 Tc, 8m < n. (3.60)

Due to the satisfaction of Eq. (3.60), if time t is used by phase pn ( fpn,t > 0), then

any phase pm (m < n) is not assigned to any time after t in the corresponding cycle,

i.e., fpm,h = 0 for all h � t and h 2 Tc. This rule, applied to any time t, ensures

the predefined order of phases. For this, the on-and-off (or red-time) effect of traffic

follows as its consequence.

In the more advanced system where we allow flexibility of phase ordering, but

still require the on-and-off effect, the following constraint is used instead,

fpn,t Â
h2Tc :h�t

fpm,h Â
h2Tc :ht

fpm,h  0 8t 2 Tc,m 6= n. (3.61)

Coming from the same idea as in Eq. (3.60), if time t is used by phase pn ( fpn,t >

0), then for any other phase pm, its green period has to be in one of two cases: (i)

finishing at or before time t, (ii) starting at or after time t. Note that, this rule is also

applied to any time t, therefore it helps to separate the allocation of green period

among different phases. With this constraint, it enables us to study not only signal

timing but also the dynamic optimal phase arrangement in any cycles.

The continuity and convexity of Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61) are important to the solu-

tion analysis in DTA models. In the numerical results, we show their impacts on the

optimal signal setting and traffic propagation.
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(A) Braess network (B) Maximum flow setting

FIGURE 3.1: Braess network with the maximum flow setting at link
(3,4).

3.6 Numerical results

This section provides some numerical results showing the application of our pro-

posed approach for the SO-DTA problem in terms of accuracy and computational

demand. To this end, we carry out two case studies: (1) using a simple Braess net-

work to demonstrate in details the abilities of the TTM-DSO to avoid the queue

spill-back problems, and (2) using a medium-sized grid network to compare the

computational performance between TTM-DSO and CTM-DSO. For the signal con-

trol in SO-DTA model, the simple example is used to illustrate the impact of phase

orders on both route choice and signal timing.

3.6.1 Case study 1: Braess network

Fig. 3.1a shows the Braess network topology with a single origin-destination (R� S).

Table 3.1 describes the network parameters for our study. According to the topol-

ogy in Fig. 3.1a, there are three paths with increasing free-flow travel time: (1,2,3,4),

(1,3,4) and (1,2,4). Without disruption of link capacity, people would choose the

path (1,2,3,4) for their travelling. However, since link (3,4) is closed for some period

of time (meaning that traffic is not permitted to enter this link, but its downstream

flow is still allowed) as described in Fig. 3.1b, it is essential to choose other paths to

reach destination S as soon as possible.

Fig. 3.2 shows different DSO solutions without using the NHB constraints, in-

cluding the 1-step (original) DSO solution (Figs. 3.2a–3.2c) and the proposed 2-step
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TABLE 3.1: Networking parameters for the Braess network in Fig. 3.1.

Traffic parameters (applied for all links):
Va = 900 (m/min.) Wa = 450 (m/min.)
Ka = 0.12 (veh/m)
Demand: 72 (veh/min.), time step: 0.25 (min).
Links la (m) Qa (veh/min.)
(1, 2) 900 36
(1, 3) 4500 36
(2, 3) 900 36
(2, 4) 14400 36
(3, 4) 900 See Fig. 3.1b

(A) Path (1,2,4) SO (B) Path (1,3,4) SO (C) Path (1,2,3,4) SO

(D) Path (1,2,4) SO-MCL (E) Path (1,3,4) SO-MCL (F) Path (1,2,3,4) SO-MCL

FIGURE 3.2: Space-time density at three paths in DSO solutions with-
out NHB constraints.

DSO solution (Figs. 3.2d–3.2f). It is clear that the 2-step framework finds DSO solu-

tion which is free-flow in link 1� 3 and link 2� 3 at node 3 due to the capacity drop

in link 3� 4. This is obtained by minimising the total queue lengths (MCL). Our 2-

step DSO solution means that some vehicles are held at the source so that travellers

will not have to wait in the congestion inside the network. Obviously delay at the

source (i.e., stay home and start the journey later) can be much better than waiting

in congestion inside the network.

Fig. 3.3 describes different DSO solutions using the NHB constraints. Since the

nature of the NHB constraints is to push traffic going through the network as much
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(A) Path (1,2,4) SO-NHB (B) Path (1,3,4) SO-NHB (C) Path (1,2,3,4) SO-NHB

(D) Path (1,2,4) SO-NHB-MDCL (E) Path (1,3,4) SO-NHB-MDCL (F) Path (1,2,3,4) SO-NHB-MDCL

FIGURE 3.3: Space-time density at three paths in DSO solutions with
NHB constraints.

as possible so there definitely heavy congestion inside the network, as seen in Figs. 3.3a–

3.3c where the 1-step framework is used. With such NHB constraints, there are

queue spillbacks from link 2� 3 to link 1� 2. However, our 2-step framework finds

a DSO solution which can eliminate such spillback problem by reducing the queue

in link 2 � 3 and increasing the queue in link 1 � 3 while making link 1 � 2 free-

flowing (Figs. 3.3d–3.3f), which is obtained by minimising the total difference of the

queue lengths (MDCL).

The difference between DSO solutions can be further seen in Fig. 3.4 describing

the inflow-outflow profiles for different DSO solutions without NHB conditions. In

Fig. 3.4:

• The outflow of link R � 1 shows how travellers enter the network while the

outflows of link 3� 4 and link 2� 4 show how they exit the network.

• The inflow of link R� 1 shows the demand function which is the same in both

solutions.

Fig. 3.4 clearly shows the distinct difference of the inflow-outflow profiles be-

tween DSO solutions when the congestion is inside the network (i.e., in link 1� 3

and link 2 � 3) is eliminated (in the SO-MCL solution). More specially, given the

same demand (i.e., the inflow of link R� 1), SO-MCL travellers do not suffer from
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FIGURE 3.4: Inflow-outflow profiles for different DSO solutions.

the congestion in the network except the waiting time at source R, while SO trav-

ellers experience the congestion at link 1� 3 and link 2� 3.

Fig. 3.5 shows the accuracy of our approximationmethod for the congested length

on link 2� 3. While the solid line shows the evolution of the length of the congested

regime which is computed from the algorithm in Section 3.3.4, the dashed line de-

scribes the evolution of the length of the congested regime using an approximation

algorithm in Section 3.3.5. Note that, while the algorithm in Section 3.3.4 is used

after the DSO solution is obtained, the approximation algorithm in Section 3.3.5 is

embedded in the DSO problem.

3.6.2 Case study 2: Grid network

This section compares the complexity and computational demand of the TTM-DSO

against CTM-DSO in a larger network. To this end, we generate a scalable network

based on grid topology in Fig. 3.6. Table 3.2 describes four network configurations

for the same physical network with the only difference of time units (or the sampling
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FIGURE 3.5: The evaluation of congested length in MDCL solution in
Figs. 3.3d–3.3f.

Constant parameters (applied for all links):
Va = 15 (m/s) Wa = 7.5 (m/s)

la = 600 (m), w =
Wa

Va
= 0.5 Drs = 90 (veh)

Time units (s): {2, 4, 8, 20, 40} ⇡ Conf. {C20,C10,C5,C2,C1}

Link types Ka Qa N (per cell)
(veh/m) (veh/sec.) (veh/s)

Normal 0.12 0.6 1.8
Bottleneck 0.6 0.3 0.9

TABLE 3.2: Grid network with parameter sets for CTM-DSO and
TTM-DSO in Fig. 3.6.

time intervals). Note that smaller time step results inmore accuracy of traffic dynam-

ics but requires more computational time (additional number of cells are used). The

number in configuration name indicates a number of cells per link, for example, C5

produces CTM topology with 5 cells/link (equivalently 8s time step). There are two

types of link: normal and bottleneck links. The number of bottleneck links accounts

for 20% of the total links. We examine the impact of time and space domain on CTM-

DSO and TTM-DSOmodels by two different scenarios, both with one O-D pair from

the top-left node (R) to the bottom-right node (S). The first scenario evaluates all

configurations, where the time domain also changes to produce equivalent results.

The second scenario focuses on some specific configurations with varying sizes of

the time domain.
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

R

S

FIGURE 3.6: Grid network topology for TTM-DSO (the dashed lines
show bottleneck links).

Estimation of complexity

We consider complexity of models in three aspects: (i) number of constraints (C), (ii)

number of variables (V), and (iii) computational time (T ). For TTM-DSO: CTTM =

O(|E.T|),VTTM = O(|E.T|). For CTM-DSO: CCTM = O(|C.T|),VCTM = O(|C.T|),

where C is the set of all cells in the CTM-DSO network.

In TTM, the variables are the sets of ua(i), va(i) and fab(i), 8a, b 2 A, i 2 T. In our

grid example, apart from boundary nodes, all nodes have two incoming links and

two outgoing links. For this reason, the number of inflow-outflow combinations is

about 2|A|. From that, the estimation of VTTM is approximately 4|ET|. The number

of TTM-DSO constraints is CTTM ⇡ 8|ET|.

To estimate the complexity of CTM-DSO, we first take a look at its main con-

straints:

ni(t+ 1) = ni(t) + Â
ji2A

yji(t)� Â
ij2A

yij(t)

Â
ji2A

yji(t)  min{Qi(t),wi(Ni(t)� ni(t))}

Â
ij2A

yij(t)  min{Qi(t), ni(t)}

for all i 2 C, t 2 T, where A is the set of links in the cell network. The number

of constraints is CCTM ⇡ 5|CT|. To evaluate VCTM, we observer that the number
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TABLE 3.3: Estimation of complexity in terms of constraints and vari-
ables (grid topology)

|A| = 40 (grid network in Fig. 3.6)
k cells per link

C V
TTM 8|ET| = 320|T| 4|ET| = 160|T|
CTM 5k|ET| = 200k|T| (2k+ 1)|ET| = (80k+ 40)|T|

of ni(t) is equal to |CT|, while the number of yij(t) is equal to |AT|. Assume that

each link is divided to k cells, then |C| ⇡ k|A|. In the grid topology, the estimation

of the number of arcs in cell network is |A| ⇡ (k + 1)|A| (|A| is large enough).

This analysis leads to the evaluation of VCTM ⇡ (2k + 1)|ET|. These estimations,

summarised in Table 3.3, help us to have a quick calculation of the complexity of

both models. We expect a good performance of TTM-DSO for any k � 2.

Preparation time

It is the amount of time necessarily for creating a real model of grid network (case

study 2) which is solved by the CBC solver. Since all models are implemented in

an abstract language, like AMPL, GAMS or modern programming languages (for

example Python), this time is necessary to transform these abstract models into con-

crete models, which are understood by solvers. It includes processing data input

file and generating an instance of the abstract model with variables, constraints, and

parameters. The cost of reading input file is really small because we optimise these

files by reducing duplicated values, and no file exceeds 2 MB in our experiments.

Comparison results

We compare the performance of TTM-DSO and CTM-DSO with respect to the com-

plexity and preparation time defined above in two following scenarios:

Scenario 1: Our target is to find the (system optimal) traffic pattern for a fixed de-

mand (90 vehicles) from R to S. In our experiments, all demands need around 400s

to travel in the grid. Obviously, decreasing time step leads to the increasing com-

putational time by increasing the time domain for each configuration, see Table 3.4.

Especially, for CTM, not only time but also space domain are increased. We use two
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TABLE 3.4: Performance comparison between TTM (gray column)
and CTM in different traffic details.

Conf. |T| C V Tprepare (s) Tsolve(s) Obj/|T| (veh)
C2 28 9104 11690 4204 5455 0.75 2.14 0.57 0.57 41.8
C5 70 22754 71216 10504 30391 2.90 45.59 2.20 5.33 43.7
C10 140 45504 282426 21004 116751 9.60 1186.34 8.00 50.12 44.4
C20 280 91004 1124846 42004 457471 33.61 24297.18 27.48 693.44 44.7

FIGURE 3.7: Performance comparison between TTM and CTM in dif-
ferent traffic details

cell per link in C2 up to 20 cells per link in C20. While TTM-DSOmodel changes only

link parameters in the new configurations, CTM-DSOmodel changes the whole net-

work topology including the cell parameters. The results are shown in Table 3.4 and

Fig. 3.7. It is worth noticing that both models produce the same objective values in

any configurations (the last column in Table 3.4).

For complexity, the result is consistent with the estimation in Table 3.3. We ob-

serve that the number of constraints and variables are increased linearly in TTM-

DSO, while they are increased polynomially in CTM-DSO. Particularly, in the most

complex configuration C20, TTM-DSO solves the problem 20 times faster than CTM-

DSO. Looking at the trend of all complexity aspects in Fig. 3.7, CTM-DSO complexity

is always increased at a higher rate than TTM-DSO, whichmeans that TTM-DSO can

provide more accurate traffic dynamics pattern at the equivalent cost.

Scenario 2: Instead of increasing the complexity in both time and space as in the

first scenario, we use the same configuration for all test cases to ignore the impact

of space and explore the influence of time domain on these models. Because of this

setting, both C and V of TTM-DSO and CTM-DSO are increased linearly in Fig. 3.8.

We use the most complex configuration, C20, with |T| from 160 to 300. Since the
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FIGURE 3.8: Performance comparison between TTM and CTM with
different size of time domain (Conf. C20 ⇠ 20 cells/link)

fastest travel time is more than 320s, there is no movement of traffic with |T| less

than 160. With the initial demand of 90 vehicles, all travellers will finish their trips

in about 280 time-slots in C20 (9 minutes equivalently). From Fig. 3.8, TTM-DSO

outperforms CTM-DSO where all criteria of complexity show its benefit, especially,

their increasing rates are also smaller.

In both scenarios, the preparation time is described in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. It shows

that TTM-DSO always finishes the preparation period quickly. On the other hand,

CTM-DSO preparation time dominates the solution time in all cases. Although we

only verify this observation in our programming environment, it shows that TTM-

DSO outperforms CTM-DSO in terms of efficiency.

3.6.3 Numerical example of signal control model

In this section, we study a simple network with only one intersection and two paths,

shown in Fig. 3.9. The network configuration for each link is listed in Table 3.5.

Travelers start from source node R andmove on two paths to the intersection J before

reaching the destination S. Two phases, called R-J and A-J, are controlled by the

traffic signal at J, with the minimum green split G0 = 0.25 and 60-second cycle time.

In the example, we consider two possibilities of phase ordering, named ‘R-J first’

and ‘A-J first’ to indicate the first phase of each cycle. Demand profile is shown in

Fig. 3.10.

In this example, we also compare our solutions with the continuum approxima-

tion of signal control model based on Han et al. (2014). Note that, our model tends

to split a signal cycle in time (as it happens in practice) by separating the phases
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R J S

A

FIGURE 3.9: Two-path-single-intersection topology.

TABLE 3.5: Configuration for each link in Fig. 3.9.

L Q V W K
(m) (veh/s) (m/s) (m/s) (veh/m)

450 0.6 15 7.5 0.12

in each cycle while the approximation applies green split to flow capacity without

considering the phase ordering (therefore there are no explicit constraints to avoid

the cross-over of traffic in the solution of approximation).

Different solutions due to phase ordering

Table 3.6 provides an overview of three solutions in this example. Due to the pre-

defined phase ordering, our solutions for R-J first and A-J first are different in all

aspects, including the objective value, average travel time and green splits. In A-J

first, traffic splits equally into two paths (Fig. 3.11) while major traffic travels on the

longer path R-A-J-S in R-J first (Fig. 3.12).

According to the network settings, traffic on link R-J will arrive at the intersection

J in the middle of the first cycle, and traffic on link R-A-J will arrive J in the next

cycle. Because each phase is preserved at least 25% of the cycle time (even there is
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FIGURE 3.10: The O-D demand profile for network in Fig. 3.9.
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TABLE 3.6: Solution analysis

Solution Obj. value Avg. travel time Green split
(veh) (s) gR�J : gA�J

A-J first 1197.00 98.9 1:1

R-J first 1080.00 112.9 1:3

Approximation 1136.25 106.2 1:3
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FIGURE 3.11: The downstream flow on link R-J (smooth line) and A-J
(dashed line) (in A-J first solution).

no traffic), letting phase A-J performs first is the best option for traffic on link R-J

to fully use the remaining time in the first cycle (time 0 to 60, Fig. 3.11). Otherwise,

if phase R-J is considered first, the last 15 seconds, preserved for phase A-J, in the

first cycle (see Fig. 3.12) is wasted due to no arrival during this period. With the

difference in the initial cycle, traffic spreads differently in the network. The result in

Table 3.6 also shows that we should choose A-J first for the best optimal travel time.

Furthermore, the on-and-off effect is certainly represented in the Figs. 3.11 and 3.12,

i.e., at any time, positive traffic in a phase causes zero traffic in other. This feature

distinguishes our model from the approximation presented below.
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FIGURE 3.12: The downstream flow on link R-J (smooth line) and A-J
(dashed line) (in R-J first solution).
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Comparison with the approximation

Applying the same network and inputs, the overall result for the approximation of

signal control is shown in Table 3.6. In particular, the objective value and average

travel time of the approximation are in between our solutions, however, the green

split is similar to R-J first.

Without information of phase ordering, the traffic pattern on two links R-J and

A-J, shown in Fig. 3.13, could be seen as the average flow over the corresponding

cycle, and it is impossible to show the on-and-off effect as in our model. The green

split could be observed vertically at any time in Fig. 3.13 (and equal to the fraction

of flow at that time over the maximum flow capacity) while it is the fraction of sig-

nalling time over the cycle time in our model (observed horizontally). Therefore,

approximation method yields in the first cycle, gR�J = 0.75 and gA�J = 0.25, then

gR�J = 0.25 and gA�J = 0.75 for any later cycle time.

Although the approximated green split looks similar to the case R-J first, its traffic

pattern is either impossible or non-optimal in the view of phases. Particularly, if

phase A-J is considered first, then the throughput of the approximated solution in

the first cycle is not optimal. The reason is that 25% of the flow capacity, reserved

for flows from link A-J, is unused. Otherwise, if phase R-J is greened first, it is

impossible to send as much traffic as in the approximated solution.

In summary, the existing approximation method can provide the green splits,

but it does not guarantee the existence, nor does it reveal the traffic patterns and the

corresponding order of phases of the obtained solution. In contrast, our proposed

framework provides both the optimal green splits and the exact traffic patterns as-

sociating with a particular order of phases.

3.7 Summary

This chapter proposes a novel optimisation framework that contains two steps: i)

find DSO solutions via minimising the total travel times or the total system cost,

ii) find traffic patterns which optimally distribute the congestion over links in the

network. To fulfil Step 2, there is a need to determine the time and (horizontal) space

evolution of the queues in the network. To this end, we have formulated the Two
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FIGURE 3.13: The downstream flow on link R-J (smooth line) and A-J
(dashed line) (approximation).

regime Transmission Model (TTM)-an extended version of the Link Transmission

Model (LTM)-as a set of side linear constraints for a DSO problem. Basically, TTM

models the dynamics of the two regimes of traffic flow namely, non-congested and

congested states using a simplified Newell’s theory as LTM does and describes the

traffic states in time and space using just two regimes of the link as opposed to denser

spatial discretisation adopted in CTM. In the proposed optimisation framework, the

TTM utilises the same variables at the two ends of the link as the LTM (i.e., the entry

and exit flow) in the DSO. However, the evolution of the length of the congested

regime within link tracked by the TTM is embedded in Step 2.

We have carried out case studies to illustrate the performance of our framework.

On the one hand, they show that the proposed framework can optimally distribute

the congestion over links in the network to achieve minimal spillbacks or free-flow

situations. On the other hand, we have shown that the complexity of the TTM-DSO

including the number of the side constraints, the number of the variables as well

as the computational time is only increased linearly with time steps. The numerical

results have indicated that the TTM-DSO model outperforms the CTM-DSO model

in terms of the complexity.

This chapter also presents a convex signal control model, embedded in the TTM-

based SO-DTA model, that helps us to study the optimal signal settings and route

choices. The numerical results show the clear impact of phase ordering to both route

choice and signal timing.
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Chapter 4

An UE-DTA model for single O-D

capacitated networks

The dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) problem has been studied intensively in the

literature. However, there is no existing linear framework to solve the user equilib-

rium (UE) DTA problem. This chapter aims to fill this gap by studying the objective-

based mathematical programming framework for UE-DTA problem in a single O-D

network. It provides the analytical study that enables the development of incre-

mental solution method by utilising the relation between UE and SO solutions. In

contrast to the related iterative methods, such as Frank-Wolfe algorithm, successive

average (MSA) or projection and their extensions where the purpose of iteration is to

seek solution convergence, whereas ours is to solve a linear problem over multiple

iterations but only for a single unit of demand in each iteration.

The organization of this chapter follows. Section 4.1 formulates the route choice

problem in the dynamic traffic assignment framework. In Section 4.2, we show the

relation between UE and SO problems which is utilized later in Section 4.3. We

develop an incremental solutionmethod in Section 4.3 to solve the UE-DTAproblem,

based on the study of UE objective in the previous section. Section 4.4 illustrates

our method through two examples: the first simple network for the verification of

results and the second medium-size network for the evaluation of computational

performance. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Problem formulation

In this section, we discuss our LP formulation of route choice problem in the dy-

namic traffic assignment framework. We consider a road network with a single

origin-destination (O-D) pair where a number of selfish but rational users travel

from the origin to the destination. We shall first introduce the notations that will be

used in this chapter. We then present the formulation of link transmission models

(LTM), especially for the link based and path based models. The FIFO constraint

and estimation of individual travel time will be discussed and derived. Finally, the

complete formulation will be presented.

4.1.1 Notations

A transportation network is generally represented by a directed graph G = (V,A),

whereV is the set of nodes, andA is the set of directed arcs connecting certain pairs

of nodes. Without losing generality, there are three disjoint sets: source nodes VR,

sink nodes VS, and intermediate nodes VI . In single-destination network, VS =

{s}. Furthermore, each source node only connects to one intermediate node, and

there is no incoming link to any sources. Similarly, each sink node only receives

flow from one intermediate node, and there is no outgoing link from any sinks. An

intermediate node could have any number of links coming to or going out of them.

Let AR denote the set of arcs from sources, AS denote the set of arcs to sinks,

and AI denote the remaining arcs. Note that, the arcs in AR and AS are the vir-

tual links that store traffic at sources and destinations to maintain the rule of flow

conservation. The set of all possible paths, connecting source r and destination s in

this network, is denoted by P
(rs). Let T denote a set of discrete times where T is the

maximum time horizon, i.e., T = {1, 2, . . . , T}.

Let U�
a denote the set of inflow links to link a, and U+

a denote the set of outflow

links from link a for any a 2 A. For any network topology in our work, we have

U�
a = ? 8a 2 AR, and U+

a = ? 8a 2 AS.
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4.1.2 The link-transmission-based models

In this section, we describe a discrete-time kinematic-wave-based link transmission

model (LTM) (Yperman, 2007) for the network loading as a set of side constraints in

a DTA problem.

Link parameters For each link a 2 A, the following parameters are defined:

Ka : jam density (a number of vehicles per distance unit) at link a.

Va : unsaturated speed in link a.

Wa : backward speed in link a.

Qa,t : maximum number of vehicles to or out of link a at time t.

La : length of link a.

The parameters (Ka,Va,Wa) helps to describe the triangular fundamental relation-

ship between flow and density in each link. For sources and sinks, they have infinite

capacity: Qa,t ! • 8a 2 AS [AR, t 2 T. Furthermore, we also assume integer

values of
La

Va
and

La

Wa
to simplify the model description. For O-D demand, let D(rs)

t

denote an amount of traffic demand departing at time t from source r to sink s.

Link variables To capture the dynamic traffic in each link a 2 A, the following

variables are defined:

ua,t : a number of vehicles moving to link a at time t.

va,t : a number of vehicles moving out of link a at time t.

fab,t : a number of vehicles moving from link a to link b at time t.

The link-based traffic model

The link-based traffic model will consist of link constraints and node constraints as

below.

Link constraints: For each link a 2 A, the demand capacity Da,t defines a maxi-

mum amount of traffic exiting link a at time t, and the supply capacity Sa,t defines a

maximum amount of traffic entering link a at time t. Their mathematical definitions

are follows.
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Source links (a 2 AR) At source links, there is no limitation on demand and sup-

ply capacity.

Da,t ! • (4.1)

Sa,t ! •. (4.2)

Sink links (a 2 AS) At sink links, there is infinite supply but zero demand ca-

pacity to store all traffic arriving the destination.

Da,t = 0 (4.3)

Sa,t ! •. (4.4)

Other links (a 2 AI) The below equations formulate Da,t and Sa,t which are dy-

namically depended on the upstream and downstream flows as follows,

Da,t = min

8
<

:Qa,t; Â
ht� La

Va

ua,h � Â
ht�1

va,h

9
=

; (4.5)

Sa,t = min

8
<

:Qa,t;KaLa + Â
ht� La

Wa

va,h � Â
ht�1

ua,h

9
=

; . (4.6)

In Eq. (4.5), the second part shows the remaining traffic at downstream point that is

ready to exit link a at time t. Note that, due to the free-flow travel time
La

Va
on link a,

any traffic entering link a after time
✓
t� La

Va

◆
is still travelling on this link, and will

exit link a after time t. Similarly, for the supply capacity Sa,t at the upstream point of

link a, it shows the vacancies made by the outgoing flow (equal to Â
ht� La

Wa

va,h) and

the entering flow (equal to Â
ht�1

ua,h) of link a. These supply and demand capacity

in each link are used in node model below to restrict the upstream and downstream

flow at each node.

Node constraints: For any node in the network, the node constraints guarantee

the flow conservation and restriction of demand and supply.

ua,t = Â
b2U�

a

fba,t 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.7)
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va,t = Â
b2U+

a

fab,t 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.8)

ua,t  Sa,t 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.9)

va,t  Da,t 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.10)

fab,t � 0 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T : b 2 U+
a . (4.11)

For source nodes, the upstream flow is given and identical to the demand at time

t, i.e.,

ur,t = Â
s2AS

D(rs)
t 8r 2 AR, t 2 T. (4.12)

The above constraints, i.e., Eqs. (4.1)–(4.12), formulate the discrete-time link-

based network loading model for a single-destination network. In the next section,

we describe the path-based model to track traffic flows on any paths.

The path-based traffic model

To trace flows on any paths, let fa,p,t represent the flow on path p arriving the up-

stream of link a at time t, and let fp,t denote an amount of traffic departing from

source r at time t and choosing path p 2 P
(rs). In the relation to the link variables,

the definite constraints follow:

ua,t = Â
p2P:a2p

fa,p,t 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.13)

va,t = Â
b2U+

a

Â
p2P:a,b2p

fb,p,t 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.14)

fab,t = Â
p2P:a,b2p

fb,p,t 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T (4.15)

fp,t = fr,p,t 8p 2 P, t 2 T. (4.16)

In addition to the above equations, all link and node constraints in Section 4.1.2

are reused in the path-based model. In fact, with the detail of traffic in a path, the
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constraint Eq. (4.12) is replaced by the following equation,

Â
p2P(rs)

fp,t = D(rs)
t . (4.17)

Similar to the demand capacity on link a due to the free-flow travel time La/Va

(see Eq. (4.5)), the additional constraint of free-moving path flows is included, i.e.,

Â
ht

fb,p,h � Â
ht� La

Va

fa,p,h  0 8a 2 AI , p 2 P, t 2 T : b 2 U+
a , b 2 p. (4.18)

The First-In-First-Out (FIFO) constraints

In the link-based traffic model in Section 4.1.2, the FIFO principle is satisfied on

any links (Yperman, 2007). However, by using the path-based model, it is required

to represent FIFO among path flows in explicit constraints. The principle of FIFO

describes an order of movement where a flow departs earlier at the origin would

arrive sooner at the destination. In this section, we describe three types of FIFO, i.e.,

FIFO over links, paths and O-D pairs.

FIFO over links: Let fa,p,t,h denote an amount of traffic flow that enters link a on

path p at time t and goes out of this link at time h. The FIFO condition on link a,

based on Carey (1992), follows

Â
p2P

fa,p,t+,h Â
p2P

fa,p,t,h+  0 8a 2 A, 8h+ > h, 8t+ > t. (4.19)

By Eq. (4.19), the later arriving flow fa,p,t+,h (at time t+ > t) could exit link a at time h

only when there is no flow fa,p,t,h+ that arrives sooner at time t and exits link a after

time h. The relation between fa,p,t,h and fa,p,t (and to other introduced variables)

reads,

fa,p,t = Â
h�t+1

fa,p,t,h 8a 2 A, p 2 P, t 2 T. (4.20)

FIFO over paths: Let fp,t,h denote an amount of traffic flow that departs from the

source on path p at time t and arrives the destination at time h. Similarly, the FIFO
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condition over path p follows,

fp,t+,h fp,t,h+  0 8p 2 P, 8t+ > t, 8h+ > h. (4.21)

In Lo et al. (2002), the authors prove that FIFO over links lead to FIFO over paths.

FIFO over O-D: For a given O-D pair, the order of flows departing at a source is

hold at a destination.

⇣
Â
p2P

fp,t+,h
⌘⇣

Â
p2P

Â
k�h+1

fp,t,k
⌘
 0 8t, t+, h 2 T, t+ > t. (4.22)

Note that, the FIFO over O-D (also known as O-D FIFO) is not necessary to be satis-

fied in a general DTA problem. For example, in SO solution that optimizes the total

travel cost, the flow entering the network sooner might be directed (by the system

operator) on a longer path, therefore it arrives the destination later than other flows.

However, in the UE-DTA problem, FIFO over paths implies FIFO over O-D (Lo et al.,

2002; Carey et al., 2014) and thus the O-D FIFO is a property of the UE solution.

4.1.3 Travel time estimation

In this chapter, we take the travel time to be the travel cost and consider two types of

estimation: the marginal and average travel time. Let fp,t,h denote a partial flow of

fp,t (the O-D pair r, s 2 p), arriving the destination s at time h (h > t), where

fp,t = Â
h�t

fp,t,h. (4.23)

We assume that, each flow has to take at least one time unit from source to destina-

tion, i.e., fp,t,h = 0 for all h  t.

The marginal travel time function

For a given path flow fp,t, the marginal travel time function T̃p,t(u) is the marginal

travel time for an amount u of traffic belonging to fp,t, formulated as

T̃p,t(u) = h� t if u 2
 

Â
kh�1

fp,t,k, Â
kh

fp,t,k

#
(4.24)
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for all u 2 (0, fp,t]. We call T̃p,t the marginal travel time for the path flow fp,t, where

T̃p,t = T̃p,t( fp,t).

The average travel time function

For a given path flow fp,t, the average travel time function Tp,t(u) is defined as the

average of travel time over an amount u of flow belonging to fp,t, i.e.,

Tp,t(u) =
R u
0 T̃p,t(u) du

u
(4.25)

for all u 2 (0, fp,t]. The average travel time Tp,t for the path flow fp,t, averaged over

all flow departing at time t on path p according to demand D(rs)
t , is formulated as

follows,

Tp,t = Tp,t( fp,t) = Â
h�t

(h� t) fp,t,h
fp,t

. (4.26)

4.1.4 The overall model

Below we formulate the UE-DTA problem with the capacitated dynamic user equi-

librium condition. We have previously defined link-based and path-based variables

in the LTM-based models, however, they are inseparable and thus we cannot iden-

tify the impact of a path flow fp,t on the link flow fab,t. Hence, it is difficult to analyse

these models under the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for the optimal solu-

tion. For this reason, we introduce the new concept of trip flow below.

Trips and trip flow variables During a trip from source to destination, each vehicle

travels through several links at different times. To differentiate trips in time and

space, we define a trip j as a collection of all entering times and the associated arrival

links for an individual (or a group of travelers) during their movement from a source

to a destination, i.e.,

j = {(h, a) : h 2 T, a 2 A} . (4.27)

Each element (h, a) 2 j means that the flow following trip j enters link a at time

h. For traffic belonging to demand D(rs)
t and travelling on path p, let ta denote the
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arrival time to any link a 2 p, then the trip j = {(ta, a) : 8a 2 pwhere tr = t, ts > t}.

The amount of flow following trip j is called fj. The most important property of

trip flow is separability, that any individual flow (or infinitesimal flow) has to belong

to one and only one trip flow. A set of all (possible) trips is called F. Furthermore,

for convenience, let Ft
p denote the set of trip flows belonging to demand D(rs)

t and

following path p (r, s 2 p), and let Fa,t denote the set of trip flows entering link a at

time t. Their mathematical definitions are follows,

Fa,t = {j | 8j 2 F : (t, a) 2 j}

Ft
p = {j | 8j 2 F, 8(t, r), (h, a) 2 j : r 2 AR, a 2 A, h > t, a and r 2 p}.

A set of all trip flows is called f = { fj : 8j 2 F}. As a result, other flow variables

are constructed from trip flows as shown below,

fa,p,t,h = Â
kt

Â
j2Fa,t\Fb,h\Fk

p

fj 8a 2 A, p 2 P; t, h 2 T : b 2 U+
a , b 2 p (4.28)

fp,t,h = Â
j2Ft

p
T

Fs,h

fj 8p 2 P; t, h 2 T (4.29)

fp,t = Â
j2Ft

p

fj 8p 2 P, t 2 T (4.30)

fab,t = Â
h<t

Â
j2Fb,t

T
Fa,h

fj 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T (4.31)

ua,t = Â
j2Fa,t

fj 8a 2 A, t 2 T (4.32)

va,t = Â
b2U+

a

Â
j2Fb,t

fj 8a 2 A, t 2 T. (4.33)

One might relate the concept of trip flow to platoon, however, they are differ-

ent in the aspect of dispersion, i.e., a platoon is allowed to break up while trip flow

is not. In fact, trip flow is seen as a part of the platoon that the whole group of

travellers stays together in a whole trip. Note that, it is unnecessary to implement

trip flow variables in any DTA models, but only in some aggregated variables, for

example, the link-based model introduced in Section 4.1.2. However, trip flow vari-

ables are useful to analyse the DTA models in the rest of this chapter because of its

separability.
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The UE-DTA problem

The general side constrained DTA model is defined as the optimization problem P0

below:

[P0] min
f

F( f ) = min
f

Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Z fp,t

0
Tp,t(u) du (4.34)

s.t. D(rs)
t � Â

p2P
Â
t2T

fp,t = 0 8r 2 AR, s 2 AS, t 2 T

ci( f )  0 8i 2 I

fj � 0 8 fj 2 f

Â
j2Ft

p

fj = fp,t 8p 2 P, t 2 T

where I is the set of constraint indexes, and f is the set of separable trip flow vari-

ables f = { fj : 8j 2 F}. Note that, all constraints Eqs. (4.1)–(4.19) are standardised

in the form ci( f )  0, and indexed in set I. Nevertheless, the study in this section is

extendible to the class of non-decreasing functions, stated in the following assump-

tion.

Assumption (Non-decreasing constraint functions).

A1. All constraints ci( f ) are non-decreasing functions with respect to any fj 2 f , i.e.,
∂ci( f )

∂ fj
� 0 8 fj 2 f , 8i 2 I.

The assumption A1 implies that, the constraint function ci( f ) increases with re-

spect to the increment of flow fj. However, due to the condition ci( f )  0, the flow

is only able to increase until ci( f ) = 0. Because of this property, they are also called

capacitated constraints. Note that, all constraints used in LTM-based DTA models in

Section 4.1.2 satisfy this assumption (see in A.1). With this, the definition of unsatu-

rated route follows.

Definition 1 (The unsaturated route). A path p 2 P
(rs) is said to be unsaturated for

demand at time t if

9j 2 Ft
p 8i 2 I :

∂ci( f )
∂ fj

> 0 ) ci( f ) < 0. (4.35)
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Equivalently, path p is unsaturated for demand at time t if there exists a trip flow fj 2 Ft
p

such that for all constraints ci( f ), either
∂ci( f )

∂ fj
= 0 or ci( f ) < 0.

The condition Eq. (4.35) shows that for a given f , if ci( f ) is strictly increasing

with respect to flow fj, then in an unsaturated route, more flow could be added to

this route without violating ci( f )  0. Conversely, a route p is saturated for demand

at time t if there exists a constraint ci( f ) = 0 while the above antecedent is hold, i.e.,

8j 2 Ft
p 9i 2 I : ci( f ) = 0 and

∂ci( f )
∂ fj

> 0. (4.36)

Based on the concept of unsaturated route, the capacitated user equilibrium for a

dynamic traffic network is presented in the next section.

Capacitated dynamic user equilibrium condition

The Wardrop’s first principle of route choice (Wardrop, 1952) is widely used in the

study of user equilibrium solutions, i.e., the journey times in all routes actually used

are equal and less than those that would be experienced by a single vehicle on any

unused route. This, however, is not always held in a capacitated network where the

amount of flows passing through a road is restricted by the maximum flow capacity

or the capacity of downstream flow is dynamically constrained by the spill-back

phenomenon (Larsson et al., 1999; Correa et al., 2004).

In this kind of network, due to the selfish routing behaviour, it might happen

the case that not every used path has the same journey times, especially when the

shortest paths are fully filled by travellers, then alternative routes with higher costs

are considered by the remains. In this type of network, the capacitated UE defini-

tion was first introduced for a static network in Correa et al. (2004). We extend its

definition for a dynamic capacitated network as follows.

Definition 2 (Capacitated user equilibrium - CUE). A flow f represents a capacitated

user equilibrium if no O-D pair has an unsaturated route with strictly smaller cost than any

used path for that pair. Mathematically, for all p 2 P
(rs),

fp,t > 0 ) Tp,t  min
n
Tp0,t : 8p0 2 P

(rs) unsaturated for demand D(rs)
t

o
. (4.37)
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The CUE implies that all unsaturated paths have the same cost, which is not

smaller than any cost of saturated paths. Therefore, in an incapacitated network

where every route is unsaturated, CUE becomes Wardrop equilibrium. It is also

worth to note that, not all unused paths are more costly than used routes, because

they might be saturated at zero flow, e.g., path p is unused for flow fp,t but used

for flow fp0,t0 causing saturation at the shared links between them (Larsson et al.,

1999). However, this situation is avoidable in the transportation network, as sooner

or later, traffic in any roads is cleared (i.e. we are able to find a trip flow fj that does

not violate any constraints).

Proposition 2. Suppose problemP0, satisfying the assumptions A1, has an optimal solution

f ⇤. Then, f ⇤ is a CUE solution with the equilibrium cost T⇤
p,t = Tp,t( f ⇤p,t).

Proof. See A.2.

Remark 3. The proof of Proposition 2 does not require any specific definition of Tp,t(u), that

means P0 can describe a more general UE-DTA problem with any increasing-continuous

travel cost functions, including the average travel time function shown in Eq. (4.25).

Furthermore, the objective function F( f ) in Eq. (4.34) looks similar to the one in

Beckmann et al. (1956), however they are different in two aspects: (i) F( f ) considers

the whole-path travel cost explicitly instead of assembling it into the sum of relevant

arc costs, (ii) it differentiates path costs according to the physical paths and time-

dependent travel demands.

In the literature, Larsson et al. (1999) shows that the CUE solutions also satisfy

the Wardrop equilibrium in terms of generalized route travel costs. For the problem

P0 in this chapter, we are able to get the same result as follows.

Let L( f ,p, µ) define the Lagrangian function, i.e.,

L( f ,p, µ) = F( f ) + Â
r,s,t

prs,t
�
D(rs)

t � Â
p,t

fp,t
�
+ Â

i2I
µici( f ) (4.38)

where p and µ are multipliers associated to the constraints in the problem P0.
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Definition 3 (Generalized route travel cost). For a given solution f ⇤ and multiplier µ⇤,

let’s denote

F j
p,t = Tp,t( f ⇤p,t) + Â

i2I
µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj

8j 2 Ft
p (4.39)

Fp,t = min
j2Ft

p

F j
p,t. (4.40)

F j
p,t is called the generalized route travel cost for fj 2 Ft

p, and Fp,t is called the generalized

route travel cost for fp,t regarding to demand D(rs)
t .

Proposition 3 (The generalized Wardrop equilibrium (GWE) for DTA). The solutions

to the problem P0 are Wardrop equilibrium flows for the generalized route travel cost, that

means

f ⇤p,t > 0 ) Fp,t = p⇤
rs,t 8p 2 P

(rs) (4.41)

f ⇤p,t = 0 ) Fp,t � p⇤
rs,t 8p 2 P

(rs). (4.42)

Within each fp,t, the trip flow fj 2 fp,t is also equilibrium, meaning that

f ⇤j > 0 ) F j
p,t = Fp,t = p⇤

rs,t 8j 2 Ft
p (4.43)

f ⇤j = 0 ) F j
p,t � Fp,t � p⇤

rs,t 8j 2 Ft
p. (4.44)

Proof. See A.3.

Note that, GWE does not require the assumption A1, meaning that CUE is GWE

but not vice versa. By definition, a flow at a particular time and space is related

to a trip flow fj, therefore, the Eqs. (4.43) and (4.44) show the temporal aspect of

equilibrium, i.e., departure time choice (where space or route choice is fixed at path

p), while the Eqs. (4.41) and (4.42) show the spatial aspect of equilibrium, i.e., route

choice (where the departure time is fixed at time t).

In practice, each side constraint is typically related to a road segment, and the

multiplier µ is the price for travellers to choose a route. Therefore, GWE is suitable to
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study the travel cost that involves the side effect during the movement, for example,

the impact of dynamic link tolls (Altman et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004b).

In summary, CUE ) GWE A1
=) CUE. In the next section, we study in detail both

UE and SO objective functions and shows the relation between them (the term ’UE’

means ’CUE’ in the following sections).

4.2 The relation between UE and SO

In this section, we expand the expression of UE objective as the function of route

travel time in the problem P0 and derive the relation between UE and SO objectives.

Furthermore, we show that by using the marginal travel cost function T̃p,t(u) instead

of the average travel cost function Tp,t(u), P0 becomes the SO-DTA problem.

4.2.1 Evaluation of UE objective

On each path, for a given demand starting at time t, the relation between flow and

travel time forms a stair function as shown in Fig. 4.1. For a particular path flow

fp,t, let gi denote the accumulation of fp,t,h up to time (t+ i), i.e., gi =
t+i

Â
h=t

fp,t,h 8i 2

N, i � 0. Initially, we have g0 = 0. Let m = max
i�0

{i : gi = 0} denote the time up to

which none of the traffic departing at time t has arrived at the destination. For any

positive path flow fp,t > 0, from Eq. (4.25), the average travel time function Tp,t(u)

for an amount u of flow is computed by

Tp,t(u) =
(i+ 1)(u� gi) +

i
Â
j=1

j fp,t,t+j

u

=

(i+ 1)(u� gi) +
i

Â
j=1

j(gj � gj�1)

u
(4.45)

for any u 2 [gi, gi+1] and i � m. The function Tp,t(u) is also called a running average

of the travel time of path flow fp,t. If i � m, the integration of Tp,t(u) in the range

[gi, gi+1] becomes:

Z gi+1

gi
Tp,t(u)du =

Z gi+1

gi

(i+ 1)(u� gi) +
i

Â
j=1

j fp,t,t+j

u
du
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0 path flow u

1

2

3

4

travel time

fp,t =P
h
fp,t,h

fp,t,t+1

fp,t,t+2

F (f)

E(f)

g1 g2

Tp,t(u, f) T̃p,t(u, f)

FIGURE 4.1: Stair function shows the travel time of a given flow on a
path.

=

8
>>><

>>>:

(i+ 1)(gi+1 � gi)�
i

Â
j=1

gj ln
gi+1

gi
if i > m

(i+ 1)(gi+1 � gi) if i = m.

From that, for the whole range (0, fp,t), after some simple transformations, we

get:

Z fp,t

0
Tp,t(u)du = Â

i�m

Z gi+1

gi
Tp,t(u)du

= (m+ 1)(gm+1 � gm) + Â
i�m+1

⇣
(i+ 1)(gi+1 � gi)�

i

Â
j=1

gj ln
gi+1

gi

⌘

= Â
i�1

i fp,t,t+i � Â
i�m+1

i

Â
j=1

gj ln
gi+1

gi

= Â
h>t

(h� t) fp,t,h � Â
i�0

gi
�
ln fp,t � ln gi

�
.

The second sum ignores the role of m because lim
gi!0

gi ln gi = 0, and lim
gi!0

gi ln fp,t = 0

for a given fp,t. To distinguish gi from different path flows, it is replaced by the

notation gp,t,t+i. The computation of UE objective function follows:

F( f ) = Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Z fp,t

0
Tp,t(u)du

= Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
h>t

(h� t) fp,t,h
| {z }

FT( f )

� Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
i�0

gp,t,t+i
�
ln fp,t � ln gp,t,t+i

�

| {z }
E( f )

(4.46)

Note that, FT( f ) represents the total travel time, which is minimized in the system

optimal DTA problem.
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4.2.2 SO objective as the marginal equilibrium

The system optimal objective is defined by minimizing the total travel time FT( f ),

which is defined below:

FT( f ) = Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
h>t

(h� t) fp,t,h. (4.47)

In Proposition 4, we show that, Eq. (4.34) could be used to define both UE and

SO objectives by using different definitions of travel cost, i.e., marginal travel time

Eq. (4.24) for SO and the average travel time Eq. (4.25) for UE.

Proposition 4. The function Eq. (4.34) in problem P0 represents the SO objective by con-

sidering the marginal travel time function, i.e.,

F̃( f ) = Â
p2P

Â
t2T

fp,tZ

0

T̃p,t(u)du = FT( f ). (4.48)

Proof. In the previous section, we have proved that, problem P0 provides UE solu-

tions. Similarly, by applying Eq. (4.24) into this problem, we get:

Z gi

gi�1

T̃p,t(u) du =i(gi � gi�1) = i fp,t,t+i 8i � 1

)
fp,tZ

0

T̃p,t(u) du = Â
i�1

giZ

gi�1

T̃p,t(u) du = Â
i2T

i fp,t,t+i

) F̃( f ) =Â
p,t

fp,tZ

0

T̃p,t(u)du = Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
h�t

(h� t) fp,t,h = FT( f )

Therefore, solving problem P0 with the definition of travel cost in Eq. (4.24) gives

SO solutions.

Applying the CUE definition to SO solutions, the marginal travel cost of any

used paths are not smaller than the marginal cost of any unsaturated paths. In the

case that all traffic exits the network at the end of time horizon, the SO objective is

equivalent to the maximum aggregation of throughput at the destination, proved in

Proposition 5.
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Proposition 5. If all demands exit the network at the end of time horizon, then

min
f

FT( f ) , max
f

TF( f ) = max
f

Â
t2T

(T + 1� t)us,t (4.49)

where s is the destination.

Proof. According to Eq.(1) in Shen et al. (2008), we deduct that,

min
f

FT( f ) , max
f

Â
t2T

t

Â
h=0

us,h , max
f

Â
t2T

(T + 1� t)us,t.

The Proposition 5 suggests an efficient way to achieve SO solutions by only con-

sidering the traffic flow entering the destination. Note that, these variables are also

supported by the linked-based traffic model described in Section 4.1.2. Moreover,

using the original SO objective Eq. (4.47) requires the implicit assumption (or con-

straint) that all demands finish at destinations, otherwise, the minimization of FT( f )

would come to zero total travel time. For these reasons, we use TF( f ) in the SO-DTA

model in this work.

4.2.3 The solution existence

According to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions sufficient for generalized convex programs

(Friesz, 2010, Theorem 2.19), f ⇤ is the global optimal solution of problem P0 if the

following conditions are satisfied:

• The feasible domain is non-empty and open convex set.

• Objective function F( f ) is pseudoconvex.

• Capacitated constraints ci( f ) are quasiconvex, and other equality constraints

are quasilinear.
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• f ⇤ is a Kuhn-Tucker (KT) point, i.e., there exist multipliers µ and p satisfying

the KKT conditions:

f ⇤TrL( f ⇤,p, µ) = 0

µTc( f ⇤) = 0.

Table 4.1 summarises the proposed DTA models and includes the complexity

for each model. For the SO-DTA model, problem P0 is transformed to the link-

based program described in Table 4.1. Due to its linearity, the above requirements

of the objective function and constraints are simply satisfied. However, for the UE-

DTA model, the need of FIFO constraints will lead to a non-convex feasible domain

which is difficult to identify whether a KT point is a local minimum or not. In the

next section, we propose a method for UE solutions by solving a series of SO-DTA

problems. This method is able to achieve an approximated UE solution if there is a

SO solution for each SO-DTA sub-problem.

4.2.4 Model complexity

All materials above help to describe DTAmodels, typically for SO and UE solutions.

Table 4.1 summarizes the proposed DTA models and includes the complexity for

each model. Note that, the UE-DTA problem, called PUE, requires the path-flow

variables fp,t,h with double time indexes. Due to this extra variables and constraints,

the complexity of PUE in terms of the number of constraints and/or variables is

proportional to O(|A||P|T2). In contrast, the SO-DTA problem, called PSO, only

needs the link-based traffic model described in Section 4.1.2, therefore its complexity

is significantly smaller than PUE and proportional to O(|A|T).

Furthermore, the problem PSO is linear in comparison with the non-linearity of

PUE, therefore, it is more efficient to solve PSO than PUE. In Eq. (4.46), we show the

relation between UE and SO objectives. In the next section, we utilize this relation

to develop a so-called incremental solution method to compute UE solutions based

on solving the related SO-DTA problems instead of directly solving PUE.
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TABLE 4.1: Summary of DTA models (Notation:
p

for Used, and ‘X’
for Unused).

Objective or constraints UE-DTA SO-DTA Type # constraints
(PUE) (PSO) or # variables

UE (Eq. (4.46))
p

X Non-linear -
SO (Eq. (4.49)) X

p
Linear -

Link-based LTMmodel
Eqs. (4.1)–(4.12) X

p
Linear O(|A|T)

Path-based LTMmodel
Eqs. (4.1)–(4.19)

p
X Non-linear O(|A||P|T2)

4.3 The solution method

In the previous sections, we develop DTA models which are represented in the dis-

crete time. In this section, we first show that the difference between SO and UE

objective functions, i.e., E( f ), is able to reduce according to the length of a time

step. Based on this observation, we develop the ISM method to solve these models

effectively.

In fact, the time domain in the proposed models are discretized from the con-

tinuous time horizon [0, T ] with the time interval d, i.e., T = {1, 2, 3, ..., T} where

T =
T
d
. In continuous time, let d(rs)(t) denote a time-dependent demand function,

showing the arrival rate at source r to destination s at time t 2 [0, T ]. The relation

between D(rs)
t (in discrete time domain) and d(rs)(t) (in continuous time domain)

reads,

D(rs)
t =

Z dt

d(t�1)
d(rs)(t)dt. (4.50)

Therefore, there is the same total traffic demands D for both time domains, i.e.,

D = Â
t2T

D(rs)
t =

TZ

0

d(rs)(t)dt. (4.51)

Note that, the t index is for discrete time, and t index is for continuous time.

Similarly, in a capacitated network, the link flow capacity Qa,t is also discretized

from the continuous-time link capacity qa(t) where

Qa,t =
Z dt

d(t�1)
qa(t)dt (4.52)
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for all a 2 A and t 2 T. Given functions d(rs)(t) and qa(t), the parameters D(rs)
t

and Qa,t are function of the time interval d. We rewrite in this section the relation

between UE and SO objective in Eq. (4.46) with the appearance of the time interval

d as follows,

F( f ) = Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
h>t

d(h� t) fp,t,h
| {z }

FT( f )

� Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
i�0

dgp,t,t+i
�
ln fp,t � ln gp,t,t+i

�

| {z }
E( f )

. (4.53)

Note that, the value of F( f ) is expected to be consistent with the continuous-time

solution when the time step d approaches zero.

4.3.1 Approximation of UE objective function

While computing F( f ), we observe that E( f ) in Eq. (4.53) has little impact on the UE

objective value when the time step d goes to zero (see Proposition 6 and Remark 4

below).

Proposition 6. Let Np,t denote the number of positive elements fp,t,h belonging to path flow

fp,t. If Np,t is bounded by a constant N (independent from d, p and t), then

(i) 0  E( f )  dDN
e

,

(ii) lim
d!0

E( f ) = 0

where D is the total traffic demands, i.e., D = Â
t2T

D(rs)
t .

Proof. See A.4.

Remark 4. Note that, from Eqs. (4.50) and (4.52), both the discrete demand D(rs)
t and the

link flow capacity Qa,t are approximately proportional to the value of time interval d. The

value of Np,t is normally proportional to D(rs)
t and inversely proportional to Qa,t, then the im-

pact of d to Np,t is destructive, that means N is likely independent from d (and p or t). While

we only need an upper-bound of Np,t for the convergence, Carey (2009) further observed

the time-independence of Np,t, where each time halving the length of the time intervals, the

number of time-space links in the fans (i.e., Np,t in our study) remains much the same in the

study of UE solutions. From this, by applying Proposition 6, we have lim
d!0

E( f ⇤) = 0, where

f ⇤ is an UE solution.
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Furthermore, FT( f ) is linear while E( f ) is non-linear. By reducing the time step and ig-

noring the term E( f ) in the approximation of F( f ), we achieve two important goals: (i) more

detail of traffic propagation in the network, and (ii) improving the computational complexity

by avoiding the non-linear formulation of E( f ).

4.3.2 Difference between UE and SO models

In the previous section, we show that for a given solution, e.g., UE or SO solutions,

E( f ) tends to zero at the infinitesimal time scale. However, note that it is not equiva-

lent to achieve the UE solutions by simply solving the SO-DTA problem at this small

time step. The reason is that UE and SO DTA problems require the different set of

constraints, i.e., FIFO. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the SO solution only satisfies

FIFO over links (and over paths) but not over O-D pair (i.e., O-D FIFO is not satis-

fied) as in the UE solution. We demonstrate this difference in the simple example

below.

Let’s consider a simple network with two links connecting source R and destina-

tion S as in Fig. 4.2. The travel time is 10 seconds on the first path, and 12 seconds on

the second one. All paths have the identical flow capacity of one vehicle per second.

Let d denote the amount of traffic demand arriving R uniformly during the time

interval (0, 2). Assume that, d = 6 (or 3 veh/s in two seconds).

R S

path 1, travel time 10 sec.

path 2, travel time 12 sec.

FIGURE 4.2: The simple network with two paths from source R to
sink S.

Table 4.2 results the UE and SO solutions with the time step d = 1 second. For SO

solution, the traffic demand starting at time t = 0 exits the network at time t = 10

(on path 1) and t = 12, t = 13 (on path 2) while the later demand only selects the

first path and arrive the destination S from time t = 11 to t = 13. It clearly shows

that the SO solution does not guarantee the O-D FIFO.
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TABLE 4.2: SO and UE traffic patterns with the time step d = 1 sec-
ond, where the vector (x, y) shows x vehicles on path 1, y vehicles on

path 2.

Demand at R Flows at S on (path1, path2)
Time (sec.) t 0 1 . . . 10 11 12 13 14

UE solution 3 - - (1, 0) (1, 0) (1, 0) - -
- 3 - - - - (1, 1) (0.5, 0.5)

SO solution 3 - - (1, 0) - (0, 1) (0, 1) -
- 3 - - (1, 0) (1, 0) (1, 0) -

In contrast, for UE solution, the demand at time t = 0 choose path 1 as the av-

erage travel time is equal to 11 seconds, which is also smaller than the marginal cost

on path 2 (12 seconds). Due to the delay on the first path to release this demand, the

next traffic at time t = 1 observes the identical travel costs on both paths, therefore

splits equally on them. The O-D FIFO is satisfied in the UE solution as all traffic

starting at time t = 0 finishes sooner than the later demand at t = 1, shown in

Table 4.2.

Furthermore, this UE solution is also achieved by solving sequentially the SO

problems with the additional O-D FIFO requirement, as follows.

• We first consider only the demand at time t = 0 and ignore the others. The SO

and UE solutions are identical together as they both select the smallest travel

cost.

• We continue solving the SO solution for demand at time t = 1, given the

assignment of path flow traffic for demand at time t = 0. By doing this, we

guarantee the O-D FIFO. The SO and UE solutions result the same for demand

at t = 1.

Remark 5. In the infinitesimal time scale, both UE and SO objective functions find the

smallest cost route for the infinitesimal flow, however, UE and SO solutions differ in regard

to the O-D FIFO property. Using the simple example, we show that, in a small time scale,

by imposing the O-D FIFO in the SO-DTA problem, we are able to reach the UE solution.

4.3.3 The ISM framework

Based on the insights from the previous section, we propose herein an incremental

approach, called the incremental solution method (ISM), to obtain the UE solution
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for the UE-DTA problem.

The incremental procedure: By using a sufficiently small time step and based on the

Proposition 6 and Remarks 4 and 5, the E( f ) term in the UE objective function (4.46)

can be omitted which results in a linear system optimal objective. The incremental

procedure also guarantees the FIFO relation by imposing the O-D FIFO requirement

at any links. The overall method is described below.

Step 0 Choose the time step d, and set t = 1.

Step 1 Find a SO solution for the demand D(rs)
t , given the solution for previous

demands ({D(rs)
h : 8h 2 T, h < t}): f̂ = { f̂ab,t, 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T}, by solving the

following SO-DTA problem:

[P+
SO] max

f
TF( f ) = max

f
Â
t2T

(T + 1� t)us,t

s.t. Link-based LTM model: Eqs. (4.1)��(4.12)

( fab,t � f̂ab,t) Â
h�t+1

f̂ab,h = 0 a, b 2 A, t 2 T.

(4.54)

In fact, the problem P+
SO is the problem PSO (in Table 4.1) with the additional

linear constraint Eq. (4.54) (for a given f̂ ), which shows that at any time t, there

is new traffic from link a to b only if no flow from previous demand continues

on this direction after time t.

Step 2 If there is no more demand after t, then the last solution is the final one.

Otherwise, update t = t+ 1, and jump to step 1.

Study of convergence: Given a solution f ⇤ generated from this framework, we

could evaluate E( f ⇤) in Eq. (4.46) to know how close to the UE solution. Based on

Proposition 6, the smaller value of E( f ⇤), the better approximation of UE solution

f ⇤.

4.3.4 Performance of ISM method

In this section, we show the performance of ISM in a number of iterations (I),

constraints (C) and variables (V). At each iteration, the problem P+
SO includes a
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number of constraints CI = O(|A|T d�1) and variables VI = O(|A|T d�1) (where

|T| = T d�1). Note that, PUE model in Table 4.1 is more complex than each iteration

of ISMdue to the combination of path and time indexes, i.e., CUE = O(|A||P|T 2d�2),

and VUE = O(|A||P|T 2d�2).

Furthermore, by the linearity, each iteration in ISM is solved efficiently than the

original non-linear UE-DTAmodel. As shown in our numerical result and in Wright

et al. (2014), the computational time for non-linear model increases exponentially

to the increment of complexity, while linear solution methods are proved to have

polynomial computing time (Karmarkar, 1984). These computational evaluations

show the efficiency of ISM to obtain UE solutions.

In the trade-off between the efficient performance and the approximation of the

solution, ISM might require numerous iterations, which is decided by the chosen

time step d, i.e., I = O(T d�1). We note that the ISM method could be extended to

vary the time unit d at each iteration, therefore this is another way to enhance its

performance in practice. In summary, the ISM is a divide-and-conquer method that

helps to improve the computational performance by sequentially solving the linear

SO-DTA problems (P+
SO). In the next section, we demonstrate this method in two

numerical examples.

4.4 Numerical results

The numerical results are studied in two different network sizes: small-size Braess

network and medium-size grid network. In Braess network, our ISM method is

studied in different aspects: the approximation of UE solutions via E( f ) and the

chosen value of time step to achieve user optimal solutions. For the larger (grid)

network, the performance of ISM is measured in terms of complexity (i.e., a number

of iterations, constraints and variables) and computational time.

4.4.1 The Braess network

Fig. 4.3 shows the network topology with parameter settings in Table 4.3. The dy-

namic of O-D demand and link flow capacity are shown in Fig. 4.4. The traffic de-

mands depart from source R at rate 2 veh/s in 120 seconds. From the supply side,
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FIGURE 4.3: Braess network topology with source R and sink S.

TABLE 4.3: Configuration for each link in Fig. 4.3.

Links L V W K Q Free-flow travel time
(m) (m/s) (m/s) (veh/m) (veh/s) (s)

(1,2), (3,4) 1000 16.67 8.33 0.24 1.33 60
(1,3), (2,4) 1000 16.67 8.33 0.12 0.67 60

(2,3) 500 16.67 8.33 0.12 0.67 30

link (1,3) drops its flow capacity in 30 seconds at different periods shown in Fig. 4.4.

These dynamic settings impact on the route choices in one of three paths: P0 (1,3,4),

P1 (1,2,3,4), and P2 (1,2,4). In the free-flow network state, paths P0 and P2 are short-

est with 120-second travel time while path P1 costs 150 seconds. However, the flow

capacity on P0 and P2 cannot cover heavy traffic demands entering the network,

therefore causing travel delay in these paths. If the delay is large enough, traffic will

split to P1.

In this example, to study the impact of the capacitated network to the UE solu-

tion, we design three scenarios, illustrated in Fig. 4.4:

• Normal case: there is no capacity drop at any links.

• Case 1: Link (1,3) drops its flow capacity in 30 seconds from the initial time.

• Case 2: Link (1,3) also drops its flow capacity in 30 seconds but from t = 211

to t = 240.

Note that, the capacity drop in case 1 and case 2 could be caused by the red signal

of a traffic light or an incident. With these configurations, we apply ISM method in

two different time scales, i.e., d = 3s or d = 15s. The theoretical results in previous

sections show that the solution from ISM method with small time step could lead to

UE solutions.

Solution without capacity drop (normal case) The result is shown in the first-row

figures in Fig. 4.5. The travel cost is steady after t = 60 and equal to the free-flow
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FIGURE 4.4: The dynamic setting for network in Fig. 4.3.

travel time on P1 (150 seconds) when all three paths are used. Before this time, no

traffic selects P1 because its cost is still higher than the travel cost on P0 and P2. We

also observe that the traditional Wardrop UE holds in the two chosen time steps.

Impact of capacity drop to UE solutions When the inflow capacity of the link (1,3)

changes temporarily in a short period of 30 seconds, the results are shown as the

last four figures in Fig. 4.5. These cases aim to put the off-periods before or after

the traffic network is steady in the normal case. In the first case where the link (1,3)

is unused in the first 30 seconds, the solution shows that travellers first choose the

only P2, then P0 and P2, and finally all three paths. In comparison with the normal

case, the steady state of travel cost happens sooner due to the higher increasing

rate of travel cost. Therefore, the early drop on P0 does not worsen the network

performance (any travellers departing later than t = 60 still experience the same

cost as in normal case).

In the second case, since link (1,3) is still available before t = 90, the traffic is still

loaded in both P0 and P2 until the network starts to be steady from the departure

time t = 60. However, right after this time, P0 is temporarily unused, then the traffic

splits on P1 and P2. After link (1,3) is recovered, all three paths are used, and the

network reaches a new steady state with higher travel cost, i.e., travellers would

take 160 seconds to reach the destination instead of 150 seconds in the previous two

cases. In summary, the time and duration of a capacity drop do impact on the UE

solutions as described above. If the capacity drop is planned ahead, a good system

performance is achievable as in the first case of this example.
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FIGURE 4.5: The path flows and travel cost in Braess network.
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FIGURE 4.6: Evaluation of E( f ) with respect to different time steps.

The capacitated travel cost Fig. 4.5 shows the results in different scenarios and

time steps. At small time step (d = 3s), the travel cost and path flows follow the

traditional Wardrop UE. However, the solution aggregated at higher time step (d =

15s) shows the idea of CUEwhere the travel costs are not the same at some departure

times. For example, for t  15 in case 1 (d = 15s), flows on P0 and P2 experience

different costs. The reason is that the cost is averaged over a large range of demand

which is not uniformly distributed over the large time step. Via more details of the

solution at d = 3s (case 1), for t  15, traffic before t = 12 is only loaded on P2 and

having lower cost, thus the average of travel cost over the first 15 seconds is not the

same for P0 and P2. Therefore, a higher resolution of traffic (smaller time step), a

better representation of UE solutions.

Evaluation of E( f ) In this network, we present the difference between SO and UE

objective, i.e., E( f ), with respect to time steps d 2 {3s, 6s, 7.5s, 15s, 30s} in Fig. 4.6.

It is shown that E( f ) decreases and tends to zero with the reduction of time step,

that supports the Proposition 6. Particular, with d = 3, the value of E( f ) is about

1% of the SO objective value TF( f ). In the next section, we perform our method in

a medium-size network to evaluate the computational performance.

4.4.2 Medium-size grid network: computational performance

This section compares the complexity and computational performance of two meth-

ods: ISM (with different time steps) and solving PUE directly (at the large time step).
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All methods are applied in the medium-size grid network (Fig. 4.7), with the pa-

rameters for two types of links described in Table 4.4. In this network, the normal

links have higher flow capacity and travel time than the saturated links. Therefore,

travellers will first choose paths through the saturated links until their travel costs

are risen and equal to other longer paths.

TABLE 4.4: Grid network with parameter settings for the network in
Figure 4.7.

Constant parameters:
Va = 15 (m/s) Wa = 7.5 (m/s)

w =
Wa

Va
= 0.5 Demand: 4.5 veh/s (total: 180 veh)

Time step (sec.): {5, 10, 20, 40} ⇡ Conf. {C5,C10,C20,C40}
Link types Ka (veh/m) Qa (veh/s) Link length (m)
Normal 0.12 0.6 1200

Bottleneck 0.6 0.3 600

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

R

S

FIGURE 4.7: Grid network topology for TTM (5x5).

Estimation of complexity

In our grid network example, all nodes have two incoming links and two outgoing

links except the boundary nodes. Thus, the number of inflow-outflow combinations

is 2|A|. In the estimation for grid network, problem P+
SO in Section 4.3.3 includes

a number of variables VISM ⇡ 4|A|T, and constraints CISM ⇡ 9|A|T in the ISM

method.

For the problem PUE, their complexities increase quadratically with the size of

time domain, and about 8TD times in comparison with the ISM method, shown in
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TABLE 4.5: Estimation of complexity in terms of constraints and vari-
ables for grid network in Fig. 4.7.

|A| = 40, |P| = 70, TD is the number of time steps at which demand value is positive.

C V Note

ISM 9|A|T = 360T 4|A|T = 160T LP

PUE O(|A||P|TDT) = O(2800TDT) O(|A||P|TDT) = O(2800TDT) NLP

Table 4.5. From this estimation, the performance of ISM is expected to be more effi-

cient than solving PUE directly.

However, to get UE traffic patterns, ISM has to use a small enough time step.

According to the network, we observe that the shortest paths take 3 saturated links

and 5 normal links in the total of 520 second travel time. The next short paths take

2 saturated links and 6 normal links, costing 560 seconds of travel time. For the first

few travellers, they could move on two shortest paths, which go through links (15,

20) and (24, 25). To get more traffic to destination S, the only way is to find paths

passing through the link (19, 20). However, the extra flow through the link (19, 20)

could not utilize saturated links, which are all used in the shortest paths. It means

that the alternative paths (also the longest paths) would take 640 second travel time,

passing through normal links. For this particular scenario, to be more efficiently, we

could predict the UE solutions as the following:

• If the total demand is less than 144 vehicles, all travellers would choose to

move on shortest paths, for example, (R, 1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 25, S) or (R, 1,

6, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, S), where the bold numbers indicate nodes belong

to the bottleneck links of the paths.

• If the demand is less than 0.6 veh/s, then they always travel on the shortest

paths.

Our demand in this example is 4.5 veh/s with total of 180 vehicles. We see that the

first 144 vehicles would select the two shortest paths with 640 seconds of average

travel time. This large cost motivates vehicles to choose the longest path beside the

shortest paths where they are all at equilibrium state. The better choice of d could

follow the below strategy:

• First, choose d = 240s, to solve the first 144 vehicles of demand.
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TABLE 4.6: Performance comparison between ISM (gray-left side col-
umn) and solving directly PUE (right side) in different traffic details.

Conf. I T C V Tpre. (s) Tsol.(s) TF( f ) F( f )
C40 1 21 7299 31358 2941 29401 2.2 352.4 0.4 2.87e+5 37440 2595.86
C20 2 41 14269 - 5729 - 9.5 - 0.93 - 32040
C10 4 82 28576 - 11454 - 46.6 - 2.7 - 29850
C5 8 164 57190 - 22904 - 337.4 - 8.8 - 27450

• Second, choose d = 60s to solve the remaining demand.

However, to make it more general, we set up a fixed value of d (also to avoid the

transformation of solutions among different time units) and evaluate the perfor-

mance in the next section.

Comparison results

The result in Table 4.6 shows the efficiency of ISM over PUE. As expected, the ISM

provides UE traffic pattern in the configuration C5where the only two shortest paths

are selected. For the complexity of a number of constraints and variables, the ISM

method at 5-second time unit is relatively similar to thePUE model at 40-second time

unit.

For computational performance, there are two criteria: the preparation time Tpre.

and the solution time Tsol.. Since all models are implemented in an abstract lan-

guage, for example, AMPL, GAMS or modern programming languages (for exam-

ple Python), Tpre. is necessary to transform these abstract models into concrete ones,

which are understood by the solvers (cbc (Forrest, 2012) for linear model, and ipopt

(Biegler et al., 2009) for non-linear models). Differently, Tsol. measures the comput-

ing time to get the solution from these solvers. In solving the PUE model, even at

the large time unit (i.e., 40 seconds), it requires a considerable large amount of com-

puting time in comparison with the ISM as shown in Table 4.6. Therefore, while it

is comfortable to perform ISM in the small time units, we only able to get solutions

from solving PUE model at 40 second time unit. The comparison between ISM (C5)

and PUE (C40) shows the advantage of our proposed method that is significantly

less complexity and computational time.
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4.5 Summary

This chapter develops a novel linear programming framework to solve the UE-DTA

problem in a dynamic capacity network that exploits the linkage between the UE

and SO solutions underpinned by a first-in-first-out (FIFO) principle. Furthermore,

it provides a theoretical proof that in the limit, the SO objective can be used to ob-

tain the UE solution as the system time step goes to zero given the satisfaction of

the FIFO constraint. This important property enables us to develop an incremental

loading method to obtain the UE solutions efficiently by solving a sequence of linear

programs. The numerical results show the significant improvements in the obtained

UE solution both in terms of accuracy and computational complexity.
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Chapter 5

Information-based SO DTA

problem

In using real-time information for adaptive routing, most of the existing works (with

the exception of Waller et al. (2013)) focus on the user’s point of view where ques-

tions regarding the improvement in travel time of the individual, or the equilibria of

that of many individuals (i.e., network perspective) have been studied. In contrast

to this focus, this chapter will examine the role of information from the network op-

erators’ point of view where questions regarding the long-term planning of the net-

work with full information accessibility can be answered. In other words, given we

know that road users increasingly have access to information that influences their

travel behaviour, popular traffic analysis and modelling options such as dynamic

traffic assignment (DTA) model (Szeto et al., 2012) should be revisited in light of this

knowledge.

The remaining content is organised in six sections. The information model and

choice framework are described in Section 5.1. The individual behaviour of choice

is related to constraints of the DTA problem in Section 5.2. These constraints then

appear in the two system optimal DTA models, considering policy choice and path

choice in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the complexity of models and makes the

comparison between solutions of policy and path choices. Section 5.5 presents nu-

merical results in two different topologies: Braess network (Braess et al., 2005) for

solution analysis, and Nguyen-Dupuis network (Nguyen et al., 1984) for computa-

tional evaluation. Finally, Section 5.6 summarises our work, discusses the results

and gives some future directions.
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5.1 The information and choice framework

5.1.1 The traffic network model

Traffic network model such as dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models, alongside

with travel forecasting and microscopic traffic simulation models, are important el-

ements of the traffic analysis tools, frequently used by transportation planners and

traffic engineers.

The inputs to the traffic networkmodel consist of the specification of the network

topology, traffic demand, supply and the route choice model. The topology of a

transportation network is generally represented by a directed graph G = (C,A),

where C is the set of nodes and A is the set of directed arcs connecting certain pairs

of nodes. The demand is defined by the flows arriving at each source node and

destining to each sink node, while the supply is specified by the flow capacities (i.e.,

maximum allowable flows) of each road segment in the network as functions of

time. Given the inputs and a so-called dynamic network loading (DNL) model, the

outputs of the traffic network model are the resulting flows, occupancies or density

profiles as functions of space and time. The role of the DNL model is to ensure

that while network traffic is propagated forward in time, key traffic flow properties,

such as flow conservation and the fundamental relationship between traffic flow

variables, are preserved.

As an input to DNL model, route choice models naturally represent routing de-

cisions from travellers. Motivated in the introduction, next we develop a novel in-

formation model and integrate it with the route choice model (in a so-called choice

framework) for the above generic traffic network model.

5.1.2 A novel information model

By “information” wemean knowledge that reduces the uncertainty about some phe-

nomenon or system. There are several sources of uncertainty in the traffic network

model. The demand, the supply and the network loading model can all be stochastic

(i.e., time-varying random variables). For simplicity, the topology is assumed to be
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fixed in this chapter.1

Let Dt and St denote the demand and supply at time t where time is slotted

over a finite time horizon T, starting at time index 1. Note that Dt is a matrix, i.e.,

Dt = [D(ij)
t ], where the (ij)th component, D(ij)

t , represents the demand arriving at

time t at node i and destined towards node j. Similarly, St = [S(k)t ] is a vector, where

the kth component, S(k)t represents the flow capacity of the kth road segment at time

t.

Furthermore, let the joint demand and supply process be given by the stochastic

process

{(Dt(x), St(x)), t 2 T, x 2 X},

where x denotes a realisation or sample path, and X denotes the set of all possible

realisations. Note that, each realisation is a deterministic function of time. A specific

realisation x defines and is defined by the traffic demand and supply pertaining to

that realisation as functions of time, i.e., 8x 2 X , we can write x ⌘ (D(x), S(x)),

where

(D(x), S(x)) = {(Dt(x), St(x)), t 2 T}.

Note that in this chapter we assume that the joint distribution of demand and sup-

ply is given. This joint distribution can be estimated using the distribution of the

underlying causes of uncertainty such as bad weather as in Rudloff et al. (2015). In

some instances, it can be approximated as a product of the marginal distributions

of the demand and supply where they are largely independent. The individual dis-

tribution is then determined separately, for example as in Zito et al. (2011) for the

demand and Mahmassani et al. (2012) for the supply.

Definition 4 (Scenario). The traffic network scenario is a realisation x ⌘ (D(x), S(x)).

We assume that the setX is finite, that is, the number of realisations is finite. Thus,

the number of scenarios is also finite. This simplification is motivated by the fact that

any stochastic process can be approximated by a sufficiently large but finite number

of (deterministic) realisations (Küchler et al., 2010). Considering the scenario as a

discrete random variable x̃, the probability distribution over the set of realisations,
1Temporary changes in the topology in terms of the (non)availability of certain road segments can

be effectively modelled through the change in their flow capacities.
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X , is given by {qx}x2X , where

qx = Pr (x̃ = x) , 8x 2 X , and Â
x2X

qx = 1.

The restriction of a realisation x 2 X for the first t time units is called the t-traced

pattern of x, denoted by

x(t) = {(Du(x), Su(x)), u  t, u 2 T}.

Two scenarios x and x0 are said to have the same t-traced pattern, written as x(t) =

x0(t), if (Du(x), Su(x)) = (Du(x0), Su(x0)) for all u  t, u 2 T. The set of scenarios

having the same t-traced pattern x(t) is denoted by Xx(t), i.e.,

Xx(t) = {x0 2 X : x0(t) = x(t)}.

For each t-traced pattern, x(t), the random set Xx(t) is called a t-realisable scenario set

or hyperscene. Note that, if x1(t) = x2(t), then Xx1(t) = Xx2(t), i.e., x1 and x2 belong to

the same hyperscene. The power set of all possible hyperscenes at time t is called the

hyperscene set,Xt. As the scenario is a discrete random variable, x̃, so are the t-traced

pattern, x̃(t), and the t-realisable scenario set, X̃x(t). Their distributions are given by

Pr (x̃(t) = x(t)) = Pr
⇣
X̃x(t) = Xx(t)

⌘
= Â

x02Xx(t)

qx0 .

Observe that the scenarios belonging to a t-realisable scenario set, Xx(t), are in-

distinguishable up to and including time t. Note that this requires the stochastic

demand to be observed in real-time. There are several sources of information, such

as data from mobile GPS, route guidance systems (e.g., Tomtom) or day-to-day data

collected by road-side units (e.g., Bluetooth), etc., that would be useful in determin-

ing the near real-time O-D demand. Examples include the works by Bierlaire et al.

(2004), and Barceló et al. (2015). Given the t-traced pattern x(t), the probability that
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the actual scenario being x0 is given by

Pr
�
x̃ = x0|x(t)

�
=

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

0 if x0 /2 Xx(t),

qx0

Â
z2Xx(t)

qz
if x0 2 Xx(t).

(5.1)

However, the t-realisable scenario sets are non-increasing in time, i.e.,

t2 > t1 ) Xx(t2) ✓ Xx(t1). (5.2)

Indeed, if t2 is sufficiently larger than t1, then two realisations x and x0 (x 6= x0),

identical up to the time t1, would be different by the time t2. This means that even

thoughXx(t1) = Xx0(t1), we will haveXx(t2) 6= Xx0(t2) and |Xx(t2)| < |Xx(t1)|where |X |

denotes the cardinality of set X . This implies that the uncertainty about the scenario

x̃ will reduce over time if one observes the realised t-traced pattern, x(t). Hence,

via real-time observations, the realised t-traced pattern, x(t), constitutes a source of

information.

Definition 5 (Global real-time information). The global real-time informationKt at time

t is the set consisting of traced patterns up to time t, i.e., Kt = x(t).

Clearly, the global real-time information Kt evolves over time and chronologi-

cally unfolds the actual realisation. As time goes to infinity, the actual realisation

will completely be known with certainty.

In practice, the decision maker may have access to only a subset of the global

information, e.g., the information pertaining to only a subset of nodes and links

and/or for only a limited time window. Such incomplete information will be denoted

by Kt(L, T ), where L and T denote the subset of locations (i.e., nodes and links)

and time instants, respectively, for which the information is available. Furthermore,

in practice, information will not be perfectly known, e.g., due to the errors in the

data collection process or the lack of knowledge in all the possible realisations of the

stochastic processes involved. In such cases, the decision maker will have access to

only an estimate, K̂t(L, T ), of the actual information.
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It is worth noting that in this chapter we adopt a deterministic DNLmodel. How-

ever, the proposed informationmodel can be extendedwith another potential source

of information, y(t), that describes the stochasticity of the DNL model. In the latter,

y(t) represents the traced pattern of the traffic state, e.g., the amount of flow on all

links in the network up to the current time t. The global real-time information Kt

will then include both x(t) and y(t).

5.1.3 The choice framework

We develop in this section a framework (referred to as the choice framework) in which

the route choice model is integrated with the aforementioned information model.

Similar to the route choice model, the choice framework specifies the choice of paths

from the source to the destination. A path is an alternating sequence of nodes and

arcs. For example, a path starting at a source node r and ending at a destination

node s, with r, s 2 C, is given by

(c0, a1, . . . , ck, ak, . . . , an, cn),

where c0 = r and cn = s are the source and destination nodes, respectively, c1, . . . , cn�1 2

C are intermediate nodes and a1, . . . , an 2 A are intermediate arcs.

The set of all possible paths in the network is denoted by P. Each path p 2 P is

a set of connecting nodes and arcs, and we refer to a node i or arc (i, j) in path p by

i 2 p, j 2 p, or (i, j) 2 p. The set of all possible paths from node i to node j, with

i, j 2 C, is denoted by P
(ij), which is a subset of P. A hyperpath, H(ij), is defined as a

nonempty set of (some) paths from node i to node j, i.e., 8i, j 2 C, we have

H(ij) ✓ P
(ij) and H(ij) 6= ?.

The power set of all hyperpaths from node i to node j is denoted byH
(ij), which has

a cardinality of (2|P
(ij)| � 1).

Definition 6 (User preference). For users that are at node i at time t and having node s

as their destination, the user preference is the preferred hyperpath for each hyperscene, Xx(t),
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given by a function

u(is)
t : Xt �! H

(is).

The above user preference function can account for different traffic conditions

captured in the hyperscene. It can also be extended to different classes of users (e.g.,

car drivers vs. passengers on trains) and to account for user inertia or habit of some

specific paths rather than a full set of the relevant paths.

Definition 7 (Real-time choice set). Given the t-traced pattern, x(t), the real-time choice

set L(is)x(t) for the users that are at node i at time t and having node s as their destination is

given by

L(is)x(t) = u(is)
t

⇣
Xx(t)

⌘
,

where the input of the function u(is)
t is the hyperscene Xx(t).

Note that, the above proposed real-time choice set is stochastic and dynamic in-

stead of being deterministic and static in the existing works (Paz et al., 2009a; Waller

et al., 2013). It is a central element of our choice framework where we incorporate

the available real-time information in the decision making via the mapping between

an observed t-realisable scenario set (i.e., hyperscene) of the studied traffic network sce-

nario and the set of relevant hyperpaths of that network. In other words, the real-time

choice set L(is)x(t) is a collection of all possible route choices or path preferences for a

given realised hyperscene, the decision maker(s) can then select a path that meets

his or her own objective. For example, in the user equilibrium setting, users choose

paths in L(is)x(t) that optimise their selfish objectives. In the system optimal setting,

however, the network operator makes the decisions by choosing appropriate paths

in L(is)x(t) to optimise a network-wide social objective, and the users then simply follow

those chosen paths in this setting.

For simplicity, we shall discuss the route choice paradigms (or choice framework)

in the context of complete and perfect information, Kt. However, our route choice

framework can be extended to the cases of incomplete and/or imperfect information

as well. Given the real-time information, Kt, and the real-time choice sets, L(is)x(t), the
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decision maker can make routing decisions in two possible ways: either by deciding

on the next link only (policy choice) or selecting a complete path to a destination

(path choice). Formally, we can describe them as follows.

• Policy choice:

For users that are at node i at time t and having node s as their destination, the

policy choice µ is the decision of the next node based on the real-time informa-

tion, Kt, and the real-time choice set, L(is)x(t), at time t, given by a function

µ : (i, s,Kt) 7�! j,

such that j 2 G+
i and there exists a path p 2 L(is)x(t) such that j 2 p, where

G+
i = {j : j 2 C, (i, j) 2 A}. For convenience, the domain of j is denoted as

G+
i,s,x(t) = {j|j 2 G+

i and 9p 2 L(is)x(t) : j 2 p}.

• Path choice:

For users that are at source node r at time t and having node s as their desti-

nation, the path choice p is the decision of the path to the destination s based

on the real-time information, Kt, and the real-time choice set, L(rs)x(t), at time t,

given by a function

p : (r, s,Kt) 7�! p,

such that p 2 L(rs)x(t).

With the above generic formulation of policy and path choice, different functions

p and µ can be defined depending on the cost function. For example, one can define

a perception-based choice model, similar to that in Ukkusuri et al. (2007), but the

evaluation of perception via flow split at intersections can take into account the real-

time information, Kt, as well as the real-time choice set, L(ij)x(t).

In this chapter, the policy and path choice functions are implicitly defined through

the system optimal solutions of the appropriate DTA problem formulations with the

policy and path choice paradigms incorporated as constraints. The main difference

between path and policy route choices is that in the former the flow-split over the
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paths occurs only at the source, but in the latter, it can dynamically change at each

intermediate node.

5.2 Properties of adaptive routing with perfect and complete

information

As discussed in Section 5.1.3, we consider perfect and complete information in route

choice paradigms. The information is perfect if its content reflects the reality about

the entire past and up to the current time without any errors due to either noises

(system or measurement noises) or human perception. Besides, the complete infor-

mation is able to provide the current state of any location in the network, and at any

time. From the user’s point of view, this property means that all travellers can access

the consistent global information without any restriction to the time instant, space

and user classes. Particularly, the scenario set X contains all possible scenarios, and

the real-time information,Kt, covers the whole network at any time until the current

time t. These assumptions enable us to quantify the maximum achievable gain ob-

tained by the use of information. To enable the application of the choice frameworks

uniformly among users, our models make an additional assumption of homogeneous

travellers or single user class. Specifically, we assume that

• all the travellers observe the same real-time information Kt at time t,

• their preference on the hyperpath set is the same if they belong to the same

origin-destination pair.

Based on the above assumptions, any travellers, residing at node i and aiming to

destination s at time t, are having the same real-time information Kt with the same

choice set L(is)x(t). We define a rule of consistent decisions where travellers will make

the same decisions at time t given the information Kt for any of the scenarios in the

t-realisable set Xx(t).

Let y(t)x denote the t-pattern of traffic state in the scenario x within the hyper-

scene Xx(t). For the policy choice, let fi,s,j|x(t),y(t)x denote the flow at node i, choosing

the next node j towards the destination s, given the real-time information Kt. Note

that fi,s,j|x(t),y(t)x is the result of a particular policy choice function µ, where the flow
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decision at time t is denoted as fµ|x(t),y(t)x = { fi,s,j|x(t),y(t)x : 8i 2 C, s 2 CS, j 2 G+
i }.

For a particular chosen dynamic network loading model (DNL), we able to write the

network state update at time (t+ 1) as

y(t+ 1)x = DNL(fµ|x(t),y(t)x , y(t)x) 8x 2 Xx(t). (5.3)

Since the initial network state at time t = 1, y(1) = y(1)x 8x 2 X , is the same

for all possible scenarios, we observe a consistency among traffic states up to time

(t+ 1) after the routing decision at time t as a result of the above rule of consistent

decisions, i.e.,

y(t+ 1)x = y(t+ 1)x0 8x0 2 Xx(t), (5.4)

where the rule of consistent decisions implies

fi,s,t,j|x = fi,s,t,j|x0 8x0 2 Xx(t) (5.5)

( fi,s,t,j|x is the simplified representation of fi,s,j|x(t),y(t)x due to the consistent traffic

state y(t)x). In other words, the consistent decision at time t in Eq. (5.5) results in the

consistency of the network traffic states up to time (t+ 1) in Eq. (5.4).

Similarly, for the path choice, let fp,t|x denote the amount of flow on path pwhich

is a result of a particular path choice function, p, for the demand arriving at the

source of that path at time t. Based on the same arguments, Eq. (5.4) is also applied

to path choice, while the rule of consistent decisions for the path choice is given by

fp,t|x = fp,t|x0 8x0 2 Xx(t) (5.6)

The above Eqs. (5.4)–(5.6) represent the properties of adaptive route choice with in-

formation, and will be utilized as the constraints in the DTA problems formulated

later.

Furthermore, user preferences are accounted in the decision making by setting

the flows, which correspond to the paths or next nodes not in the real-time choice
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sets, equal to zero as follows:

fi,j,s,t|x = 0 8x 2 Xx(t), 8j 62 G+
i,s,x(t) (5.7)

fp,t|x = 0 8x 2 Xx(t), 8p 62 L(rs)x(t), (5.8)

and are included in the DTA problems formulated later.

5.3 Formulation of SO-DTA with information-based adap-

tive routing

In the previous sections, we show that through the use of real-time information,

the uncertainty of scenarios reduces over time (see Eq. (5.2)). This knowledge can

help travellers make more adaptive decisions during their stay in the network. This

section describes the models of system optimal dynamic traffic assignment with

information-based adaptive routing (policy choice and path choice) using the cell-

transmission-based network loading model (CTM).

5.3.1 Network representation and notations

The CTM-based network is now represented as a directed graph (C,A) where C is

the set of all cells, and A is the set of directed arcs connecting these cells. There are

three non-overlapping subsets of C: source cells CR, sink cells CS, and intermediate

cellsCI , see Fig. 5.1. Besides, each source cell only connects to intermediate cells, and

there is no incoming link to any source cell. Each sink cell only receives flow from

intermediate cells, and there is no outgoing link from any sink cell. Any intermediate

cell could have any number of links coming to or going out of them.

S1

R1

S3

R2

I1 I2 I3

CR

CI

CS

FIGURE 5.1: Cell network with three main sets of cells and their con-
nections.
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In each scenario x 2 X , for each cell i 2 C, the following parameters are defined:

Qi,t|x for maximum flow in or out of cell i at time t, Ni,t|x for maximum number of

vehicles to be present at time t, and wi|x for backward propagation ratio (i.e., the

ratio between the backward and free flow speeds). To capture the dynamic traffic

in the scenario x at time t, ni,t|x represents a number of vehicle currently staying on

cell i, and yij,t|x represents a number of vehicles moving from cell i to cell j. Source

cells and sink cells are used to represent the O-D pairs, and D(rs)
t|x is used to show

the demand between cell r to cell s entering the network at time t in the scenario x.

Especially, for source cells and sink cells, they have infinite capacity, described by:

Qi,t ! •, Ni,t ! •, for any i 2 CR [CS, t 2 T.

The following variables for a given scenario x are specifically designed depending

on the choice framework described in Section 5.1.3.

• Path-based CTM variables: for each cell i 2 C at time t, ni,p,t|x represents a

number of vehicles on this cell which follows path p, and yij,p,t|x (i, j 2 p) is a

number of vehicles moving from cell i to cell j on the same path. The variable

fp,t|x represents a number of vehicles, belonging to demandD(rs)
t|x , and choosing

to move on path p.

• Policy-based CTM variables: for each cell i 2 C at time t, n(�s)
i,t|x represents

a number of vehicles on cell i at time t which has the destination s 2 CS,

and y(�s)
ij,t|x denotes a number of vehicles moving from cell i to cell j with the

destination s at time t.

5.3.2 System optimal objective function

The total system cost is the total travel time that all travellers spend in the network

and is formulated as follows. For any flow starting from time t0, they could arrive

at destination s at any time t > t0, and hence their travel time is (t� t0). Let ys,t0,t|x

denote the flow entering at time t0 and exiting at time t, aiming to destination s in the

scenario x. The total system cost, averaged over all possible scenarios, is computed

by:

TS = Â
x2X

Â
s2CS

Â
t02T

Â
t>t0

qx(t� t0)ys,t0,t|x (5.9)
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In the Proposition 7 below, we state that minimizing the system cost in Eq. (5.9)

is equivalent to maximising the aggregate throughput carried through the network.

Proposition 7. Given that the network is clear (i.e. empty) at the end time, minimising

total system cost in Eq. (5.9) is equivalent to maximising F, where

F = Â
x2X

Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

qxns,t|x (5.10)

Proof. See B.1.

To apply this result, in the rest of this chapter, we will formulate the objective

function in our DTA problems as the maximisation of F which is more suitable for

CTM-based models due to the readily built-in variable ns,t|x. The following sections

describe the constraints of traffic propagation and information-based route choice

for path-based and policy-based models, respectively.

5.3.3 Path-based constraints

This section describes the constraints for the Path-based Scenario-based CTM (PaSCTM).

The classification of traffic into path flows in CTMwill increase the complexity of the

formulation but it enables us to evaluate the path-based travel cost (Lo et al., 2002)

or to support the multiple O-D pairs (Waller et al., 2013). Moreover, our formulation

is extended with the information framework to describe the path choices based on

real-time information.

The traffic flow constraints

Based on the cell transmission model (Daganzo, 1994), the constraints of path-based

traffic flow are shown below in each scenario x 2 X .

ni,p,t+1|x = ni,p,t|x + ybi,p,t|x � yie,p,t|x i 2 CI ; t 2 T; b 2 G�
i ; e 2 G+

i ; b, i, e 2 p

(5.11)

ns,p,t+1|x = ns,p,t|x + ybs,p,t|x s 2 CS; t 2 T; b 2 G�
i ; b, s 2 p

(5.12)
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nr,p,t+1|x = nr,p,t|x + fp,t|x � yri,p,t|x r 2 CR; t 2 T; i 2 G+
r ; r, i 2 p

(5.13)

Â
p2P(rs)

fp,t|x = D(rs)
t|x r 2 CR; s 2 CS; t 2 T

(5.14)

ni,t|x = Â
p2P

ni,p,t|x i 2 C; t 2 T

(5.15)

yij,t|x = Â
p2P

yij,p,t|x (i, j) 2 A; t 2 T

(5.16)

Â
j2G�

i

Â
p2P

yji,p,t|x  min{Qi,t|x, wi|x(Ni,t|x � ni,t|x)} i 2 CI [CS; t 2 T

(5.17)

Â
j2G+

i

Â
p2P

yij,p,t|x  Qi,t|x i 2 CI ; t 2 T

(5.18)

0  yij,p,t|x  ni,p,t|x (i, j) 2 A; t 2 T; p 2 P; i, j 2 p

(5.19)

Eqs. (5.11)–(5.13) provide the path flow conservation for the sources, sinks and

intermediate cells. The relationship between flow and occupancy in each cell is de-

scribed by Eqs. (5.17)–(5.19), which in fact shows the upper bound of the total inflow

to and outflow of a cell, assuming a triangular fundamental relationship between

flow and occupancy. For each demand, Eq. (5.14) shows the conservation of de-

mands when assigning path flow fp,t|x. Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) are the aggregate value

of cell occupancy and link flow over paths.

The path choice consistency constraints

By observing the evolution of t-realisable scenarios Xx(t), travellers decide their

adaptive path choices, and adhere to these choices till the end of their trips. Based

on the consistency requirement of traffic state and path-based decision in Eqs. (5.4)
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and (5.6), the following constraints are applied for path choice:

fp,t|x0 = fp,t|x 8x0 2 Xx(t), p 2 P (5.20)

fp,t|x = 0 8x 2 Xx(t), p 62 L(rs)x(t) (5.21)

yij,p,t|x0 = yij,p,t|x 8x0 2 Xx(t), p 2 P (5.22)

Note that, in the special case where Xx(t) = X and L(rs)x(t) = P
(rs), our path-based

model reduces to the one proposed by Waller et al. (2013). In summary, the SO-DTA

model for information-based adaptive path choice (SO-PaSCTM) reads:

Objective: max F (Eq. (5.10)).

Traffic flow constraints: Eqs. (5.11)–(5.19).

Path choice constraints: Eqs. (5.20)–(5.22).

5.3.4 Policy-based constraints

This section describes the constraints for the Policy-based Scenario-based CTM (PoSCTM).

They include the traffic flow constraints based on cell transmission model (Daganzo,

1994) and policy-based route choice constraints.

Traffic flow constraints

For each scenario x 2 X , the policy-based traffic flow constraints are shown below.

n(�s)
i,t+1|x = n(�s)

i,t|x + Â
b2G�

i

y(�s)
bi,t|x � Â

e2G+
i

y(�s)
ie,t|x i 2 CI [CS; t 2 T; s 2 CS (5.23)

n(�s)
r,t+1|x = n(�s)

r,t|x + D(rs)
t|x � Â

e2G+
r

y(�s)
re,t|x r 2 CR; t 2 T; s 2 CS (5.24)

ni,t|x = Â
s2CS

n(�s)
i,t|x i 2 C; t 2 T (5.25)

yij,t|x = Â
s2CS

y(�s)
ij,t|x (i, j) 2 A; t 2 T (5.26)

Â
j2G�

i

Â
s2CS

y(�s)
ji,t|x  min{Qi,t|x,wi|x(Ni,t|x � ni,t|x)} i 2 CI [CS; t 2 T (5.27)

Â
j2G+

i

y(�s)
ij,t|x  n(�s)

i,t|x i 2 CI [CR; t 2 T; s 2 CS (5.28)

Â
j2G+

i

Â
s2CS

y(�s)
ij,t|x  Qi,t|x i 2 CI [CR; t 2 T (5.29)
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n(�s)
i,t|x � 0 i 2 C; t 2 T; s 2 CS (5.30)

y(�s)
ij,t|x � 0 (i, j) 2 A; t 2 T; s 2 CS (5.31)

Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) show the conservation of policy flow at different types of

cells in the network. The aggregation of cell occupancy and link flow are presented

in Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26). Finally, the bounds of outflow and inflow, following the

triangular fundamental relationship between flow and occupancy, are described in

Eqs. (5.27)–(5.31).

The policy choice consistency constraints

Based on the analysis in Section 5.2, we have the properties of consistent traffic states

in Eq. (5.4) and consistent policy decision in Eq. (5.5). These rules in PoSCTM are

formulated as follows:

y(�s)
ij,t|x0 = y(�s)

ij,t|x 8x0 2 Xx(t), s 2 CS (5.32)

y(�s)
ij,t|x = 0 8x 2 Xx(t), s 2 CS, j 62 G+

i,s,x(t) (5.33)

In PoSCTM, the consistency of traffic state and that of decision are equivalent be-

cause the state and decision variables are identical. Hence, only Eq. (5.32) is added

to PoSCTM to provide both the consistencies of state and decision. However, in

PaSCTM the consistency of decisions is only for the source nodes and therefore the

inclusion of Eq. (5.20), while Eq. (5.22) represents the consistency of traffic state in-

volving all the nodes in the network. In summary, the SO-DTAmodel for information-

based adaptive policy choice (SO-PoSCTM) reads:

Objective: max F (Eq. (5.10)).

Traffic flow constraints: Eqs. (5.23)–(5.31).

Policy choice constraints: Eqs. (5.32) and (5.33).

5.4 Complexity and solution analysis

In the previous section, policy and path-based models are developed as two linear

programming models (PoSCTM and PaSCTM) which could be solved by efficient
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algorithms in general, such as simplex algorithm or interior point algorithm with

the complexity of O(n3.5L2) (Karmarkar, 1984) where n is the problem dimension,

and L is the number of bits per variable. In this section, we study the computational

complexity and compare the policy-based and path-based choice solutions. Based on

the model descriptions above, we identify the advantage of PoSCTM over PaSCTM

in terms of computational complexity as summarised in Table 5.1. In particular, we

directly observe that |CS|  |P| (where the equality can happen in a ring-topology).

Furthermore, the difference between |CS| and |P| is usually significant, especially

for multiple O-D pairs. For example, in a complete network with N nodes, a single

O-D demand (or |CS| = 1) will lead to at least one directed path, (N � 2) two-link

paths, (N� 2)(N� 3) three-link paths, etc. Our numerical results will show that the

execution time to solve PoSCTM among others is one of its big advantages.

TABLE 5.1: Computational complexity of path-based and policy-
based models.

Number of constraints Number of variables
PoSCTM O((|C|+ |A|)|X ||T||CS|) O((|C|+ |A|)|X ||T||CS|)
PaSCTM O((|C|+ |A|)|X ||T||P|) O((|C|+ |A|)|X ||T||P|)

In particular, PoSCTM can provide not only faster computation but also a bet-

ter solution than PaSCTM as stated in Theorem 5. Intuitively, for SO-PaSCTM, the

choice is made only when vehicles start to enter the network using the latest infor-

mation. In contrast, for SO-PoSCTM, there is a flexibility of making choice even

when vehicles are inside the network.

Theorem 5. For the same network and traffic demand, SO-PaSCTM solutions are not better

than SO-PoSCTM solutions.

Proof. We can easily see that the feasible PaSCTM solution domain is the subset of

the feasible PoSCTM solution domain, e.g., any feasible PaSCTM solutions satisfy all

the PoSCTM constraints. Furthermore, since the system optimal objective functions

are the same, the SO solution of PaSCTM DTA problem cannot be better than that of

PoSCTM DTA.

Lemma 3. In a non-stochastic (or a single scenario) network, for any feasible PoSCTM

solution, there exists an equivalent PaSCTM solution, and vice versa.
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Proof. See B.2.

Proposition 8. In a non-stochastic (or a single scenario) network, if the objective function

F is the same for both PoSCTM and PaSCTM, then both PoSCTM and PaSCTM solutions

produce the same objective value.

Proof. Based on Lemma 3, each PoSCTM solution can be transformed to a PaSCTM

solution and vice versa. For this reason, their optimal objective values are the same

with the same objective function F. In particular, this is the case of system optimal

objective function in Eq. (5.10), which is used for both SO-PoSCTM and SO-PaSCTM.

It is worth noticing that the SO-CTM linear formulation in Ziliaskopoulos (2000)

itself is not enough to work with multiple destinations, because its variables are not

able to differentiate two flows targeting different destinations or sinks, especially at

the merging cells or nodes. For multiple O-D, the recent work (Doan et al., 2015)

used a path-based model in solving SO-DTA problem. By tracing only the destina-

tions instead of paths, Table 5.1 and Theorem 5 show that the PoSCTM formulation

gives us an efficient method to solve a problem with multi-destination demands

while providing the same objective values as in the path-based models.

5.5 Numerical results

In this section, we will present two case studies: (1) using Braess network to demon-

strate the abilities of strategicmodels (PoSCTMand PaSCTM), and (2) usingNguyen-

Dupuis network to compare the computational performance between twomodels in

four criteria: number of constraints, number of variables, execution time, and objec-

tive values. The network parameters in both examples (i.e., free-flow speed, back-

ward speed and jam density) are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.7 respectively, following

a well-accepted triangular fundamental diagram relationship. We also provide re-

sults for a real-sized problem, i.e., Fort-Worth network (Mahmassani, 2001), which

includes 182 nodes, 441 links and two O-D pairs in Section 5.5.3. All results are com-

puted in the desktop computer (Intel Core i5 3.2GHz, 8GB RAM) by the open-source

solver COIN-OR CBC (Forrest, 2012) for LP problems.
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3 4
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FIGURE 5.2: Braess network (bottleneck can happen at link (2, S) and
link (3, 4)).

5.5.1 Example 1: Braess network

Figure 5.2 shows the Braess topology with parameters described in Table 5.2. In this

case study, three scenarios, representing good (x0) and bad ({x1, x2}) situations, are

considered, i.e., X = {x0, x1, x2}. While every link operates at full capacity at all

times in scenario x0, there are capacity drops in scenarios x1 and x2 (at links (1, 2)

and (3, 4) for time t � 4). Furthermore, the duration of the capacity drop also varies,

where it is much longer in scenario x2 compared to that in x1. Sustained capacity

reduction in scenario x2 could be as a result of bad weather, which also impacts on

the demand, e.g., less demand than that in other scenarios. For convenience, let us

denote three possible paths in this network as path p0 (R-3-4-S), path p1 (R-1-2-S)

and path p2 (R-1-4-S).

In this example, as shown in Fig. 5.3, we study one policy-based solution (PoSCTM),

and two path-based solutions (PaSCTM and PaSCTM*) where PaSCTM* allows path

change at sources by deactivating Eq. (5.20) in the PaSCTM model. In other words,

PaSCTM* represents the temporal adaptation of path choices at the source for part

of the demand arriving at time t but entering the network sometimes after t.

In Table 5.3, for each given scenario, the realisable scenario set Xx(t) as a func-

tion of time is shown. The predefined user preference of route choices tailored to

each possible Xx(t) is given in Table 5.4. For example, for t < 4, knowing Xx(t) =

{x0, x1, x2}, the user preference of route choices at the source R is the set {p0, p1, p2}

(i.e., all paths are preferable or G+
R,S,x(t) = {1, 3} is the set of next nodes in the policy-

based routing) as shown in the first column and row of Table 5.4. It can be seen from

this table that if scenario x0 is realised (i.e., by t � 4), users only prefer paths p0 or

p1, and not p2. In contrast, if the scenario x2 is realised (by t � 7), the user preference
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TABLE 5.2: Braess network setting.

Constant parameters (applied for all links):
Free-flow speed: 1000 (m/min.), backward speed: 500 (m/min.).
Jam density: 0.096 (veh/m). Link length: 500 (m).
Modelling time horizon: 13 min. Time unit: 6 sec.
Demands from R to S: see the right table.

Link(s) N (veh/cell) Q (veh/min.)
(R, 1), (R, 3), (1, 4), 9.6 32

(4, S), (1, 2)
(2, S), (3, 4) 9.6 see the below table

Note: Qt|x is for links (2,S) and (3,4)

Time x0 : qx0 = 0.2 x1 : qx1 = 0.3 x2 : qx2 = 0.5
D(RS)

t|x0 Qt|x0 D(RS)
t|x1 Qt|x1 D(RS)

t|x2 Qt|x2
(min.) (veh/min.) (veh/min.) (veh/min.)
1 ! 3 64 32 64 32 64 32
4 ! 6 64 32 64 16 64 16
7, 8 64 32 64 32 0 8

9 ! end 0 32 0 32 0 8

is p0 or p2 to avoid the long bottleneck at link (1, 2).

TABLE 5.3: The evolution of knowledge over time in Braess network
(n� means before the beginning of time n).

Time (in min.) 1 ! 4� 4 ! 7� 7 ! end
Xt|x0 {x0, x1, x2} {x0} {x0}
Xt|x1 {x0, x1, x2} {x1, x2} {x1}
Xt|x2 {x0, x1, x2} {x1, x2} {x2}

TABLE 5.4: The user preference of route choice in Braess network.

Xx(t) ! {x0, x1, x2} {x1, x2} {x0} {x1} {x2}
Node R L(R,S)x(t) = {p0, p1, p2} L(R,S)x(t) = {p0, p1, p2} L(R,S)x(t) = {p0, p1} L(R,S)x(t) = {p0, p1, p2} L(R,S)x(t) = {p0, p2}
Node 1 L(1,S)x(t) = {p1, p2} L(1,S)x(t) = {p1, p2} L(1,S)x(t) = {p1} L(1,S)x(t) = {p1, p2} L(1,S)x(t) = {p2}

Impact of real-time information: the reduction in uncertainty via the use of real-

time information is illustrated in Table 5.3. In particular, for the first three minutes,

there is no difference amongst all three possible scenarios (both in terms of traffic de-

mand and network capacity). In this situation, system operator assigns flows with

respect to all possible scenarios. When there is a difference in network capacity at

time t = 4, depending on the traced pattern, travellers can identify exactly if they

are in the first scenario x0 (i.e., good traffic) or in {x1, x2} (bad traffic) with somewhat

reduced uncertainty. Assume that the travellers are in the bad traffic situation, then
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they will know for certain the realised scenario when they have passed the time in-

stant t = 7, i.e., no uncertainty left. By updating the latest information and adapting

to it, a better optimal solution could be achieved and provided to travellers. Par-

ticularly, for this example, the adaptation is shown at the traffic flow on path p2: it

carries a small amount of traffic in the non-congested network and more amount of

traffic when congestion appears on path p0 and path p1 as shown in Fig. 5.3. Note

that the vertical axis represents the amount of unfinished traffic over time on each of

the possible paths for various scenarios and solutions.

(A) PaSCTM: Scenario x0 (B) PaSCTM: Scenario x1 (C) PaSCTM: Scenario x2

(D) PaSCTM⇤: Scenario x0 (E) PaSCTM⇤: Scenario x1 (F) PaSCTM⇤: Scenario x2

(G) PoSCTM: Scenario x0 (H) PoSCTM: Scenario x1 (I) PoSCTM: Scenario x2

FIGURE 5.3: Traffic flows for all paths in Braess network, FPaSCTM =
42561.1 < FPaSCTM⇤ = 42591.9 < FPoSCTM = 42760.8.

Spatial adaptation: Note that, only the policy-basedmodel is able to provide this

feature in comparison with path-based models. Particularly, in good traffic situation

(x0), PoSCTM only uses paths p0 and p1 to carry all traffic, while all three paths are

used in the path-based solutions (PaSCTM or PaSCTM⇤). It means that the decision

of travelling on path p2 could be postponed up to the time t = 4 when travellers
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can decide if they are in x0 or not. At time t = 4, the drop in network capacity (at

links (1, 2) and (3, 4)) will affect the flow on the corresponding paths. To improve

the network performance, path p2 is then (and only then) used to avoid these bottle-

necks. However, since the capacity on these bottlenecks will eventually be restored

(in scenario x1), travellers equipped with real-time information will be able to make

en-route decisions to leverage on this network’s improvement. In particular, if the

realised scenario is x1, we observe in Fig. 5.3h that the spreading of flow back to path

p0 and path p1 at time t = 7, while in x2, more flows keep going on path p2 as the

bottleneck does not disappear.

Furthermore, the traffic flow solution in Fig. 5.3 illustrates that travellers in PoSCTM

seem to know the scenario even before the time t = 4 as its solution is differ-

ent in comparison with that of PaSCTM during the first four minutes. Whilst the

understanding of the scenarios is exactly the same in both path and policy-based

models, solution with policy-choice (PoSCTM) is still better than that of path-choice

(PaSCTM) because travellers entering network before the time t = 4 still have the

ability to adjust their route after the capacity drop at time t = 4 if they are staying at

node 1. These adjustments, performed in both time and space, make a big difference

between PoSCTM and PaSCTM/PaSCTM⇤ and improve the quality of the PoSCTM

solution significantly.

We observe that policy-based and path-based solutions look similar in scenario

x1 (Figs. 5.3e and 5.3h), which means that the temporal path-based adaptation could

provide a solution as good as policy-based route choice in this case. However, when

the new information is obtained at time t = 7, the policy-based model provides

better solutions because it can adapt not only in time but also in space at source

node R and node 1 (Figs. 5.3f and 5.3i).

Our results clearly show the advantage of using real-time information in routing

policy choice over adaptive path choice in a stochastic network in terms of capacity.

We next study the temporal adaptation of different route choices where real-time

information are available for both the path-choice and policy-choice models.

Temporal adaptation: For this feature, we only compare PaSCTM and PaSCTM⇤

(policy-based model could do the same as PaSCTM⇤ or even better). We expect

better results for PaSCTM⇤ because travellers now have chances to adapt their path
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choices to the current traffic at the source R well beyond the arrival time at source.

This is confirmed in Figs. 5.3d–5.3f: the objective value of PaSCTM⇤ solution in this

case increases to 42591.9, while that of PaSCTM is 42561.1.

For this network setting, the capacity drop causes congestion in the network

and prevents the outgoing flow at source R. For this reason, travellers arriving at

the source at time t might have to wait until they could enter the network. While

PaSCTM model assigns path choices once at the arrival time t, PaSCTM⇤ could as-

sign path flows adaptively at the arrival time t or later. The results in Figs. 5.3a–5.3f

show that, in scenarios x0 and x1, less flow goes on path p2 in PaSCTM⇤ than in

PaSCTM. On the other hand, more traffic switches to path p2 in PaSCTM* than in

PaSCTM to help reduce the overall travel time in scenario x2. This example indicates

that adaptive path choice still gets the benefit of real-time information if travellers

obtain it before starting their trips (and making their path choices).

The rolling horizon framework: In Table 5.5 we study the impact of real-time

information to route choices both temporally and spatially (see in Fig. 5.3) using

our model and compare them with results obtained from an existing rolling horizon

framework by Paz et al. (2009a), which performs the en-route routing decisions via

updating path choices at any nodes in the network in each so-called roll period. With

the roll period being the smallest single time unit (0.1min) and the stage length span-

ning over all the time horizon studied, the solution obtained by the rolling horizon

method is still less optimal than our policy solution, as shown in the last two rows in

Table 5.5. It is because the set of path choices in each roll period is deterministic and

static which does not include possible future route changes in the next stage hori-

zons. In contrast, our policy model optimizes the route choice decisions both in time

and space within a single DTA problem which embeds the information evolution in

the stochastic-dynamic real-time choice set.

Note that, the existing framework collects information synchronously over each

roll period, while our work updates information asynchronously whenever new in-

formation is available. The first five rows in Table 5.5 shows our PaSCTM solution

with better performance compared to that of the rolling horizon method with pe-

riodic information update. Note that in Table 5.3, the new information would be
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TABLE 5.5: Solution comparison between our framework and the ex-
isting rolling horizon framework in Braess network.

Method Roll period Average travel time (min.) Objective F
(min.) scenario x0 scenario x1 scenario x2 (veh)

PaSCTM 1.669 1.958 1.926 42561.08
Rolling horizon
(without en-route
routing, stage length =
3⇥ roll period)

0.1 1.669 1.956 1.929 42558.40
1 1.677 1.963 1.926 42545.85
3 1.880 1.944 1.985 42255.23
4 1.600 2.101 2.090 42098.29

PoSCTM 1.600 1.872 1.928 42760.80
Rolling horizon (en-
route routing, all-time
stage)

0.1 1.669 1.937 1.927 42591.90

received at time t = 4 and t = 7 at which the uncertainty in the demand and net-

work capacity will be reduced. By using the small roll periods of 0.1 and 1 minute,

results from rolling horizon method are close to our path-based solution as they are

responsive to the critical information updates as shown in Table 5.5. Nevertheless,

as mentioned above, our policy solution is still better compared to the results ob-

tained by the smallest roll period in the rolling horizon method (see last two rows in

Table 5.5). As the roll period increases, the performance of rolling horizon method

degrades significantly (e.g., 3- or 4-minute roll period) as the critical updates might

happen in the middle of some roll periods.

Results in Table 5.5 indicate that the rolling horizon method and its solutions are

sensitive to the value of the roll period and stage horizon. In particular, one can

observe the considerable difference between the solutions of 3-minute and 4-minute

roll periods, respectively, as shown in Table 5.5.

Impact of demand estimation on the optimal solutions: We investigate the im-

pact of errors in demand estimation on the optimal solutions by adding a zero mean

Gaussian noise N(0, s) with the standard deviation s from 10% to 30% of the ex-

pected value of the demand. The results, averaged over 100 samples for each case of

s, are summarised in Table 5.6. Observe that the standard deviation of the resulting

average travel time is between 2% and 6% of its mean value in all the studied scenar-

ios indicating the insensitivity of the demand estimation to the obtained SO solution.

Furthermore, in Fig. 5.4, we provide the cumulative distribution (CDF) of the travel

time in each scenario for the three solution methods, viz., PaSCTM, PaSCTM* and

PoSCTM, with the standard deviation s = 10% of the average demand. Our results
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TABLE 5.6: The (mean, standard deviation) of the average travel time
(in minute) caused by noised demands in Braess network.

Gaussian noise N(0, s) Scenario PaSCTM PaSCTM⇤ PoSCTM

s = 10% mean-demand
x0 (1.700, 0.034) (1.696, 0.035) (1.640, 0.023)
x1 (1.988, 0.039) (1.966, 0.037) (1.902, 0.037)
x2 (1.958, 0.039) (1.964, 0.039) (1.963, 0.040)

s = 20% mean-demand
x0 (2.028, 0.074) (1.733, 0.064) (1.690, 0.062)
x1 (1.988, 0.039) (2.000, 0.067) (1.954, 0.079)
x2 (1.999, 0.075) (2.007, 0.073) (2.023, 0.089)

s = 30% mean-demand
x0 (1.666, 0.044) (1.663, 0.041) (1.646, 0.029)
x1 (1.930, 0.119) (1.884, 0.112) (1.834, 0.106)
x2 (1.915, 0.106) (1.915, 0.109) (1.913, 0.106)

show that the travel time with PoSCTM is stochastically smaller (Shaked et al., 2007)

than that with PaSCTM and PaSCTM*, especially, in scenarios x0 and x1, which is

exactly due to the use of evolving information.

(A) Scenario x0 (B) Scenario x1 (C) Scenario x2

FIGURE 5.4: Statistical cumulative distribution (CDF) of the average
travel time in Braess network (s = 10% of the expected demand).

In summary, the results show clearly the value of real-time information and the

benefit in adapting policy-based route choice. Next, we study the computational

performance of these models in a more realistic size network, referred to as the

Nguyen-Dupuis network (Nguyen et al., 1984).

5.5.2 Example 2: Nguyen-Dupuis network

Let us consider the Nguyen-Dupuis network in Fig. 5.5 (Nguyen et al., 1984). With

this medium scale network, we aim to demonstrate that the policy-based model pro-

vides significant gains over path-based model both in terms of complexity and op-

timality. Table 5.7 shows the link parameters in normal and bottleneck conditions.

Similar to the previous example, there is one good scenario (x0) when all links are in
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FIGURE 5.5: Nguyen-Dupuis network.

TABLE 5.7: Nguyen-Dupuis network and parameters in two scenar-
ios.

Constant parameters (applied for all links):
Free-flow speed: 900 (m/min.) Backward speed: 600 (m/min.) w = 0.67
O-D demands arrive source nodes (R1 or R2) consecutively at 73.33 veh/min from time 1.
Total demands (in veh.): (R1, S1) : 475 (R1, S2) : 525 (R2, S1) : 575 (R2, S2) : 425.
Modelling time horizon: 48 minutes.

Link type Scenarios Time (in min.) Jam density Q
(veh/m) (veh/min.)

Normal {x0, x1} T 0.1 36.67

Bottleneck x0 w.p. 0.1 T 0.1 36.67
x1 w.p. 0.9 T 0.025 9.17

normal condition, while in the other scenario (x1) there are some bottleneck links in-

side the network. In particular, six links in Fig. 5.5 have smaller capacity forming the

bottleneck links in scenario x1. There are four O-D pairs, starting at R1 and R2, and

targeting both S1 and S2. The computation is performed using five different time

steps, from 20s to 60s. For CTM-based models, the cell networks are also prepared

for each time step from the original topology. Note that smaller time steps require

smaller cell lengths, hence, a larger number of cells per link due to the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition.

In what follows, we assess the computational performance (referred to as perfor-

mance criteria) in three aspects: the number of constraints C, the number of variables

V , and the execution time T for solving the optimisation problem. The execution

time T consists of the preparation time Tprepare and solving time Tsolve. The former
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TABLE 5.8: Results for Nguyen-Dupuis network (the gray columns
are the results for PoSCTM, and the remains are for PaSCTM).

X Time unit (s) C ÷ 1000 V ÷ 1000 Tprepare (s) Tsolve(s) D (%)

[x0]

20 186.1 344.3 120.0 253.5 5.0 11.7 333.9 1430.5 0
30 82.5 154.2 54.0 114.0 2.2 4.9 43.9 102.4 0
40 49.4 93.2 32.7 69.1 1.3 3.0 9.1 23.7 0
60 21.9 42.1 14.9 31.4 0.7 1.3 2.6 4.8 0

[x0, x1]

20 496.2 1221.7 319.7 686.4 18.4 44.1 1679.8 12936.9 34.3
30 220.0 547.8 144.0 308.4 7.8 20.0 107.9 804.8 34.0
40 131.8 331.3 87.3 186.6 4.5 11.9 39.3 165.4 32.8
60 58.5 150.1 39.7 84.9 2.0 5.3 7.1 21.6 33.3

represents the amount of time to transform the abstract models into concrete models

with a particular set of parameters, and the latter is the amount of time to find an

optimal solution of the concrete model.

Results are shown in Table 7 where D represents the potential improvement in

average travel time with policy choice utilising real-time information and is calcu-

lated as

D =
path-based travel time� policy-based travel time

path-based travel time
.

In other words, the positive value of D shows the benefit of PoSCTM over PaSCTM.

Similar to what has been noted previously, we observe here that PaSCTM solutions

are less ‘optimal’ and have a higher computational complexity than the PoSCTM

solutions.

Single scenario: we first assume that there is only x0 in the scenario set. In this

case, there is no difference in the system optimal values calculated by PoSCTM or

PaSCTM, i.e., D = 0 as seen in Table 5.8. Although the common trend is that the com-

putational complexity increases as the time step decreases, in all cases, the PoSCTM

performance criteria are much better than those of the PaSCTM (see Table 5.8).

In particular, C,V and Tprepare of the PaSCTM are double those of the PoSCTM,

while at 20-second time unit Tsolve in PaSCTM is five times bigger. The significant

benefit of PoSCTM over PaSCTM comes from the models with PoSCTM only traces

two destinations S1 and S2, while PaSCTM has to trace all the possible paths (more

than 20 in this network) for the four O-D pairs. Furthermore, in preparation time,

finding these paths, a prerequisite in PaSCTM but not in PoSCTM, also contributes
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to the cost of the execution time. In this single scenario, the results show that we

can use PoSCTM solutions as a starting point to find PaSCTM solutions with less

computational cost as compared to the case of finding them directly.

Two scenario set: we now consider both scenarios x0 and x1. Recall that the

positive value of D obtained using different time units represents the gain of policy

choice over path choice where the travel time improves by more than 30% with the

perfect information as shown in Table 5.8. A double number of scenarios result in

a double number of constraints and variables, but about 3-10 times of the execution

time, see Table 5.8. For multiple scenarios, the same significant benefits are achieved

in terms of the performance criteria for the computational complexity. However,

in contrast to the single scenario set, the PoSCTM solutions no longer serve as the

referenced point for the PaSCTM solutions, which must be solved at much higher

computational cost.

5.5.3 Example 3: Fort-Worth network

We continue evaluating our methodology on a real-sized problem, i.e., Fort-Worth

network (Mahmassani, 2001), which includes 182 nodes, 441 links and two O-D

pairs, i.e., (R1, S1) and (R2, S2) shown in Fig. 5.6. By setting 30-second time step, the

transformed cell network has 541 nodes and 1461 links. Similar to Nguyen-Dupuis

network, we also consider two scenarios where the capacity drop happens on ran-

domly chosen links in one of the scenarios. Due to a large number of possible paths,

the path-based model could not be solved within four hours using our computing

machines. For the proposed policy-based model, the results in Table 5.9 show that,

for a large-sized network, solving the policy-based model requires significantly less

computation than solving the path-based model to obtain the SO solution.

We also evaluate the impact of inaccuracy in the demand estimation by adding

zero-mean Gaussian noise with the standard deviation 20% of the expected demand

value. Fig. 5.7 shows the cumulative distribution of the average travel time where

its mean and standard deviation (in minute) in each scenario are x0(12.30, 0.89) and

x1(12.66, 0.90) respectively. In companion with the results in Section 5.5.1 for the

small network, they certainly show that larger topology reduces the robustness of

solutions.
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FIGURE 5.6: Fort-Worth network.
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TABLE 5.9: Results of solving policy-based model in Fort-Worth net-
work.

Demand (#veh each pair) 500 1000 1500 2000
Modelling time horizon (min.) 15 20 25 30
Average travel time (min.) 8.86 12.54 15.55 18.38
Computing time (min.) 1.0 3.7 9.4 22.8

FIGURE 5.7: CDF of the average travel time in Fort-Worth network
(the standard deviation 20% of the mean demand).

5.6 Summary

This chapter proposes a novel information model that caters to both the path and

policy choices with real-time information in a comprehensive mathematical frame-

work for the SO-DTAproblem. Thismodel describes an evolution of dynamic stochas-

tic information in terms of probabilistic traffic demand and network capacity. Two

linear SO-DTA models, each for path-based and policy-based route choice, formu-

late the DTA problem with real-time information. In this SO framework, users com-

ply with the route advice decided by the system operator as long as the advice align

with the users’ preferences. The integration of information model in SO-DTA frame-

work, therefore, enables us to study the impact of information on route choices and

network performance. The numerical results show the advantage of the policy-

based model over the path-based model to not only obtain a better solution in terms

of system performance but also require less computational complexity and comput-

ing time.
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Chapter 6

Information-based UE DTA

problem

Traditional dynamic traffic assignment problem assumes the deterministic network

conditions, therefore travellers know exactly their travel cost in the user equilibrium

solution. Herein, we study a more general problemwhere users only know the most

recent update of information in terms of the probabilistic traffic demand and net-

work capacity before they enter the network. The evolution of information over

time reduces the uncertainty of realisable scenarios, therefore, it enables travellers to

adapt or change their route choices at the source node in real-time. This chapter pro-

poses a mathematical programming framework to formulate the information-based

stochastic user equilibrium DTA problem. The numerical examples investigate the

impact of real-time information on both UE route choice and system performance.

The remaining content is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes the infor-

mation model for adaptive path-based routing and the calculation of travel time

estimation. Section 6.2 proposes the LTM-based DTA model, taking into account

the evolving real-time information. Section 6.3 analyses the relationship between

ISUE and ISSO solutions that the ISUE objective becomes ISSO objective in the limit

when the system time step comes to zero. Section 6.4 develops an incremental solu-

tion method for the proposed model and the linear approximation of ISUE objective.

Section 6.5 illustrates our method in two numerical results, i.e., a simple network for

solution analysis and a large-scale network for performance evaluation. Finally, our

work is summarised in Section 6.6.
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Notations

A transportation network is generally represented by a directed graph G = (V,A),

whereV is the set of nodes, andA is the set of directed arcs connecting certain pairs

of nodes. Without losing generality, there are three disjoint sets: source nodes VR,

sink nodes VS, and intermediate nodes VI . Furthermore, each source node only

connects to one intermediate node, and there is no incoming link to any sources.

Similarly, each sink node only receives flow from one intermediate node, and there

is no outgoing link from any sinks. An intermediate node could have any number

of links coming to or going out of them.

Let AR denote the set of arcs from sources, AS denote the set of arcs to sinks,

and AI denote the remaining arcs. Note that, the arcs in AR and AS are the vir-

tual links that store traffic at sources and destinations to maintain the rule of flow

conservation. The set of all possible paths, connecting source r and destination s in

this network, is denoted by P
(rs). Let T denote a set of discrete times where T is the

maximum time horizon, i.e., T = {1, 2, . . . , T}.

Let U�
a denote the set of inflow links to link a, and U+

a denote the set of outflow

links from link a for any a 2 A. For any network topology in our work, we have

U�
a = ? 8a 2 AR, and U+

a = ? 8a 2 AS.

6.1 The information-based adaptive routing framework for

path choice

In this section, we present the information-based adaptive routing framework in

which travellers use real-time information of traffic network to make a decision of

route choice. This decision is based on the path-based travel time estimation dis-

cussed later.

6.1.1 The framework

The scenario set Our study considers the stochastic time-dependent network char-

acterised by the joint distribution of demand and supply (or road capacity). This

joint distribution is assumed to be discrete with a finite number of realisations, also
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called a set of scenarios X . Each scenario x 2 X is associated with a probability rx,

such that Â
x2X

rx = 1. The network parameters are deterministic in each scenario that

describe the traffic demand D(rs)
t|x for any O-D pair (r, s) departing at time t, and the

maximum flow capacity Qa,t|x of any link a 2 A at the same time twithin a scenario

x as

x =
n
D(rs)

t|x ,Qa,t|x : 8r 2 AR, s 2 AS, t 2 T, a 2 A

o
. (6.1)

Let yt represent the traced pattern observed at time t. The group of indistinguish-

able scenarios sharing a same yt is called Xyt or the t-realisable scenario set. In this

work, we consider the real-time information that helps to reduce the set of feasible

scenarios, therefore the content of yt helps to indicate the realisable scenario set at

time t, i.e., yt = (Xyt , t), and Xyt ✓ X . Note that, time t in yt is also an impor-

tant information that able to differentiate dynamic network states at different times

even though they realise the same Xyt . With the assumption of error-free data, the

consistency of evolving information reads,

h > t ) Xyh ✓ Xyt or Xyt \Xyh = ?. (6.2)

The Eq. (6.2) means that as the information evolves over time, the later realisable

scenario set has to be a subset of the previous one. Let Y denote the set of possible

real-time information yt that Y = {yt = (Xyt , t) : Xyt ✓ X , t 2 T}. The random

distribution of information at time t, called ỹt, can be derived below,

P(ỹt = yt) = Pyt = Â
x2Xyt

rx. (6.3)

The decision of path choice For users departing at time t from source r to destina-

tion s, the path choice p is the decision of a path based on the real-time information

yt at time t, mathematically presented below

p : (r, s, yt) 7�! p, (6.4)
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such that p 2 P
(rs) for a given demand D(rs)

yt at time t associated with yt. According

to this function, travellers choose a route depended on the realisable scenarios at

time t represented by yt. Specifically, in the case of no information update in route

choice, we simply consider yt = (X , t) in the above p function which means that the

route choice decision takes into account all scenarios at any time. The evaluation of

route cost among different paths is described in the following section.

6.1.2 Travel time estimation

In this chapter, we take the travel time to be the travel cost and consider two types of

estimation: the marginal and average travel time. Let fp,t,h|x denote a flow on path p

(the O-D pair r, s 2 p), departing the source r at time t, and arriving the destination

s at time h (h > t) in the scenario x 2 X . Let fp,t|x represent an amount of traffic

choosing path p for demand at time t in the scenario x, which accumulates all flows

fp,t,h|x in any time h, i.e.,

fp,t|x = Â
h�t

fp,t,h|x. (6.5)

We assume that, each flow has to take at least one time unit from source to destina-

tion, i.e., fp,t,h|x = 0 for all h  t.

The marginal travel time function

In a particular scenario x, for a given path flow fp,t|x, the marginal travel time func-

tion T̃p,t|x(u) is the marginal travel time for an amount u of traffic belonging to fp,t|x,

formulated as

T̃p,t|x(u) = h� t if u 2
 

Â
kh�1

fp,t,k|x, Â
kh

fp,t,k|x

#
(6.6)

for all u 2 (0, fp,t|x]. We call T̃p,t|x the marginal travel time for the path flow fp,t|x,

where T̃p,t|x = T̃p,t|x( fp,t|x). For a given real-time information yt, the average of

marginal travel time T̃p,yt over all realisable scenario x 2 Xyt is equal to

T̃p,yt =
1
Pyt

Â
x2Xyt

rxT̃p,t|x. (6.7)
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The average travel time function

For a given path flow fp,t|x, the average travel time function Tp,t|x(u) for each sce-

nario x is defined as the average of travel time over an amount u of flow belonging

to fp,t|x, i.e.,

Tp,t|x(u) =

R u
0 T̃p,t|x(u) du

u
(6.8)

for all u 2 (0, fp,t|x]. The average travel time Tp,t|x for the path flow fp,t|x, averaged

over all flow departing at time t on path p according to demand D(rs)
t|x , is formulated

as follows,

Tp,t|x = Tp,t|x( fp,t|x) = Â
h�t

(h� t) fp,t,h|x
fp,t|x

. (6.9)

At any time t, for a given real-time information yt, travellers make route choice

decision based on the overall average travel time Tp,yt which is averaged over all

realisable scenarios in Xyt , i.e.,

Tp,yt =
1
Pyt

Â
x2Xyt

rxTp,t|x. (6.10)

6.2 The formulation for information-based DTA problem

In this section, we discuss our formulation of information-based stochastic route

choice problem in the dynamic traffic assignment framework. We first present the

formulation of link transmission model (LTM), the FIFO constraints, and finally, the

complete formulation.

6.2.1 The link transmission model

In this part, we describe the link transmission model (LTM) in each scenario x 2 X

for the network loading as a set of side constraints in a DTA problem. The set of

parameters and variables are follows.

Link parameters For each link a 2 A, the following parameters are defined:
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La : length of link a.

Ka : jam density (a maximum number of vehicles per distance unit) at link a.

Va|x : unsaturated speed at link a in the scenario x.

Wa|x : backward speed at link a in the scenario x.

Qa,t|x : maximum number of vehicles to or out of link a at time t in the scenario x.

The parameters (Ka|x,Va|x,Wa|x) helps to describe the triangular fundamental rela-

tionship between flow and density in each link. For sources and sinks, they have

infinite capacity: Qa,t|x ! • 8a 2 AS [AR, t 2 T, 8x 2 X . Furthermore, we

also assume integer values of
La

Va|x
and

La

Wa|x
to simplify the model description. For

O-D demand, let D(rs)
t|x denote an amount of traffic demand departing at time t from

source r to sink s in the scenario x.

Link variables To capture the dynamic traffic in each link a 2 A, the following

variables are defined:
ua,t|x : a number of vehicles moving to link a at time t in the scenario x.

va,t|x : a number of vehicles moving out of link a at time t in the scenario x.

fab,t|x : a number of vehicles moving from link a to link b at time t in the scenario

x.

Link constraint

For each link a 2 A in a scenario x, the demand capacity Da,t|x defines a maximum

amount of traffic exiting link a at time t, and the supply capacity Sa,t|x defines a

maximum amount of traffic entering link a at time t. Their mathematical definitions

are follows.

Source links (a 2 AR) At source links, there is no limitation on demand and sup-

ply capacity.

Da,t|x ! • (6.11)

Sa,t|x ! •. (6.12)
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Sink links (a 2 AS) At sink links, there is infinite supply but zero demand ca-

pacity to store all traffic arriving the destination.

Da,t|x = 0 (6.13)

Sa,t|x ! •. (6.14)

Other links (a 2 AI) The below equations formulate Da,t and Sa,t which are dy-

namically depended on the upstream and downstream flows as follows,

Da,t|x = min

8
><

>:
Qa,t|x; Â

ht� La
Va|x

ua,h|x � Â
ht�1

va,h|x

9
>=

>;
(6.15)

Sa,t|x = min

8
><

>:
Qa,t|x;KaLa + Â

ht� La
Wa|x

va,h|x � Â
ht�1

ua,h|x

9
>=

>;
. (6.16)

In Eq. (6.15), the second part shows the remaining traffic at downstream point that is

ready to exit link a at time t. Note that, due to the free-flow travel time
La

Va|x
on link

a, any traffic entering link a after time

 
t� La

Va|x

!
is still travelling on this link, and

will exit link a after time t. Similarly, for the supply capacity Sa,t|x at the upstream

point of link a, it shows the vacancies made by the outgoing flows (that accumulate

any va,h|x for all h  t� La

Wa|x
) and the entering flows (that sum up any ua,h|x for all

h  t� 1) of link a. These supply and demand capacity in each link are used in node

model below to restrict the upstream and downstream flow at each node.

Node constraints

For any node in the network, the node constraints below guarantee the flow conser-

vation and restriction of demand and supply.

ua,t|x = Â
b2U�

a

fba,t|x 8a 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.17)

va,t|x = Â
b2U+

a

fab,t|x 8a 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.18)

ua,t|x  Sa,t|x 8a 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.19)
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va,t|x  Da,t|x 8a 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.20)

fab,t|x � 0 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T : b 2 U+
a , x 2 X . (6.21)

For source nodes, the upstream flow is given and identical to the demand at time

t, i.e.,

ur,t|x = Â
s2AS

D(rs)
t|x 8r 2 AR, t 2 T, x 2 X . (6.22)

The path-based constraints

To trace the path flows on any links (needed for the computation of Tp,t|x), let fa,p,t|x

represent the flow on path p arriving the upstream of link a at time t, and recall

that fp,t|x is an amount of traffic departing from source r at time t and choosing path

p 2 P
(rs). Related to the link flow variables, the definite constraints follow:

ua,t|x = Â
p2P:a2p

fa,p,t|x 8a 2 A, t 2 T (6.23)

va,t|x = Â
b2U+

a

Â
p2P:a,b2p

fb,p,t|x 8a 2 A, t 2 T (6.24)

fab,t|x = Â
p2P:a,b2p

fb,p,t|x 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T (6.25)

fp,t|x = fr,p,t|x 8p 2 P, t 2 T. (6.26)

With the detail of traffic in a path, the constraint Eq. (6.22) is replaced by the

following equation,

Â
p2P(rs)

fp,t|x = D(rs)
t|x . (6.27)

Similar to the demand capacity on link a due to the free-flow travel time La/Va|x

(see Eq. (6.15)), the additional constraint of free-moving path flows is included, i.e.,

Â
ht

fb,p,h|x � Â
ht� La

Va

fa,p,h|x  0 8a 2 AI , p 2 P, t 2 T : b 2 U+
a , b 2 p. (6.28)
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The First-In-First-Out (FIFO) constraints

The original LTM model, described in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.1, satisfies FIFO princi-

ple on any links (Yperman, 2007). However, by using the path-based constraints, it

is required to represent FIFO among path flows in explicit constraints. The principle

of FIFO describes an order of movement where a flow departs earlier at the origin

would arrive sooner at the destination. Let fa,p,t,h|x denote an amount of traffic flow

that enters link a on path p at time t and goes out of this link at time h in scenario x.

The FIFO condition on link a, based on Carey (1992), follows

Â
p2P

fa,p,t+,h|x Â
p2P

fa,p,t,h+|x  0 8a 2 A, 8h+ > h, 8t+ > t. (6.29)

By Eq. (6.29), the later arriving flow fa,p,t+,h (at time t+ > t) could exit link a at time h

only when there is no flow fa,p,t,h+ that arrives sooner at time t and exits link a after

time h. The relation between fa,p,t,h and fa,p,t reads,

fa,p,t|x = Â
h�t+La/Va|x

fa,p,t,h|x 8a 2 A, p 2 P, t 2 T (6.30)

fa,p,t,h|x = 0 8a 2 A, p 2 P, t 2 T, h < t+ La/Va|x. (6.31)

The information-based constraints

Travellers receive real-time information yt which could happen in any realisable sce-

narios x 2 Xyt . Therefore, the traffic split is considered the same in these scenarios,

i.e.,

fab,t|x = fab,yt (6.32)

for all x 2 X , t 2 T, a 2 A, b 2 U+
a . This equation shows that, for any x1, x2 2 Xyt :

fab,t|x1 = fab,t|x2 = fab,yt , where fab,yt is the common variable for traffic from link a to

link b given the same yt.
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Furthermore, according to Eq. (6.4), we infer that the split of path choices is also

the same for all indistinguishable scenario x 2 Xyt , that is follows,

fp,t|x = fp,yt (6.33)

for all x 2 Xyt , t 2 T, p 2 P. This constraint Eq. (6.33) implicitly requires the setting

of D(rs)
t|x to be identical for any x 2 Xyt . For convenience, we denote this demand

value as D(rs)
yt . As a result, we can rewrite Eq. (6.27) as

D(rs)
yt � Â

p2P(rs)

fp,yt = 0 8r 2 AR, s 2 AS, yt 2 Y. (6.34)

The above constraints, i.e., Eqs. (6.11)–(6.34), formulate the discrete-time link-

based network loading model for a general single O-D road network. In the next

section, we present the overall DTA model for ISUE-DTA problem.

6.2.2 The overall model for information-based stochastic user equilib-

rium of path choices

We have previously defined path-based variables in the LTM-basedmodel, however,

they are inseparable due to the propagation of traffic over time-space domain, and

thus we cannot identify the impact of a path flow fp,t|x on the link flow fab,t|x, i.e.,

it is unable to determine the partial derivation
∂ fab,t|x
∂ fp,t|x

for any link and path flows.

Hence, it is difficult to analyse these models under the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

conditions for the optimal solution. For this reason, we describe the concept of a trip

flow below (which is also similar to trip flow in Section 4.1.4).

Trips and trip flow variables During a trip from source to destination, each ve-

hicle travels through several links at different times. To differentiate trips in time

and space, we define a trip j as a collection of all entering times and the associated

arrival links for an individual (or a group of travellers) during their movement from

a source to a destination, i.e.,

j = {(h, a) : h 2 T, a 2 A} . (6.35)
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Each element (h, a) 2 j means that the flow following trip j enters link a at time

h. For traffic belonging to demand D(rs)
yt and travelling on path p, let ta denote the

arrival time to any link a 2 p, then the trip j = {(ta, a) : 8a 2 pwhere tr = t, ts > t}.

The amount of flow following trip j in the scenario x is called fj|x. The most im-

portant property of trip flow is separability, that any individual flow (or infinitesimal

flow) has to belong to one and only one trip flow. A set of all (possible) trips is called

F. Furthermore, for convenience, let Ft
p denote the set of trips belonging to the de-

mand departing source r at time t and following path p to destination s (r, s 2 p), and

let Fa,t denote the set of trips entering link a at time t. Their mathematical definitions

are follows,

Fa,t = {j | 8j 2 F : (t, a) 2 j}

Ft
p = {j | 8j 2 F, 8(t, r), (h, a) 2 j : r 2 AR, a 2 A, h > t, a and r 2 p}.

A set of all trip flows is called f = { fj|x : 8j 2 F, 8x 2 X}. As a result, the flow

variables in previous sections are constructed from trip flows shown below,

fp,t,h|x = Â
j2Ft

p
T

Fs,h

fj|x 8p 2 P; s 2 p \AS; t, h 2 T; x 2 X (6.36)

fp,t|x = Â
j2Ft

p

fj|x 8p 2 P, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.37)

fab,t|x = Â
h<t

Â
j2Fb,t

T
Fa,h

fj|x 8a, b 2 A, s 2 AS, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.38)

ua,t|x = Â
j2Fa,t

fj|x 8a 2 A, s 2 AS, t 2 T, x 2 X (6.39)

va,t|x = Â
b2U+

a

Â
h<t

Â
j2Fb,t

T
Fa,h

fj|x 8a 2 A, s 2 AS, t 2 T, x 2 X . (6.40)

The ISUE-DTA problem

The general side constrained DTA model is defined as the optimization problem P0

below:

[P0] min
f

F( f ) = Â
x2X

Â
p2P

Â
t2T

rx

Z fp,t|x

0
Tp,t|x(u) du (6.41)

s.t. Path-based model: Eqs. (6.11)–(6.33)
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D(rs)
yt � Â

p2P
fp,yt = 0 8r 2 AR, s 2 AS, yt 2 Y

fj|x � 0 8 fj|x 2 f

Â
j2Ft

p

fj|x = fp,t|x 8p 2 P, t 2 T, x 2 X

where all the constraints Eqs. (6.11)–(6.33) can be written in a standardized form

ci( f )  0, 8i 2 I,

with I is the set of constraint indexes, and f is the set of separable trip flow variables

f = { fj|x : 8j 2 F, x 2 X} (see Appendix C.1). The study in this section is general-

ized to a class of non-decreasing functions, stated in the following assumption.

Assumption (Non-decreasing constraint functions).

A1. All constraints ci( f ) are non-decreasing functions with respect to any fj|x 2 f , i.e.,

∂ci( f )
∂ fj|x

� 0 8 fj|x 2 f , 8i 2 I.

The assumption A1 implies that, the constraint function ci( f ) increases with re-

spect to the increment of flow fj|x. However, due to the condition ci( f )  0, the flow

is only able to increase until ci( f ) = 0. Because of this property, they are also called

capacitated constraints. Note that, all constraints used in LTM-based DTA models in

Section 6.2.1 satisfy this assumption (see in Appendix C.1). With this, the definition

of unsaturated route follows.

Definition 8 (The unsaturated route). A path p 2 P
(rs) is said to be unsaturated in a

scenario x 2 X for demand at time t if

9j 2 Ft
p 8i 2 I :

∂ci( f )
∂ fj|x

> 0 ) ci( f ) < 0. (6.42)

Equivalently, path p is unsaturated in a scenario x for demand at time t if there exists a trip

flow fj|x such that for all constraints ci( f ), either
∂ci( f )
∂ fj|x

= 0 or ci( f ) < 0.

The condition Eq. (6.42) shows that for a given f , if ci( f ) is strictly increasing

with respect to flow fj, then in an unsaturated route, more flow could be added to
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this route without violating ci( f )  0. Conversely, a route p is saturated for demand

at time t in scenario x if there exists a constraint ci( f ) = 0 while the above antecedent

is hold, i.e.,

8j 2 Ft
p 9i 2 I : ci( f ) = 0 and

∂ci( f )
∂ fj|x

> 0. (6.43)

Based on the concept of unsaturated route, the information-based user equilibrium

in a stochastic dynamic traffic network is presented in the next section.

Information-based stochastic user equilibrium condition

The Wardrop’s first principle of route choice (Wardrop, 1952) is widely used in the

study of user equilibrium solutions, i.e., the journey times in all traversed routes

are equal and less than those that would be experienced by a single vehicle on any

unused route. This, however, is not always held in a capacitated network where the

amount of flows passing through a road is restricted by the maximum flow capacity

or the capacity of downstream flow is dynamically constrained by the spill-back

phenomenon (Larsson et al., 1999; Correa et al., 2004). In this type of network, we

extend the definition of static capacitated UE, introduced in Correa et al. (2004), for

a dynamic stochastic network as follows.

Definition 9 (Information-based stochastic user equilibrium - ISUE). A flow f repre-

sents an information-based stochastic user equilibrium if no O-D pair has an unsaturated

route with strictly smaller cost than any used path for that pair where the route cost is av-

eraged over all realisable scenarios at the departure time. Mathematically, for all p 2 P
(rs)

and yt 2 Y,

fp,yt > 0 ) Tp,yt  min
�
Tp0,yt :8p0 2 P

(rs), 9x 2 Xyt :

it is unsaturated in the scenariox for demand D(rs)
t|x

 
.

(6.44)

The ISUE implies that all unsaturated paths have the same cost, which is not

smaller than any cost of saturated paths. Therefore, in an incapacitated network
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where every route is unsaturated, the travel costs Tp,yt in all used paths are equi-

librium.

Proposition 9. Suppose problemP0, satisfying the assumptions A1, has an optimal solution

f ⇤. Then, f ⇤ is an ISUE solution with the equilibrium cost T⇤
p,yt = Tp,yt( f

⇤
p,yt).

Proof. See C.2.

From Proposition 9 and Definition 9, we infer that for a given ISUE solution, if it

exists a scenario x 2 X so that path p is unsaturated for demand at time t then the

average travel cost on this path is equal to the equilibrium cost.

Remark 6. The proof of Proposition 9 does not require any specific definition of Tp,t|x(u),

that meansP0 can describe a more general UE-DTA problemwith any increasing-continuous

travel cost functions, including the average travel time function shown in Eq. (6.8).

In the literature, Larsson et al. (1999) shows that the capacitated UE solutions also

satisfy the Wardrop equilibrium in terms of generalized route travel costs. Similarly,

this cost is defined and proved below in the context of stochastic dynamic networks

and ISUE.

Let L( f ,p, µ) define the Lagrangian function, i.e.,

L( f ,p, µ) = F( f ) + Â
r,s,yt

prs,yt
�
D(rs)

yt � Â
p,yt

fp,yt
�
+ Â

i2I
µici( f ) (6.45)

where p and µ are multipliers associated to the constraints in the problem P0.

Definition 10 (Generalized route travel cost). For a given solution f ⇤ and multiplier µ⇤,

let’s denote

Fp,yt = Tp,yt +
1
Pyt

min
j2Ft

p,x2X
Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj|x

. (6.46)

Fp,yt is called the generalized route travel cost for fp,yt regarding to demand D(rs)
yt .

Proposition 10 (The generalizedWardrop equilibrium (GWE) for DTA). The solutions

to the problem P0 are Wardrop equilibrium flows for the generalized route travel cost, that
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means

f ⇤p,yt > 0 ) Fp,yt =
p⇤
rs,yt
Pyt

8p 2 P
(rs) (6.47)

f ⇤p,yt = 0 ) Fp,yt �
p⇤
rs,yt
Pyt

8p 2 P
(rs). (6.48)

Proof. See Appendix C.3.

Note that, GWE does not require the assumption A1, meaning that ISUE is GWE

but not vice versa. In the next section, we study in detail both UE and SO objective

functions and shows the relation between them.

6.3 The relation between ISUE and ISSO

In this section, we expand the expression of ISUE objective as the function of route

travel time in the problem P0 and derive the relation between ISUE and ISSO objec-

tives. Furthermore, we show that by using the marginal travel cost function T̃p,t|x(u)

instead of the average travel cost function Tp,t|x(u), P0 becomes ISSO-DTA problem.

6.3.1 Evaluation of ISUE objective

In this section, we first present the calculation of travel cost in a given scenario

x 2 X . The path flow fp,t|x could be divided into a set of flows fp,t|x = { fp,t,h|x :

h 2 T, h � t}, where fp,t,h|x is a partial flow of fp,t|x, arriving the destination at

time h (h > t). Let’s denote the accumulation of fp,t,h|x for any h  k as gp,t,k|x =
k

Â
h=t

fp,t,h|x 8k 2 N, k � t. Proposition 11 shows the evaluation of ISUE objective for a

given path flow traffic.

Proposition 11. ISUE objective function

F( f ) = Â
x2X

Â
p2P

Â
t2T

rx

Z fp,t|x

0
Tp,t|x(u) du

= Â
p,t,x

Â
h>t

rx(h� t) fp,t,h|x
| {z }

FT( f )

� Â
p,t,x

Â
h>t

rxgp,t,h|x
�
ln fp,t|x � ln gp,t,h|x

�

| {z }
E( f )

(6.49)
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Proof. See C.4.

In Eq. (6.49), FT( f ) is the total system travel time defined below in Eq. (6.50), and

E( f ) is the difference between ISUE and ISSO objective function.

6.3.2 The ISSO objective as the marginal equilibrium

The system optimal objective is defined by minimizing the total travel time FT( f ),

which is defined below:

FT( f ) = Â
p,t,x

Â
h>t

rx(h� t) fp,t,h|x. (6.50)

In Proposition 12, we show that, Eq. (6.41) could be used to define both ISUE and

ISSO objectives by using different definitions of travel cost, i.e., marginal travel time

Eq. (6.6) for SO and the average travel time Eq. (6.8) for UE.

Proposition 12. The function Eq. (6.41) in problem P0 represents the ISSO objective by

considering the marginal travel time function, i.e.,

F̃( f ) = Â
p,t,x

fp,t|xZ

0

rxT̃p,t|x(u)du = FT( f ). (6.51)

Proof. In the previous section, we have proved that, problem P0 provides ISUE so-

lutions. Similarly, by applying Eq. (6.6) into this problem, we get:

Z gi

gi�1

T̃p,t|x(u) du =i(gi � gi�1) = i fp,t,t+i|x 8i � 1

)
fp,t|xZ

0

T̃p,t|x(u) du = Â
i�1

giZ

gi�1

T̃p,t|x(u) du = Â
i2T

i fp,t,t+i|x

) F̃( f ) = Â
p,t,x

fp,tZ

0

rxT̃p,t|x(u)du = Â
p,t,x

Â
h�t

rx(h� t) fp,t,h = FT( f )

Therefore, solving problem P0 with the definition of travel cost in Eq. (6.6) gives

ISSO solutions.
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Applying the ISUE definition to ISSO solutions, the marginal travel cost of any

used paths are not smaller than the marginal cost of any unsaturated paths. In the

case that all traffic exits the network at the end of time horizon, the ISSO objective is

equivalent to the maximum aggregation of throughput at the destination, proved in

Proposition 13.

Proposition 13. If all traffic exits the network at the end of time horizon then

FT( f ) = C� H( f ) (6.52)

where

C = Â
x2X

Â
t2T

drx(T + 1� t)D(rs)
t|x (6.53)

H( f ) = Â
x2X

Â
t2T

drx(T + 1� t)us,t|x (6.54)

and us,t|x is the flow entering the destination s at time t in scenario x.

Proof. See Appendix C.5.

The Proposition 13 shows an efficient way to achieve ISSO solutions by only

considering the traffic flow entering the destination. Note that, these variables are

also supported by the linked-based traffic model described in Section 6.2.1. More-

over, using the original ISSO objective Eq. (6.50) requires the implicit assumption (or

constraint) that all demands finish at destinations, otherwise, the minimization of

FT( f ) would result in a zero total travel time. For these reasons, we use H( f ) in the

ISSO-DTA model in this work.

Proposition 14. Given the same information evolution, let f S denote the ISSO solution,

and f Sw.o.i denote the system optimal solution without considering the information evolution

in the routing decision. Similarly, fU , fUw.o.i for ISUE with and without using information,

respectively. By comparing these solutions under H( f ), we have the following order:

H( f S) � H( f Sw.o.i) � H( fUw.o.i) (6.55)

H( f S) � H( fU). (6.56)
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Note that, the larger value of H( f )means the smaller value of the total travel time (according

to Eq. (6.52)).

Proof. The f Sw.o.i is solved under the same problem defined for the ISSO solution f S

except for the constraints Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33) where yt = (X , t) at any time t.

Due to Xyt ✓ X , the feasible domain of f Sw.o.i is more restricted than f S, therefore

H( f S) � H( f Sw.o.i).

For f Uw.o.i, the feasible solution domain is more restricted than f Sw.o.i due to the

explicit FIFO constraint Eq. (6.29) even though the information-based constraints

Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33) are the same. Furthermore, the objective function directly op-

timizes H( f ) in f Sw.o.i, therefore H( f Sw.o.i) � H( fUw.o.i). Similarly, we have H( f S) �

H( fU) in the case of utilising information updates for route choice.

The Proposition 14 proves mathematically the impact of information under two

situations, i.e., with and without using information, in two typical route choices,

i.e., SO and UE. It is well-known in the literature that in some networks, the UE

solution could be as good as SO solution, meaning that fU could be as good as f S

(for example the parallel-two-route network in Hall (1996)) and possibly outperform

f Sw.o.i or fUw.o.i. Oppositely via numerical result in Section 6.5, we show an example

that fUw.o.i is better than fU in terms of H( f ) (or total system travel time). All of these

suggest that the use of updated information from individual perspective does not

always improve the system performance.

6.3.3 The solution existence and model complexity

For the existence of solutions, we refer to the discussion in Section 4.2.3. Similarly,

we also propose the incremental method to solve the ISUE solution via a series of

ISSO solutions. Therefore, the ISUE solution is achievable if there is an ISSO solution

for each ISSO-DTA sub-problem.

Table 6.1 summarises the proposed DTAmodels and includes the complexity for

each model. The ISUE-DTA problem, called PUE, requires the path-flow variables

fp,t,h|x with double time indexes. Due to this extra variables and constraints, the

complexity of PUE in terms of the number of constraints and/or variables is pro-

portional to O(|A||P|T2|X |). In contrast, the ISSO-DTA problem, called PSO, only
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TABLE 6.1: Summary of DTA models (Notation:
p

for Used, and ‘X’
for Unused).

Objective or constraints UE-DTA SO-DTA Type # constraints
(PUE) (PSO) or # variables

UE (Eq. (6.49))
p

X Non-linear -
SO (Eq. (6.54)) X

p
Linear -

Link-based LTMmodel
Eqs. (6.11)–(6.22) X

p
Linear O(|A|T|X |)

Path-based LTMmodel
Eqs. (6.11)–(6.31)

p
X Non-linear O(|A||P|T2|X |)

Information-based constraints
Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33)

p p
Linear O ((|A|+ |P|)T|X |)

requires path-based decision variables at source, therefore its complexity is signifi-

cantly smaller than PUE and proportional to O ((|A|+ |P|)T|X |) which avoids the

double time indexes as in PUE.

Furthermore, the problem PSO is linear in comparison with the non-linearity of

PUE, therefore, it is much more efficient to solve PSO than PUE. In the next section,

we utilise the relation between ISUE and ISSO objectives to develop a so-called in-

cremental solution method to compute the ISUE solutions based on solving a series

of related ISSO-DTA problems instead of directly solving PUE.

6.4 Solution method

In the previous sections, we develop DTA models which are represented in the dis-

crete time. In this section, we first show that the difference between ISSO and ISUE

objective functions, i.e., E( f ), reduces according to the length of a time step. Based

on this observation, we develop the ISM method to solve these models effectively.

In fact, the time domain in the proposed models are discretised from the con-

tinuous time horizon [0, T ] with the time interval d, i.e., T = {1, 2, 3, ..., T} where

T =
T
d
. In continuous time, let d(rs)x (t) denote a time-dependent demand function,

showing the arrival rate at source r to destination s at time t 2 [0, T ] in scenario x.

The relation between D(rs)
t|x (in discrete time domain) and d(rs)x (t) (in continuous time

domain) reads,

D(rs)
t|x =

Z dt

d(t�1)
d(rs)x (t)dt. (6.57)
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Therefore, the same total traffic demand D in both the time domains can be ex-

pressed as

D = Â
t2T

D(rs)
t|x =

TZ

0

d(rs)x (t)dt. (6.58)

Note that, the t index is for discrete time, and t index is for continuous time.

Similarly, in a capacitated network, the link flow capacityQa,t|x is also discretized

from the continuous-time link capacity qa|x(t) where

Qa,t|x =
Z dt

d(t�1)
qa|x(t)dt (6.59)

for all a 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X . Given functions d(rs)x (t) and qa|x(t), the parameters

D(rs)
t|x and Qa,t|x are function of the time interval d. We rewrite in this section the

relation between ISUE and ISSO objective in Eq. (6.49) with the appearance of the

time interval d as follows,

F( f ) = Â
p,t,x

Â
h>t

drx(h� t) fp,t,h|x
| {z }

FT( f )

� Â
p,t,x

Â
h>t

drxgp,t,h|x
�
ln fp,t|x � ln gp,t,h|x

�

| {z }
E( f )

. (6.60)

6.4.1 Linear approximation of ISUE objective

In the previous section, we show the computation of ISUE objective that includes

the linear formulation of ISSO function FT( f ) and the non-linear function E( f ). In

Lemma 4, we show that the difference between ISUE and ISSO objective, i.e., E( f ),

approaches zero at the infinitesimal system time step.

Lemma 4. Let Np,t|x denote the number of non-zero elements in the set fp,t|x. If Np,t|x is

bounded by a constant N (independent from d, p and t and x), then

(i) 0  E( f )  dN
e Â

x,t
rxD

(rs)
t|x .

(ii) lim
d!0

E( f ) = 0.

Proof. See Appendix C.6.
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Remark 7. From Eqs. (6.57) and (6.59), both the discrete demand D(rs)
t|x and the link flow

capacity Qa,t|x are approximately proportional to the value of time interval d. The value

of Np,t|x is normally proportional to D(rs)
t|x and inversely proportional to Qa,t|x, then the

impact of d to Np,t is destructive, that means N is likely independent from d (and p, t or x).

Similarly, Carey (2009) observed the time-independence of Np,t|x, where each time halving

the length of the time intervals, the number of time-space links in the fans (i.e., Np,t|x in

our study) remains much the same in the study of UE solutions. From this, by applying

Lemma 4, we have lim
d!0

E( f ⇤) = 0, where f ⇤ is an ISUE solution.

Note that, FT( f ) is linear while E( f ) is non-linear. By reducing the time step and

ignoring the term E( f ) in the approximation of F( f ), we are able to gain more detail of

traffic propagation in the network, and at the same time lessen the computational complexity

via solving a linear formulation. Nevertheless, the FIFO principle implicitly requires the

term E( f ) in the computation of path flow variables and still has to be maintained, which

will guarantee the requirement of the FIFO principle in the obtained ISUE solutions.

6.4.2 The ISM framework

Based on the insights from the previous section, we propose herein an incremental

approach, called the incremental solution method (ISM), to obtain the ISUE solution

for the ISUE-DTA problem.

The incremental procedure: By using a sufficiently small time step and based on

the Lemma 4 and Remark 4, the E( f ) term in the ISUE objective function (6.49)

can be omitted which results in a linear system optimal objective. The incremental

procedure also guarantees the FIFO relation by imposing the FIFO requirement at

any links in each scenario. The detail method is described below.

Step 0 Choose the time step d, and set t⇤ = 1.

Step 1 Given the solution for previous demands ({D(rs)
h|x : 8x 2 X , 8h 2 T, h < t⇤}):

f̂ = { f̂ab,t|x, 8a, b 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X}, find an ISSO solution for demand at time

t⇤ by solving the following linear problem:

[P1] max
f

H( f )

s.t. : Link-based model: Eqs. (6.11)–(6.22) and (6.32)
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fab,t|x � f̂ab,t|x a, b 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X

(6.61)

Â
ht� La

Va|x

ua,h|x � Â
ht

va,h|x � Â
ht� La

Va|x

ûa,h|x � Â
ht

v̂a,h|x a 2 A, t 2 T, x 2 X

(6.62)

Â
t2T

fab,t|x = Â
t2T

fab,t|x0 a, b 2 A, x, x0 2 Xyt⇤

(6.63)

where ûa,h|x, v̂a,h|x are parameters computed from f̂ab,t|x by Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18).

Step 2 If there is nomore demand after t⇤, then the last solution is the ISUE solution.

Otherwise, update t⇤ = t⇤ + 1, and jump to step 1.

Note that, the problem P1 is the link-based linear model with the new constraints

Eqs. (6.61)–(6.63) replacing all path-based constraints in the original problem P0. In

particular Eq. (6.29) in P0 is replaced with Eqs. (6.61) and (6.62) in the ISM frame-

work tomaintain the FIFO principle, while Eq. (6.63) is equivalent to the information-

based constraint Eq. (6.33) for demand at time t⇤ (t⇤ > t). Note that the total traffic

demands departing up to time t⇤ and choosing path p in P1 is written as

Â
tt⇤

fp,t|x = Â
t2T

fab,t|x

for any a, b 2 p and x 2 X . As a result, the complexity of P1 reduces toO (|A|T|X |)

which is considerably less compared to that of the models PSO and PUE in Table 6.1.

Study of convergence: Given a solution f ⇤ generated from this framework, we

could evaluate E( f ⇤) in Eq. (6.49) to assess the goodness of the resulting ISUE solu-

tion. Based on Lemma 4, the smaller value of E( f ⇤), the better the solution f ⇤ ap-

proximates the true ISUE value. We show in the numerical results (Section 6.5) the

solution convergence by reducing the time step d. Furthermore, the second example

for large network demonstrates the efficiency of using higher time-scale solution for

the computation at the smaller time scale.
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6.5 Numerical results

The numerical results are studied in two different network sizes: the small-sized

simple network and the large-sized Fort-Worth network. In the simple network, we

demonstrate the impact of information updates to user equilibrium route choices.

For the large network, the performance of our method is measured in terms of mod-

elling complexity (i.e., a number of constraints and variables) and computational

time. All results are computed in the desktop computer (Intel Core i5 3.2GHz, 8GB

RAM) by the open-source solver COIN-OR CBC (Forrest, 2012) for LP problems.

6.5.1 The simple network

The network topology and its parameters are shown in Fig. 6.1 and Table 6.2. The

traffic demand departs from node R at rate 2 veh/s during the first 120 seconds

(Fig. 6.2). In this example, we generate two scenarios x0 (r0 = 0.2) and x1 (r1 = 0.8)

to represent the stochastic link capacity on link (2,4) shown in Fig. 6.2. With the

probability r1 = 0.8, link (2,4) drops its flow capacity from time t = 30 to 120.

For other links, they operate normally without any disruption in both scenarios.

According to this setting, the evolution of information update is shown below,

• Before time t = 30 (s), travellers consider two possibilities x0 and x1 in their

decisions of route choices.

• At and after time t = 30 (s), travellers realise either x0 or x1, therefore, their

decisions are specially made for the realised scenarios at presence.

The dynamic and stochastic network settings impact on route choices in one of

the three paths: P0 (1,3,4), P1 (1,2,3,4), and P2 (1,2,4). In the non-congested network

state, paths P0 and P2 are shortest with 120-second travel time, while path P1 takes

150 seconds. However, the total flow capacity on both P0 and P2 (1.33 veh/s) is

smaller than the traffic demand (2 veh/s) entering the network, therefore it causes

travel delay in these paths. If the delay is large enough, a portion of traffic will

traverse P1. Furthermore, the uncertainty of link (2,4) also alters the route choice by

travellers to avoid the long delay on the link (2,4) in the scenario x1.

In this simple example, the impact of information is studied in three cases:
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R 1

2

4 S

3

P0

P2

P1

FIGURE 6.1: The simple network topology with source R and sink S.

TABLE 6.2: Configuration for each link in Fig. 6.1.

Links L V W K Q Free-flow travel time
(m) (m/s) (m/s) (veh/m) (veh/s) (s)

(1,2), (3,4) 1000 16.67 8.33 0.24 1.33 60
(1,3), (2,4) 1000 16.67 8.33 0.12 0.67 60

(2,3) 500 16.67 8.33 0.12 0.67 30

• Full information: Every travellers know the full information (at any point in

time) of traffic demand and network capacity before entering the network.

Note that in this case, the solution is in fact the standard UE solution for each

scenario.

• Real-time information: The information of network state and demand up to the

current time is available (i.e., up-to-date) to all travellers.

• No real-time information: There is no information update as time passes, how-

ever, travellers are aware of the distribution of all scenarios based on their past

experience.

For the last two cases, the optimal solutions in terms of path flow splits and

travel cost are shown in Fig. 6.3. In the right figure, without updating the real-time

information, we observe the same decision of splitting traffic over the three paths in
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FIGURE 6.2: The dynamic setting for network in Fig. 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.3: Travel time on each path in the UE solution for the simple
network

both x0 and x1. After time t = 20, the UE travel cost is 150 seconds which is also the

free-flow travel time on P1.

More adaptively, the information updates enable travellers from time t = 30 to

adapt better according to the revealed scenarios as shown in the left figure of Fig. 6.3.

There are two different flow splits after this time. In particular, there is more traffic

on path P2 and less on path P1 in scenario x1 than in x0 to better utilize the link (2,4)

which possesses some uncertainty. Hence, depending on the received information,

the ISUE travel costs are stabilized in two different points instead of one as in the

case of no information update.

The impact of information update on different types of route choices is shown in

Table 6.3. Although the real-time information is useful to have amore adaptive route

choice, the first row in Table 6.3 shows an increase in average travel time compared

to the no-information case. The reason is that, without a real-time update, it is too

risky to choose path P2 at the beginning, therefore more traffic selects paths P0 and

P1, that improves the system performance.

In Table 6.3, by considering the average of travel time on three paths, the so-

lution with the real-time update is close to the full information solution while the

no-information solution is considerably similar to the SO solution over paths P1 and
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TABLE 6.3: The impact of information on the system performance.

Full information Real-time update No information System optimal
Overall avg.
travel time (s)

149.9 150.5 149.6 143.8

Avg. cost
(s) on P0 for
x0, x1

140.2, 148.5 144.8, 148.3 146.5, 146.5 121.3, 133.7

Avg. cost
(s) on P1 for
x0, x1

150.0, 154.1 150.3, 153.8 151.4, 151.4 150.0, 153.5

Avg. cost
(s) on P2 for
x0, x1

140.4, 151.8 142.0, 155.2 120.0, 160.5 121.2, 162.6

UE MSRE (s)
for x0, x1

0.0, 0.0 7.2, 0.5 9.1, 0.4 16.4, 13.1

SO MSRE (s)
for x0, x1

16.4, 13.1 18.0, 13.0 12.4, 13.1 0.0, 0.0

P2. Let’s consider the full information and SO solutions as the baselines, and de-

fine the distance of any solutions to these baseline solutions as the mean square root

error (MSRE) of travel cost in each scenario x, formulated below:

MSREx =

vuuut
Â
t2T

Dt|x(Tt|x � T⇤
t|x)

2

Â
t2T

Dt|x
(6.64)

where Dt|x is the total traffic demand at time t in scenario x, i.e., Dt|x = D(rs)
t|x in the

single-O-D network. The quantity Tt|x is the average travel time for demand at time

t in scenario x, and T⇤
t|x is for the baseline solution. The last two rows in Table 6.3

shows that real-time update of information could help to improve route choice to the

ideal (full information) UE choices while no information pushes the ISUE solution

to the system optimal point in this example.

As discussed in the previous section that we able to obtain UE solutions by re-

ducing the time step d, and the value of E( f ) approaches zero as d ! 0. In Fig. 6.4,

we show the results of E( f ) and H( f ) in different time scales from 1.5 to 30 sec-

onds. It indicates that while H( f ) slowly reduces with respect to d, the value of

E( f ) drops quickly toward zero and is much smaller than H( f ), i.e., at d = 1.5(s),
E( f )
H( f )

= 0.0014.

In the simple network, we study ISUE solutions in different configurations of

information updates and show the solution convergence in terms of E( f ). In the

next example, our method is applied to the large network to evaluate its modelling
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FIGURE 6.4: The evaluation of E( f ) in the simple network.

complexity and computational performance.

6.5.2 Large network

For a real-sized problem, we perform our method on the Fort-Worth network (Mah-

massani, 2001), which includes 182 nodes, 441 links shown in Fig. 6.5. We consider

two scenarios where the capacity drop happens on randomly chosen links in one of

the scenarios. The total amount of traffic demand is 500 vehicles, moving from the

source R to the destination S. In this example, only the last 250 vehicles are received

real-time information that enables them to determine the current network state be-

longing to a particular scenario.

Table 6.4 shows the complexity and computational time by solving the problem

in different time scales from 15 seconds to 60 seconds. Halving the time unit doubles

the number of constraints C and variables V , however, the model preparation time

Tprepare and the solution time Tsovle increase considerably. Note that, the time Tprepare

is essential only for the first time of solving a problem, that takes into account the

model generation for a given set of parameters. Without or minor changes of pa-

rameters, this time is negligible for the later use. On the other hand, the solving

time Tsolve is the time to obtain the optimal solution by solving the generated model

everytime a solution is sought.

For solving this problem at 15-second time unit, it takes more than 24 hours to

be completed without any initial solutions used in the warmed-start process. To

improve Tsolve, we reuse the solution at 30-second time unit as the initial point before

solving the problem. The warmed-start process improves significantly the solution

time as shown in Table 6.4. This demonstrates the significant practical applicability
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R

S

FIGURE 6.5: Fort-Worth network.
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TABLE 6.4: Results for Fort-Worth network.

Time unit d (s) C V Tprepare(s) Tsolve(s) H( f )
60 73K 61K 60 17 276.14K
30 109K 116K 350 8900 171.55K
15 (warmed start) 218K 232K 2000 800 164.55K

of our method that enables the use of higher time scale solutions for a more detailed

and accurate solution at the smaller time scales in real-time operation.

6.6 Summary

This chapter develops a comprehensive linear mathematical framework to study

the benefit of real-time information and the impact of resulting user adaptive route

choice behaviours on network performance. The framework formulates the information-

based stochastic user equilibrium (ISUE) dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) problem

for a single origin-destination network. Using the framework, it proves the link-

age between the ISUE and ISSO solutions underpinned by the FIFO principle. This

important property then enables us to develop an incremental loading method to

obtain the ISUE solutions efficiently by solving a sequence of linear programs. More-

over, the proposed method is more scalable that avoids a huge enumeration of paths

in large-scale networks as done in path-based methods of the existing literature on

this topic. The numerical examples show the impact of information to both route

choices and network performance, and demonstrate the significant improvements

in the obtained ISUE solution both in terms of accuracy and computational com-

plexity.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis proposes macroscopic DTAmodels for the study of real-time information

in the transportation network. It provides an insight understanding of the interac-

tion among route choice, network state (including signal control) and information.

The impact of real-time information has been studied from both system’s and user’s

point of view. Especially for UE route choices, novel solution methods are devel-

oped for the proposed objective-based mathematical programming models which

are in contrast with the existing constraint-based models in the literature.

DTA SO (Chapter 3) This chapter presents an optimisation framework to find

SO solutions which can achieve better traffic throughput by optimally distributing

the congestion over links inside the network. This framework formulates the Two

regime Transmission Model (TTM), an extended version of the Link Transmission

Model (LTM), as a set of side linear constraints for a SO problem. Via numerical re-

sults, they show the capability of this framework to achieve minimal spillbacks and

less complexity in comparison with the CTM-based SO-DTA model.

DTAUE (chapter 4) This chapter first proposes amathematical programming frame-

work for the UE-DTA problem in a single O-D capacitated network. It then develops

an incremental solution method (ISM) to efficiently obtain the UE solution by solv-

ing a sequence of linear problems. This ISMmethod is underpinned by an important

theoretical result proven in this chapter that in the limit, the SO objective can be used

to obtain the UE solution as the system time step goes to zero given the satisfaction of
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the FIFO constraint. Via numerical results, the incremental method provides signifi-

cant improvements in the UE solution both in terms of accuracy and computational

complexity.

DTA SO Info (Chapter 5) This chapter develops a novel information model de-

scribing the evolution of knowledge in the form of the real-time information that

accounts for the (stochastic) uncertainty in demand and network capacity. It shows

that the proposed information model can be effectively integrated into the math-

ematical framework based on the cell transmission model (CTM) for the SO-DTA

problem. Using the framework, we demonstrate the significant value of the real-time

information via real-time strategy model that includes two types of route choice:

path choice and policy choice. The former enables temporal adjustments, while the

latter allows both temporal and spatial adaptations. To this end, it proposes and de-

velops two linear programmingmodels: PoSCTM for policy choice, and PaSCTM for

path choice for DTA SO problems in the context of a stochastic time-dependent net-

work. The numerical results show that, for system optimality, PoSCTM solutions are

always better than (or at least equal to) that of PaSCTM in both objective values and

computational performance. Besides, the policy-based approach can replace path-

based approach to solve multi-destination DTA SO problems without changing the

objective value but providing much lower computational cost.

DTA UE Info (Chapter 6) This chapter first proposes a novel mathematical pro-

gramming framework for the information-based stochastic UE-DTA problem in a

single O-D dynamic stochastic network. We then develop an incremental solution

method (ISM) to efficiently obtain the ISUE solution by solving a sequence of lin-

ear ISSO-DTA problems. Our proposed method for this problem extends the ISM

method in Chapter 4 for stochastic traffic flow. We prove that in the limit, the

information-based SO objective can be used to obtain the ISUE solution as the sys-

tem time step goes to zero given the satisfaction of the FIFO constraint. Via nu-

merical results, our incremental method shows significant improvements in finding

global optimal ISUE solution both in terms of accuracy and computational complex-

ity. Even though our method requires a small system time unit for the convergence
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of solutions, we demonstrate that the use of large-time-scale solution (lower compu-

tational time) can efficiently solve the small-time-scale problem as presented in our

example using a realistic large network.

7.2 Future research

While most of the current models developed in this thesis only consider a single O-

D pair, our mathematical programming framework is extensible for solving a more

general network, that includes multiple commodities, different types of travel cost,

etc. It paves a way to develop sophisticated models to study different aspects in

the combination of real-time information, user behaviour and system control. In the

vision to future development in transportation, the following directions are valuable

as the potential extensions of this work.

Future of transportation In recent years, we observe the social attraction of the

new generation in the automotive industry, i.e., driver-less vehicles, electric vehicles

and personal hybrid car-drones. In Australia, the New South Wales state govern-

ment is currently testing the driver-less buses for public uses. The future vehicles

are expected to provide not only self-driving but also multiple functions, from col-

lecting traffic data, providing assistant information, to becoming an artificially intel-

ligent entity (communicating with both human and other vehicles). They provide

new transport options for all travellers, however, raise a question about the applica-

bility of previous transport models with these new types of vehicles.

Similarly, there are signs of a new generation of traffic management. We cur-

rently see the application of new technologies in signal controls, variable message

signs (VMS), surveillance cameras, etc. It is expected that they would help to adap-

tively manage the transport system in real-time. While DTA framework mainly

studies the traffic flow in the network, it can be potentially extended to incorporate

with various control strategies above. Furthermore, the traffic management evolves

slowly, from fixed to dynamic rules, but for each link in the network. Thanks to

the communication technology, it is possible now that the network operator would

communicate directly and individually to each (or group of) vehicles. In this case,
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each vehicle would receive a unique set of instructions during its journey which

might differ from one vehicle to another. This futuristic vision certainly changes the

way of making traffic policies as its dimensions include not only space, time but also

vehicles.

Enhancements of informationmodel The vehicle and GPS data, including the tra-

jectory data either from floating cars or connected and automated vehicles, are in-

creasingly available. It certainly improves the quality of information, i.e., providing

a more accurate estimation of OD matrix and the joint distribution of demand and

supply. Based on the models developed in this work, more realistic features could be

added to reflect the process of information propagation, including the error probabil-

ity and spatial coverage. The understanding of these properties currently is within

the scope of communication technologies, and few works have partially studied its

impact on transport applications.

In the past, the role of information was limited. Nowadays, it increasingly influ-

ences and contributes to the normal travellers’ behaviour in many developed coun-

tries. In the future, the interaction among information providers will further increase

its role in shaping mobility. There is a need for better information models not only to

enhance system performance but also to investigate new mobility management op-

tions, e.g., a study of advance intersection control using a wireless communication

system.

The choice models This thesis currently focuses on the choice of routes in the DTA

framework. Therefore, the models and their solution methods are extensible to in-

clude the other dimensions of choices, for example, the departure time choice as seen

in the literature. Additionally, the trend of sharing vehicles (e.g., bike or cars) and

autonomous vehicles could be popular in the future. As a result, a new dimension of

choices emerges such as a multi-modal transport. Studying its impact on the system

performance is thus a promising future research direction that could be based on the

work developed in this thesis.

In conclusion, this thesis develops novel analytical frameworks for the study of

DTA problemwith real-time information. Based on this work, a variety of extensions
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could be performed as the future works in different aspects, i.e., traffic model, travel

choice model and information model, that is also influenced by the development of

future transportation modes and technologies.
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Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 4

A.1 Satisfaction of assumption A1 for any constraints in Sec-

tion 4.1.2

We recall the definition of LTM-based variables based on trip flows below,

fab,t = Â
j2Fb,t

9(h,a)2j,h<t

fj

ua,t = Â
j2Fa,t

fj

va,t = Â
b2U+

a

fab,t = Â
b2U+

a

Â
j2Fb,t

9(h,a)2j,h<t

fj

va,h,t = Â
b2U+

a

Â
j2Fb,t\Fa,h

fj.

Upper-bound of flow capacity c( f ) = ua,t � Qa,t  0. We easily see that this

constraint satisfy the assumption A1, because

∂c( f )
∂ fj

=

8
>><

>>:

1 if j 2 Fa,t

0 otherwise.

We get similar result for this constraint at downstream flow, i.e., c( f ) = va,t �Qa,t 

0.
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Constraint of downstream flow limited by upstream flow (forward direction)

c( f ) = Â
ht� La

Va

ua,h � Â
ht

va,h  0.

Because of the free-flow travel time La/Va, we able to set fj = 0 for any j 2 Ft
a \ Fh

b

where b 2 U+
a , h  t� La/Va. For any j 2 Fa,h \ Fb,k, where b 2 U+

a :

• If h  t� La/Va and k  t:
∂c( f )
∂ fj

=
∂ua,h
∂ fj

� ∂va,k
∂ fj

= 0.

• If h  t� La/Va and k > t:
∂c( f )
∂ fj

= 1.

• If h > t� La/Va and k  t: Since fj = 0, it becomes a constant or parameter in

the model.

• If h > t� La/Va and k > t:
∂c( f )
∂ fj

= 0.

Constraint of upstream flow limited by downstream flow (backward direction)

c( f ) = Â
ht

ua,h � Â
ht� La

Wa

va,h � KaLa  0.

For any j 2 Fa,h \ Fb,k,where b 2 U+
a :

• If h  t, and k  t� La

Wa
:

∂c( f )
∂ fj

=
∂ua,h
∂ fj

� ∂va,k
∂ fj

= 0.

• If h  t, and k > t� La

Wa
:

∂c( f )
∂ fj

=
∂ua,h
∂ fj

= 1.

• If h > t, and k  t� La

Wa
: Since k < h, fj = 0 in this case, it is not considered

as a variable in the model.

• If h > t, and k > t� La

Wa
:

∂c( f )
∂ fj

= 0.

FIFO constraint

Â
p2P

fa,p,t+,h Â
p2P

fa,p,t,h+  0 8a 2 A, 8h+ > h, 8t+ > t.

Since FIFO constraint is the product of two flow variables where each variable is the

accumulation of trip flows fj, therefore, its derivation on each trip flow is always

larger or equal to 0.
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Let L( f ,p, µ) denote the Lagrangian function with the definition in Eq. (4.38). It is

known that, if f ⇤ is the minimum solution of P0, then there exists multipliers µ⇤ and

p⇤ such that,

f ⇤j
∂L( f ⇤,p⇤, µ⇤)

∂ fj
= 0 , f ⇤j

�∂F( f )
∂ fj

+ Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj

� p⇤
rs,t
�
= 0 8 fj 2 Ft

p

(A.1)

∂L( f ⇤,p⇤, µ⇤)
∂ fn

� 0 , ∂F( f )
∂ fj

+ Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj

� p⇤
rs,t � 0 8 fj 2 Ft

p

(A.2)

µ⇤
i ci( f

⇤) = 0 8i 2 I (A.3)

µ⇤
i � 0 8i 2 I. (A.4)

These equations are called the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary condition

for minimum solutions. Note that,
∂F( f )

∂ fj
=

∂F( f )
∂ fp,t

∂ fp,t
∂ fj

= Tp,t 8 fj 2 Ft
p. From

Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), we get

f ⇤p,t > 0 ) T⇤
p,t = p⇤

rs,t �
1
fp,t Â

i2I
µ⇤
i Â
fj2Ft

p

fj
∂ci( f ⇤)

∂ fj

| {z }
c̃i( f ⇤)

.

f ⇤p,t = 0 ) T⇤
p,t � p⇤

rs,t � min
fj2Ft

p
Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj

.

If path p is unsaturated, then from A1 and Eqs. (4.35) and (A.3), we infer that there

exists fj 2 Ft
p so that either µ⇤

i = 0 or
∂ci( f ⇤)

∂ fj
= 0 8i 2 I. Therefore, from Eq. (A.2),

T⇤
p,t � p⇤

rs,t for any unsaturated path p. For any used route, the first equation above

shows the opposition that T⇤
p,t  p⇤

rs,t (from the assumption A1, c̃i( f ) � 0). Hence,

p⇤
rs,t is the route travel cost of any used and unsaturated paths. It is also the lower

bound cost of any unused and unsaturated paths. As a result, f ⇤ satisfies the CUE

principle (Eq. (4.37)).
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A.3 Proof of Proposition 3

In this proof, we also apply the KKT conditions presented in A.2. For the inter-

nal flow equilibrium Eqs. (4.43) and (4.44), they are easily derived from Eqs. (A.1)

and (A.2), i.e.,

f ⇤j > 0 ) F j
p,t = p⇤

rs,t 8j 2 Ft
p

f ⇤j = 0 ) F j
p,t � p⇤

rs,t 8j 2 Ft
p.

Furthermore, due to the identical equilibrium value for any positive trip flow,

the Wardrop conditions Eqs. (4.41) and (4.42) are proved, that is,

• If f ⇤p,t = 0: Fp,t = min
j2Ft

p

F j
p,t � p⇤

rs,t.

• If f ⇤p,t > 0: F j
p,t = min

j2Ft
p

F j
p,t = min

(
min

j2Ft
p : fj>0

F j
p,t, min

j2Ft
p : fj=0

F j
p,t

)
= p⇤

rs,t. Note

that, it exists at least a trip flow fj > 0 (9j 2 Ft
p) in this case.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 6

From Eqs. (4.17) and (4.50), we infer that:

lim
d!0

D(rs)
t = 0 ) lim

d!0
fp,t = 0.

Since the demand function d(rs)(t) is given, we also have the conservation of total

demand:

Â
p2P

Â
t2T

fp,t = Â
rs

Z T

0
d(rs)(u)du = D

where D is the constant of total demand. In general, we can prove that,

0  gp,t,t+i ln fp,t � gp,t,t+i ln gp,t,t+i 
fp,t
e
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for any gp,t,t+i 2 [0, fp,t]. Applying this boundary to E( f ) in Eq. (4.53), we get:

0  E( f )  d

e Â
p,t

Â
Np,t

fp,t =
dN
e Â

rs,t
D(rs)

t  dND
e

d!0��! 0.

For the limitation of E( f ), we achieve: lim
d!0

E( f ) = 0.
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Appendix B

Appendix for Chapter 5

B.1 Proofs of Proposition 7

If the network is clear at the end time, minimising total system cost is equivalent to

maximise F.

Proof. Consider traffic flow approaching a destination s at time t, we have:

Â
i2G�

s

yis,t|x = Â
8t0<t

ys,t0,t|x

ns,t|x = Â
ht

Â
i2G�

s

yis,h|x = Â
ht

Â
t0<h

ys,t0,h|x

) Â
ht

ns,h|x = Â
ht

Â
i2G�

s

(t+ 1� h)yis,h|x

Because of the clear network at the ending time T, we get:

Â
t>t0

ys,t0,t|x = Â
r2CR

D(rs)
t0|x = Constant 8t0 2 T, s 2 CS, x 2 X

Â
s2CS

ns,T|x = Â
t2T

Â
8rs

D(rs)
t|x = Constant 8t 2 T, x 2 X

The total system cost at a specific scenario x is transformed to:

Cx = Â
s2CS

Â
t02T

Â
t>t0

(t� t0)ys,t0,t|x = Â
s2CS

Â
t02T

Â
t>t0

t.ys,t0,t|x � Â
t02T

t0 Â
8rs

D(rs)
t0|x

= Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

t Â
i2G�

s

yis,t|x � Â
t2T

Â
8rs

t.D(rs)
t|x

= (T + 1) Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

Â
i2G�

s

yis,t|x � Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

Â
i2G�

s

(T + 1� t)yis,t|x � Â
t2T

Â
8rs

t.D(rs)
t|x
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= (T + 1) Â
s2CS

ns,T|x � Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

ns,t|x � Â
t2T

Â
8rs

tD(rs)
t|x

= Â
t2T

Â
8rs

(T + 1� t)D(rs)
t|x

| {z }
Constant

� Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

ns,t|x

Thus, min TS = min Â
x2X

qxCx , max F = Â
x2X

Â
s2CS

Â
t2T

qxns,t|x.

B.2 Proofs of Lemma 3

In a non-stochastic (or a single scenario) network, for any feasible PoSCTM solution,

there exists an appropriate PaSCTM solution, and vice versa.

Proof. The relationship between policy-based and path-based models are presented

in Eqs. (5.15), (5.16), (5.25) and (5.26). In the context of a single scenario, we ig-

nore the index of scenario x to simplify the representation of variables. We observe

that, any feasible PaSCTM solutions can be converted to feasible PoSCTM solutions

which satisfy all policy-based constraints. In contrast, we get a feasible PoSCTM

solution {n(�s)
i,t , y(�s)

ij,t }, and find an appropriate PaSCTM solution {ni,p,t, yij,p,t}, by

solving the system:

Â
p2P
i,s2p

ni,p,t = n(�s)
i,t 8i 2 C, t 2 T, s 2 CS (B.1)

ni,p,t+1 = ni,p,t + ybi,p,t � yie,p,t

= ni,p,1 + Â
ht

ybi,p,h � Â
ht

yie,p,h 8b, i, e 2 CI , t 2 T, p 2 P (B.2)

ns,p,t+1 = ns,p,t + ybs,p,t

= ns,p,1 + Â
ht

ybs,p,h s 2 CS; t 2 T; b 2 G�
i ; b, s 2 p (B.3)

nr,p,t+1 = nr,p,t + fp,t � yri,p,t

= nr,p,1 + Â
ht

fp,h � Â
ht

yri,p,h r 2 CR; t 2 T; i 2 G+
r ; r, i 2 p (B.4)

Â
p2P(rs)

fp,t = D(rs)
t r 2 CR; s 2 CS; t 2 T (B.5)

Â
p2P
ij,s2p

yij,p,t = y(�s)
ij,t 8(i, j) 2 A, t 2 T, s 2 CS (B.6)
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ni,p,t � yie,p,t
Eq.(B.2)(==) ni,p,1 + Â

ht
ybi,p,h � Â

ht+1
yie,p,h

8b, i, e 2 C, t 2 T, p 2 P (B.7)

nr,p,t � yri,p,t
Eq.(B.4)(==) nr,p,1 + Â

ht
fp,h � Â

ht+1
yri,p,h

8r 2 CR, i 2 CI , t 2 T, p 2 P (B.8)

From the above system, the independent variables are only ni,p,1 (only at time

1) and yij,p,t for any i 2 C, (i, j) 2 A, p 2 P, t 2 T. We prove this Lemma by

t

1

2

3

4

r

(r, 1)

(r, 2)

(r, 3)

(r, 4)

i

(i, 1)

(i, 2)

(i, 3)

(i, 4)

s

(s, 1)

(s, 2)

(s, 3)

(s, 4)

D(rs)
1

yri,2

5 (r, 5) (i, 5) (s, 5)

nr,1

FIGURE B.1: Time-expanded cell network.

proposing a method of assigning policy flow to path flow. Let’s consider the path

flow sequence: pt = {(ij, ti)|8(i, j) 2 p, tj > ti}, where (ij, ti) represents a path flow

yij,p,ti from cell i to cell j at time ti. Consistently, if cell j is the downstream neighbour

of cell i, then tj > ti. In fact, this path flow pt is a feasible path in time-expanded cell

network, like in Fig. B.1. In this expansion, the flow yij,t becomes flow from node

(i, t) to node (j, t+ 1) in the expanded network, and the number of vehicles on cell i

(ni,t) becomes flow from node (i, t� 1) to node (i, t). There is no arc at the same or

upper time level. By building this new network, we allow no-queue at every nodes.

The flow from node (i, t) to node (j, t+ 1) is:

y⇤ij,t =

8
><

>:

yij,t if i 6= j

ni,t if i = j.

Similarly, the policy flow in this network is:

y⇤(�s)
ij,t =

8
><

>:

y(�s)
ij,t if i 6= j

n(�s)
i,t if i = j.
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We observe that, it is safe to assign: yij,p,ti = fp,ti = min
(ij,ti)2pt

y⇤(�s)
ij,ti 8(ij, ti) 2 pt.

This assigned flow can be put aside by this transformation:

y(�s)
ij,ti = y(�s)

ij,ti � fp,ti 8(ij, ti) 2 pt

By doing this, Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8) are not violated. Furthermore, if at destination s,

y(�s)
is,t = 0 8t 2 T, then we simply do not consider link (i, s) in any paths going

through (i, s), which help us to shrink down the network size. Having transformed,

the problem becomes smaller, because at least one policy-based arc flow is clear.

Repeat these steps above until we assign all path flows.
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Appendix for Chapter 6

C.1 Increasing constraint functions in the DTA model

Definitions of LTM-based variables based on trip flows:

fab,t|x = Â
j2Fb,t

9(h,a)2j,h<t

fj|x

ua,t|x = Â
j2Fa,t

fj|x

va,t|x = Â
b2U+

a

fab,t|x = Â
b2U+

a

Â
j2Fb,t

9(h,a)2j,h<t

fj|x

va,h,t|x = Â
b2U+

a

Â
j2Fb,t\Fa,h

fj|x

Upper-bound of flow capacity c( f ) = ua,t|x � Qa,t|x  0. We easily see that this

constraint satisfy the assumption A1, because

∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

=

8
>><

>>:

1 if j 2 Fa,t

0 otherwise.

We get similar result for this constraint at downstream flow, i.e., c( f ) = va,t|x �

Qa,t|x  0.

Constraint of downstream flow limited by upstream flow (forward direction)

c( f ) = Â
ht� La

Va|x

ua,h|x � Â
ht

va,h|x  0.
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Because of the free-flow travel time La/Va|x, we able to set fj|x = 0 for any j 2

Ft
a \ Fh

b where b 2 U+
a , h  t� La/Va|x. For any j 2 Fa,h \ Fb,k, where b 2 U+

a :

• If h  t� La/Va|x and k  t:
∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

=
∂ua,h|x
∂ fj|x

�
∂va,k|x
∂ fj|x

= 0.

• If h  t� La/Vax and k > t:
∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

= 1.

• If h > t� La/Va|x and k  t: Since fj|x = 0, it becomes a constant or parameter

in the model.

• If h > t� La/Va|x and k > t:
∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

= 0.

Constraint of upstream flow limited by downstream flow (backward direction)

c( f ) = Â
ht

ua,h|x � Â
ht� La

Wa|x

va,h|x � KaLa  0.

For any j 2 Fa,h \ Fb,k,where b 2 U+
a :

• If h  t, and k  t� La

Wa|x
:

∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

=
∂ua,h|x
∂ fj|x

�
∂va,k|x
∂ fj|x

= 0.

• If h  t, and k > t� La

Wa|x
:

∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

=
∂ua,h|x
∂ fj|x

= 1.

• If h > t, and k  t� La

Wa|x
: Since k < h, fj|x = 0 in this case, it is not considered

as a variable in the model.

• If h > t, and k > t� La

Wa|x
:

∂c( f )
∂ fj|x

= 0.

FIFO constraint

va,h+,t|x va,h,t+|x  0.

Since FIFO constraint is the product of two flow variables where each variable is the

accumulation of trip flows fj|x, therefore, its derivation on each trip flow is always

larger or equal to 0.
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C.2 Proof of Proposition 9

Let L( f ,p, µ) define the Lagrangian function, i.e.,

L( f ,p, µ) = F( f ) + Â
yk ,rs

pyk ,rs
�
D(rs)

yk � Â
p,yk

fp,yk
�
+ Â

i2I
µici( f ) (C.1)

If f ⇤ is the minimum solution of P0, then there exists multipliers µ⇤ and p⇤ such

that,

f ⇤j|x
∂L( f ⇤,p⇤, µ⇤)

∂ fj|x
= 0 , f ⇤j|x

�∂F( f )
∂ fj|x

+ Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj|x

� p⇤
yk ,rs

�
= 0 8j 2 F

(C.2)

∂L( f ⇤,p⇤, µ⇤)
∂ fj|x

� 0 , ∂F( f )
∂ fj|x

+ Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj|x

� p⇤
yt,rs � 0 8j 2 F

(C.3)

µ⇤
i ci( f

⇤) = 0 8i 2 I

(C.4)

µ⇤
i � 0 8i 2 I

(C.5)

These equations are called the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary condition

for minimum solutions. Due to
∂ fp,yt
∂ fj|x

= 1 for all j 2 Ft
p (and equal to zero other-

wise), the partial derivation of objective is equal to

∂F( f )
∂ fj|x

= Tp,ytPyt (C.6)

for all j 2 Ft
p and r, s 2 p. From Eqs. (C.2) and (C.3), we get

f ⇤p,yt > 0 ) PytTp,yt = p⇤
yt,rs � min

j2Ft
p,x2X

Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj|x

(C.7)

f ⇤p,yt = 0 ) PytTp,yt � p⇤
yt,rs � min

j2Ft
p,x2X

Â
i2I

µ⇤
i

∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj|x

. (C.8)

If path p is unsaturated, then from A1 and Eqs. (6.42) and (C.4), we infer that there

exists j 2 Ft
p so that either µ⇤

i = 0 or
∂ci( f ⇤)
∂ fj|x

= 0 8i 2 I. Therefore, from Eq. (C.3),
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Tp,yt �
p⇤
rs,yt
Pyt

for any unsaturated path p. For any used route, the first equation above

shows the opposition that Tp,yt( f
⇤
p,yt)  p⇤

rs,yt (from the assumption A1, c̃i( f ) � 0).

Hence,
p⇤
rs,yt
Pyt

is the route travel cost of any used and unsaturated paths. It is also the

lower bound cost of any unused and unsaturated paths. As a result, f ⇤ satisfies the

ISUE principle (Eq. (6.44)).

C.3 Proof of Proposition 10

In this proof, we also apply the KKT conditions presented in C.2. Due to the iden-

tical equilibrium value for any positive trip flow shown in Eqs. (C.7) and (C.8), the

Wardrop conditions Eqs. (6.47) and (6.48) are proved.

C.4 Proof of Proposition 11

According to the definition of fp,t,h|x and gp,t,k|x, we have:

fp,t|x = Â
h�t

fp,t,h|x

gp,t,k|x =
k

Â
h=t

fp,t,h|x.

We assume that, each flow has to take at least one time unit from source to des-

tination, i.e., fp,t,h|x = 0 for all h  t. For a flow fp,t,h|x (h > t), it takes exactly

(h � t) time units to arrive the destination. Initially, we have gp,t,t|x = 0. Let

m = max
h�t

{i : gp,t,h|x = 0} denote the time up to which none of the traffic depart-

ing at time t has arrived at the destination. For any positive path flow fp,t|x > 0, the

average travel time function Tp,t|x(u) for an amount u of flow is computed by

Tp,t|x(u) =
d(h� t+ 1)(u� gp,t,h|x) +

h
Â

j=t+1
d(j� t) fp,t,j|x

u

=

d(h� t+ 1)(u� gp,t,h|x) +
h
Â

j=t+1
d(j� t)(gp,t,j|x � gp,t,j�1|x)

u

for any u 2 [gp,t,h|x, gp,t,h+1|x] and i � m.
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If i � m, the integration of Tp,t|x(u) in the range [gp,t,h|x, gp,t,h+1|x] becomes:

Z gp,t,h+1|x

gp,t,h|x
Tp,t|x(u)du =

Z gp,t,h+1|x

gp,t,h|x

d(h� t+ 1)(u� gp,t,h|x) +
h
Â

j=t+1
d(j� t) fp,t,j|x

u
du

=

8
>>><

>>>:

d(h� t+ 1) fp,t,h+1|x �
h

Â
j=t+1

dgp,t,j|x ln
gp,t,h+1|x
gp,t,h|x

if h > m

d(h� t+ 1) fp,t,h+1|x if i = m.

From that, for the whole range (0, fp,t|x), after some simple transformations, we get:

Z fp,t|x

0
Tp,t|x(u)du = Â

h�m

Z gp,t,h+1|x

gp,t,h|x
Tp,t|x(u)du

= d Â
h>t

(h� t) fp,t,h|x � d Â
h�t

gp,t,h|x
�
ln fp,t|x � ln gp,t,h|x

�
.

The computation of ISUE objective function follows:

F( f ) = Â
x2X

Â
p2P

Â
t2T

rx

Z fp,t|x

0
Tp,t|x(u) du

= Â
p,t,x

Â
h>t

drx(h� t) fp,t,h|x � Â
p,t,x

Â
h�t

drxgp,t,h|x
�
ln fp,t|x � ln gp,t,h|x

�
.

C.5 Proofs of Proposition 13

The total system cost at a specific scenario x is transformed to:

Fx = Â
p2P(rs)

Â
t2T

Â
h>t

(h� t) fp,t,h|x = Â
p2P

Â
t2T

Â
t>t0

h. fp,t,h|x � Â
t2T

tÂ
8rs

D(rs)
t|x

= Â
s2AS

Â
t2T

t.us,t|x � Â
t2T

Â
8rs

tD(rs)
t|x

= � Â
s2AS

Â
t2T

(T + 1� t)us,t|x + Â
s2AS

Â
t2T

(T + 1)us,t|x � Â
t2T

Â
8rs

tD(rs)
t|x

= Â
t2T

Â
8rs

(T + 1� t)D(rs)
t|x

| {z }
Constant

� Â
s2AS

Â
t2T

(T + 1� t)us,t|x

Therefore, FT( f ) = C� H( f ).
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C.6 Proof of Lemma 4

Based on Eqs. (6.27) and (6.57), we infer that:

lim
d!0

D(rs)
k|x = 0 ) lim

d!0
f kp|x = 0

Since the demand function d(rs)(t) is given, the total demand is conserved:

Â
p2P

Â
t2T

fp,t|x = Â
rs

Z T

0
d(rs)x (u)du = Dx

where Dx is the constant of total demand in scenario x. In general, we can prove

that, for any gp,t,h|x 2 [0, fp,t|x]:

0  gp,t,h|x ln fp,t|x � gp,t,h|x ln gp,t,h|x 
fp,t|x
e

Applying this boundary to E( f ), we get:

0  E( f )  d

e Â
p,t,x

Â
Np,t|x

rx fp,t|x =
dN
e Â

x
rxDx

d!0��! 0

For the limitation of E( f ), we achieve: lim
d!0

E( f ) = 0.
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